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Introduction
Motivated by new pedagogies, ideas about education keep changing. Today,
education increasingly takes place in an open, dynamic and heterogeneous
environment. The learning that takes place in this environment is often no longer
centrally arranged. Instead, the learners themselves are at the centre of their own
learning process, and are expected to shape their own learning activities in a
trajectory that fits with their personal abilities, knowledge, and needs. Activities are
increasingly project-based, and based upon ill-structured problems. Learners have
to plan, carry out and evaluate these activities themselves. They often have to do
this in collaboration with other learners, and without close guidance from the
teacher. In order to be successful, learners have to collaborate with others, and
inquire new strategies and directions. The classroom is no longer homogeneous,
instead, multiple learning trajectories coexist.
New technologies play an important role in these changes. Developments in
technology enhanced learning are taking place at a steady pace. Technologies that
combine organisational, informational and communicational functions are now
widespread in education. These technologies have become basic infrastructure, and
provide a broad range of tools and resources for learning activities. The emergence
of this new infrastructure, together with the idea of networked learning, has a
profound impact, connecting learners and teachers in and outside the classroom.
Learning activities are no longer exclusively staged within an enclosed classroom
space. The classroom has differentiated into multiple functional spaces, like study
islands, media-spaces and libraries. Learners are mobilised to occupy these spaces,
and to engage productively with locational content and resources that are made
available. Most activities are anchored in face-to-face encounters, whereas some are
distributed in time and space. Recently, new technologies have been taken to a next
level. We are now entering a stage of ubiquitous computing, where intuitive and
adaptive tools and content are further integrated with the fabric of the school
environment.

Social shaping of technology
Although technological developments contribute to innovations in education, they
are not the cause of it. Rather, technologies are themselves socially shaped in
educational practice. This social shaping of technology is the common thread in
this thesis. The research in this thesis has been carried out against the background
of a European research and development project about technology enhanced
learning. The goal of this project was to develop, implement, and evaluate a set of
collaborative technologies. The design process within the project has been much
like Pinch and Bijker’s characterisation of technological development: “a
nondetermined, multidirectional flux that involves constant negotiation and
renegotiation among and between groups that shape the technology” (Bijker,
Hughes & Pinch, 1987, p. 13). In their study on the social construction of
technology, Pinch and Bijker (1987) argued that the groups that constitute the
social environment in a design process play a critical role in defining and solving the
7

problems that arise during the development of a technology. These so-called
relevant social groups define problems within their specific local context, and by
defining a problem they provide directions to solve it. In this way, the social
environment directs the design process and shapes the technology. In our project,
the relevant social groups comprised EC-policy makers, educational scientists,
computer scientists, interaction designers, a small-sized multimedia company,
school boards, and many learners in various types of European schools. These
participants originated from France, the Netherlands, Italy, Germany, and England.
The cultural background of the project was truly diverse.

Interpretative flexibility
Pinch and Bijker (1987) identify another crucial element in technological
development: what they call the interpretative flexibility of technology means that
“there is not just one possible way or one best way of designing an artefact” (p. 40).
In our project we have experienced this interpretative flexibility from the outset. It
was amazing to see the range of ideas that were triggered by the brief description of
the technology as it was envisioned in the initial workprogramme. Throughout the
project, many different problems were defined by the various relevant social
groups. These problems were often specific to local culture: they reflected practices,
beliefs, and values about what young people should learn, and about what makes
good education. The directions to solve the problems were equal as many. In the
end, this cultural diversity had a large impact on the technology that has been
developed.
The interpretative flexibility of technology refers to how technology is
designed, as well as to how it used. Teachers and learners had a central role
throughout our project. It was their classroom practice that was being studied to
identify opportunities for enhancement. They were the ones that participated in
usability evaluations and pilot studies. They worked with various prototypes of the
technology in ‘real life’ classroom situations. One thing we learned from this work
is that the social shaping of technology does not end where the formal design
process ends. Instead, it continues in use. From early on we were struck by the
diversity with which the learners took up the technology in their activities, while
this was a real challenge. They had to reflect on their ways of doing, and come up
with new ways, to deploy the technology meaningfully and effectively. The learners
had to do things differently while it wasn’t always clear what the added value would
be. This was not without problems. Still, in many occasions they came up with
creative solutions to overcome these problems. They enacted opportunities in ways
that were sometimes unintended or unforeseen. During this process of appropriation
the technology found its use and effect. In this thesis we address the dynamics of
this technology appropriation in the classroom learning environment.
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The design of technological tools for education is motivated by the idea that a
learning environment and the activities that take place in it can be improved. The
introduction of new technology in the classroom is one means to induce changes
that may cause this improvement. Technologies are introduced to solve problems
that exist in the learning environment, and to create new opportunities for learning.
The design of such technology is, or should be, based on hypotheses that specify
how learning activities proceed and how they could be enhanced. The intended
direction of change is based on beliefs and ideas that are held by the educational
designers, as well as on technological possibilities. These intentions are materialised
in the design and introduced in the learning environment. Such a design process
may appear fairly straightforward. Still, it has proven to be a difficult task to
develop technology that improves the learning environment. The effect of a
technology is not always easy to predict or control. The introduction of technology
in a classroom will transform the learning activities that the technology intends to
support. This results in new ways of working, and often in new problems as well. A
strong connection between design and practice is therefore of crucial importance.
Technologies ultimately take shape in practice: the use and effect of a technology
are constructed in the transformations that the technology induces. This use and
effect, in other words, depend on how the technology is appropriated by the
learners.

Appropriation of technology for collaboration
Collaboration is seen as sharing and negotiation of meaning in the context of joint,
coordinated and synchronous activity (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995; Koschmann,
2002). Technologies for collaboration are designed to alter the interaction of
learners with other learners in order to support or facilitate collaboration. The
effect of such technology is often explained from its structuring influence on the
learners’ behaviour: the technology provides opportunities for action and at the
same time exercises constraints. Specific opportunities for action are suggested
through affordances that are carried in the interface of the technology. Interaction
with the technology shapes the actions of the learners, and gives rise to interactions
with other learners, learning materials, or with the teacher, opening up specific
directions for development. Additional information about the use and effect of the
technology is made available through a script or a scenario that accompanies the
introduction of the technology in the classroom.
This rationale of ‘shaping behaviour’ may bring the educational designer
forward a long way. However, it carries a risk of oversimplifying the influence of
the technology on the learners. The technology is treated as an ‘independent’
variable that stimulates particular forms of interaction by exercising a stable
influence on the learners. The rationale of ‘shaping behaviour’ reflects a
technological determinism: the technology influences the learners, but this
influence is itself treated as independent from the learners. Technological
determinism has been questioned by several theorists within sociology (e.g. Callon
& Latour, 1981; MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985; Bijker, Hughes, & Pinch, 1987) who
argue that technology finds its shape and meaning in social practice, as a result of a
10
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mutual influence between human behaviour and technology. Recently, there has
been an increased effort also within the learning sciences to advance concepts that
centre on a dynamic relation between learners and educational technology (e.g.
Stahl, 2006; Jones, Dirckinck-Holmfeld, & Lindström, 2006).
The introduction of technology for collaboration in the classroom may have
diverse and unintended consequences. Many accounts have been reported where
such technologies did not effect the behaviour of the learners as was intended by
the designers (e.g. Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; Dwyer & Suthers, 2006;
Dillenbourg & Traum, 2006). In other contexts of study, such as human-computer
interaction or the organisational sciences, similar accounts are prevalent (e.g.
Carroll, Howard, Vetere, Peck, & Murphy, 2002; DeSanctis & Poole, 1994;
Orlikowski, 1992). There may be various causes why a technology for collaboration
does not effect behaviour as intended. In general, technology is always to some
extent flexible, and there is not one best way of using it. This so-called
interpretative flexibility of technology (Pinch & Bijker, 1987) implies that the effect
of technology is underdetermined. During appropriation, learners realise a certain
potential of the technology. Learners may utilise the features of a technology in
ways that are unforeseen. Some uses may be counterproductive, whereas others
turn out to be unexpectedly productive. Learners may also disagree about the
utilisation of features, preventing them to collaborate. This interpretative flexibility
points to the fact that ultimately, the use and effect of a technology are not
predictable from its features, but depend on a process of appropriation. This
appropriation does not refer to the acquisition of knowledge about functions of the
technology, or to learning ‘how to’ do something with the aid of the technology.
The notion encompasses more than that. It involves a constructive utilisation of the
features of the technology, whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the
interaction between the learners and the features of the technology.
Instead of shaping the behaviour of the learners, it would be more accurate
to state that a technology for collaboration shapes and is shaped by the learners.
This dynamic of technology appropriation is a challenge to the learners who have
to collaborate via the technology and utilise it in a meaningful and effective way. It
is a challenge also to the designer of educational technology who has to design a
technology that brings about the intended changes and contributes to a meaningful
and effective learning activity. Therefore it is important to achieve a better
understanding of the dynamics that underlie the appropriation of technology.
Insights in this appropriation will provide opportunities for educational designers to
better understand how learners interact with technology, and to better predict the
effects on the learning activities that the technology intends to support.

Aim of this thesis
The aim of this thesis is to study the appropriation of technology for collaboration
in a classroom learning environment. Throughout this thesis we consider how
learners appropriate technology for collaboration, and how this appropriation
influences their learning activity. This thesis addresses the appropriation of a
specific type of technology: a graphical shared workspace. This technology was
11
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designed to support argumentation and problem solving discussions in the
classroom. We have examined the appropriation of this technology in two different
learning contexts, vocational education and general secondary education, within
two different learning activities: plan construction and argumentative discussion.
Our aim is to contribute to the study of technology appropriation from a
synchronic, micro perspective on group interaction. Hereby we aim to integrate
different levels of analysis. We do this in three ways. First of all, we analyse the
connection between human behaviour and technical content. Hereby we transcend
the prevailing socio-technical dualism. Secondly, we integrate a personal dimension
of technology appropriation with a collective group dimension. We argue that in
order to explain technology appropriation, phenomena on both the personal and
the group level have to be taken into account. And thirdly, we interpret the
technology-in-use in relation to the technology-as-intended. Since the technology
was designed to trigger specific transformations in the learning practice, actual
transformations need to be assessed in relation to the intentions behind the design.

Overview
Technology appropriation is still an under-theorised phenomenon (Dourish, 2001).
The purpose of chapter 2 is to explore theory related to technology appropriation,
and to identify the elements that are key to describing it from a synchronic microperspective on group interaction. We review different strands of theory that address
the relation between human agents and technology. Our review is structured along
several dimensions of social organisation, ranging from institution, to small group,
to individual. We end chapter two with a concept that frames the key elements in
the dynamics of the appropriation of technology for collaboration from our specific
perspective.
Chapter 3 presents the design research method that was deployed in our
studies. The studies in this thesis have been carried out within a research and
development project that was initiated to advance the field of technology enhanced
learning. The goal of this project was to develop, implement and evaluate a set of
technologies for collaboration. The graphical shared workspace was one of these
technologies. The design research method (Van Diggelen & Overdijk, 2009) brings
some advantages to the study of technology appropriation. First of all, the iterative
cycle of problem analysis, grounding, design, implementation and evaluation allows
a systematic study of the utilisation of specific features of the technology by means
of case studies. Secondly, the method helps to explain transformations that take
place in the learning activity once the technology is introduced. These
transformations are studied in relation to the initial learning activities, as they were
carried out in the classroom practice before the introduction of the technology.
Thirdly, the method allows us to interpret the technology-in-use in relation to the
technology-as-intended.
Chapter 4 contains an empirical study about the appropriation of the
graphical shared workspace within a planning activity. Pairs of learners were invited
to jointly construct a project plan in the shared workspace. The learners were
collocated, and both had access to the workspace from their own screen.
12
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Appropriation would be successful, or ‘productive’, when their utilisation of the
features of the workspace would allow them to meet the requirements of the task.
We theorised that appropriation could be described as a progressive development
from personal mastery, via personal utilisation, to a collective utilisation of the
features of the technology. The goal of this study was to examine how the pairs
would utilise the features of the workspace, how they would coordinate this
utilisation, and whether specific features could facilitate a productive appropriation
of the shared workspace. The chapter describes two iterations of the design
research method.
In chapter 5 we present an empirical study about the appropriation of the
shared workspace within small-group argumentative discussion. Learners were
invited to utilise the features of the workspace to construct and share arguments,
and organise the most substantial arguments into a diagram. The workspace was
deployed as a synchronous medium for this activity, whereby there was no
opportunity to talk. Appropriation had to take place by means of actions in the
workspace. We theorised that technology appropriation would involve a
constructive utilisation of the features of the technology, whereby the effect of the
technology would be shaped in the interaction between the learners and the
features of the technology. The goal of this study was, firstly, to examine whether
and how the learners would arrive at a shared principle for the organisation of their
contributions, and secondly, to examine the bidirectional influence between these
organising principles and the opportunities for action that were made available by
the technology. The chapter describes one iteration of the design research method.
Chapter 6 contains a third empirical study. This study is a continuation of the
previous one, and describes a second iteration of the design research method in the
context of argumentative activity. In this chapter we focus on technology
appropriation in relation to a script that specifies a simple two-phase task sequence,
the requirements for each phase, and the features of the technology. Small groups
were invited to utilise the features of a shared workspace to construct arguments
during a first phase, and organise the most substantial arguments into a diagram
during a second phase. The requirements of the task changed with the transition
from the first to the second phase of the discussion. This transition required a
functional transformation. The goal of this study was to examine to what extent
utilisation of the features of the workspace allowed the learners to meet the
requirements of each phase, to what extent it allowed them to make a functional
transformation in the workspace, and whether the implementation of additional
constraints in the workspace could facilitate a productive appropriation.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a general discussion. Throughout
the thesis we have argued that the effect of the shared workspace technology is
shaped in the interaction between the learners and the features of the technology.
In the previous chapters we examined this technology appropriation in specific
settings and practices. In this final chapter we provide a global characterisation of
the process of technology appropriation and its effect on shared workspace
collaboration.
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New technology transforms the way people act, think, and engage in activity.
Studies of technology appropriation examine the emergence and nature of this
transformation. Technology appropriation has been studied along different
dimensions of social organisation, ranging from impact constituencies in product
design (Pfaffenberger, 1992) and communities of practice in professional
organisations (Orlikowski, 2000), to the dynamics of the small group (Contractor &
Seibold, 1993) and the psychology of the individual (Carroll, Howard, Vetere, Peck,
& Murphy, 2002; Norman, 1988). These studies include orientations on
developmental, historical, ideological, and political aspects of the design and use of
technology. Within this range of foci, different views on technology appropriation
coexist. Appropriation has been defined, for example, as a process in which a
technology is explored, evaluated and adopted or rejected by users (Carroll et al.,
2002). In this view, users make use of certain capabilities of a technology, and reject
others, in order to satisfy their needs. Appropriation of technology is seen as the
result of an interplay between what people desire, the capabilities and implications
of the technology, and the situation of use. In another view, technology
appropriation concerns the way in which practices and technologies evolve around
each other (Dourish, 2001). Here appropriation is about the emergence,
establishment, and evolution of working practices and their relation to technical,
organisational and physical settings of the environment. Dourish points at the dual
nature of appropriation: it is a feature of the social setting, but it relies on
technological opportunities and design as well. It involves, in other words, the
connection between the social and the technical. This ‘dual nature’ of appropriation
has been theorised more extensively by DeSanctis and Poole (1994). In their view,
structural features that are carried by the technology make rules and resources
available that are relative to the practice in which the technology is introduced.
‘Appropriations’ of a technology are immediate, visible actions that evidence how
these rules and resources reorganise a practice. Adoption of new technology is seen
as a process of organisational change that results from group interaction. The
common denominator in most studies, including those in the above, is that
technology appropriation is approached as the contrast between technology-asintended and technology-as-used (Carroll, et al. 2002; Orlikowski, 2000; Dourish,
2001; Feenberg, 1995; DeSanctis & Poole, 1994; Pfaffenberger, 1992; MacKay &
Gillespie, 1992; Norman, 1988; Pinch & Bijker, 1987).
Although technology appropriation has been frequently addressed from
within various disciplines, it is still an under-theorised phenomenon (Dourish,
2001). The purpose of this chapter is to explore theory related to technology
appropriation, and to identify the elements that are key to describing it from a
synchronic micro-perspective on group interaction. We set the stage by introducing
the central issue that reappears throughout our review: the coupling between
human agents and technology. We review different strands of theory, whereby each
strand develops a perspective on this issue. Our review begins from a
developmental perspective, whereby we discuss the principle of mediation by
technology, and the role of technology in the organisation and development of
activity. Thereafter we take on an environmental perspective on the functional coupling
between human agents and technical artefacts. The subsequent group dynamic
16
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perspective addresses how technology contributes to the organisation of group
interaction. And finally, we address the utilisation of technology from an ergonomic
perspective. We discuss these perspectives and their implications for our study. We
end this chapter by proposing a concept of appropriation of technology for
collaboration.

Technological determinism or voluntarism?
The term technology may refer to technical artefacts, activities or processes, or to
practical knowledge (MacKenzie & Wacjman, 1985). Views on the relation between
technology and human behaviour range from realism to radical forms of
constructivism. A realist position holds that technology has inherent properties that
act as constraints on human action. Constructivism holds that the use and effects of
technology are socially shaped, and that technology itself is an outcome of social
construction (Hutchby, 2001). Each of these positions makes distinctive claims, and
holds different assumptions about the coupling between human agents and
technology. One assumption would be to state that human behaviour is directed
through the features of technology. Taken to a far extreme, this would make human
agents passive followers of structures that are imposed upon them by the
technology. Human agents would not interact reflectively or creatively with the
technologies that surround them. Such an assumption reflects a stance of
technological determinism. According to MacKenzie and Wacjman, technological
determinism is the single most influential theory about the relation between the
technical and the social. Technological determinism comprises two premises: first,
technical change is autonomous, that is, outside the realm of the social, and second,
technical change causes social change (MacKenzie & Wacjman; Bijker, 1995). This
determinist view plays an important ideological role in public and political
discussions about technology, resulting in ‘a displacement of causation from human
agency to machines’ (Bijker). In contrast to this view, another position would be to
state that human agents act creatively with, or even shape the technologies that
surround them. From this position, human agents would be able to make conscious
choices and act reflectively with technology in order to fulfil their needs. This
assumption turns human agents into creative actors, who are able to subordinate
technology to their intentions. Taken to the extreme, this assumption would lead to
a stance of technological voluntarism.

The structure-agency debate
Arguments in support of either technological determinism or voluntarism have
been the object of discussion within the structure-agency debate. Simply put, if we
recognise free agency over the resistant and constraining force of technological
structures, how should we then account for the stability and continuous
reproduction of technological practices? On the other hand, if technological
structures constrain human agency in a deterministic fashion, how should we then
account for the diversity in technological practices, and for the - sometimes radical
- changes in these practices? The relation between human agency and technology
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bears the structure-agency problem, the tension between free agency and the
constraining force of technological structures.
The structure-agency debate has been extensively theorised within modern
sociology, where the relation between human agency and societal structures has
been a foundational concern. In explaining social order and participation in society,
sociology has analysed society in terms of institutional structures (Elliott, 1999). In
this context, the challenge is to account for free agency in relation to stability and experienced - continuity in the reproduction of social practices and broader forms
of social organisation. Through the work of Durkheim and Parsons, societal
structures were looked upon as imposing constraints on the individual. The
influence of these structures was hereby prioritised over human agency. This
tendency is still present in structuralist and functionalist schools of thought (Elliot).
In both functionalism and structuralism, structure has primacy over action
(Giddens, 1986). The structuralist-functionalist view leads to a deterministic stance
towards human agency. It emphasises the influence of society on social actors
rather than the power of agents to influence and change society (O’Donnell, 2001).
The structure-agency problem is essentially a problem of co-constitutive
phenomena (Overdijk & Van Diggelen, 2005). Structure and agency are mutually
constitutive. This places them in a dual relation: the constituted phenomenon is
irreducible to either one of its constitutive parts. Due to the difficulties to
overcome such dual relations, theories tend to overemphasise either structure or
agency. We find the same problem of dual relation between human agents and
technology: technology influences human behaviour, and human behaviour
influences the effect of the technology. The structure-agency debate becomes
relevant to our study when we consider to what extent, during technology
appropriation, human behaviour shapes, or is shaped by technology, and how this
shaping is coordinated between multiple participants in technology-mediated
activity.

Social shaping of technology
In the 1980s a field of research emerged that conceptualised technology and society
as an interconnected, heterogeneous ensemble of technical, social, political, and
economic elements (Bijker, 1995; MacKenzie & Wacjman, 1985; Bijker, Hughes, &
Pinch, 1987). This field of technology studies specifically addresses issues of
structure and agency in relation to technological systems. The emergence of the
field is sketched in The social construction of technological systems (Bijker, et al.).
The authors outline a type of technology study that contributes to an understanding
of the social processes involved in technological development, and that approaches
the technical and the social as a seamless web. The field aims to reconsider fixed
categories in technology studies, transcend the dichotomy of the technical and the
social, and foreground continuous and dynamic change. In the introduction to their
volume, the authors point out three approaches that are influential in the
development of the field. The first is a socio-constructivist approach, which claims
that analysis in technology studies should not be directed just to technology usage,
but also to design and technical content (Pinch & Bijker, 1987). The second is a
18
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systems approach that provides an integration of technical, social, economic, and
political aspects of technology use, and links micro and macro levels of analysis
(Hughes, 1987). The third approach, actor-network theory, radically reconsiders the
distinction between human agency and material agency, and ascribes both equal
agency in actor networks: heterogeneous networks composed of people,
technologies, and elements of other sorts (Callon & Latour, 1981). These three
approaches propose a field of technology studies that rejects the individual inventor
as a central explanatory concept in technological development, strongly rejects
technological determinism, and rejects a priori distinctions among technical and
social aspects of technological development.
The social shaping perspective claims that technology effects behaviour, but
also that this effect is socially shaped. Hutchby (2001) paraphrases as follows:
“Technological artefacts, in both their form and their meaning, are socially shaped,
as opposed to being the clearly defined products of particular inventors or
innovators” (p. 441). This claim implies that a technical artefact-in-use is not a
stable entity with fixed characteristics that are independent from use. Instead,
human agents construct essential characteristics of the artefact when they act with
it. This ‘interpretative flexibility’ of technology (Pinch & Bijker, 1987) implies that
the effect of technology on behaviour is underdetermined. Technology, in other
words, shapes and is shaped by its users.

Human and material agency
Human agency, the ability to act from an intention and produce certain effects, is
commonly seen as different from material agency, the kind of agency that technical
artefacts posses. Human agency is seen as the ability to act according to one’s own
biological and cultural needs, whereas material agency is seen as the ability to act
according to invested, external intentions. A technical artefact, for example, can be
invested with human intention, and exercise a causal influence on behaviour. This
type of material agency is also referred to as delegated agency (Pickering, 1993;
Dant, 2005). An answering machine, for example, can be prompted to respond to
incoming calls during our absence, or when we don’t feel like answering the phone.
The machine acts according to our intention, communicating our message to the
caller when we are being called (Dant). In this view, the interaction between a
human agent and a technical artefact differs fundamentally from the interaction
between two human agents. The interaction between the human agent and the
technical artefact is asymmetrical: human agents act according to their own
biological and cultural needs, whereas technical artefacts act to realise the intentions
of humans (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006).
The material agency of artefacts is explained through resistance, meaning
durability strength and longevity of different associations of materials or elements
(Callon & Latour, 1981). According to Pickering (1993), social construction is
generated from a dialectic of resistance and accommodation between human
agency and material agency. In this view, both the human agency and technology
have agentic power, and both exercise a causal influence. Radical forms of
constructivism, however, tend to overstate human agency, and understate the
19
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resistance of the material world. As Rappert puts it: “A key question and matter for
disagreement though has been exactly how to articulate the relation between the
social and the technical, while not treating the latter as simply indeterminate” (p. 569570, italics added). Radical forms of constructivist theory are said to understate the
materiality of the real (Rappert, 2003). In terms of the structure-agency debate,
treating the technical as indeterminate shifts the balance away from determinism,
but towards a stance of technological voluntarism.
By introducing the problem of the relation between human agency and technology
we have set the stage for our theoretical review. Our task is to account for the
coupling between a group of learners and a technology for collaboration without
unnecessarily prioritising the causal influence of one over the other. Although the
field of sociological technology studies is not concerned with a developmental
psychological perspective per se, it draws up a useful agenda to address the relation
between human agency and technology in technology appropriation. Following this
agenda, our study of technology appropriation should: a) reconsider the relation
between human agency and material agency; b) work towards a view of technology
that integrates technical and social aspects, and c) focus analysis on technology
usage, as well as on its design and technical content. We proceed our review with a
developmental perspective, whereby we discuss the principle of mediation by
technology 1 and the role of technology in the organisation of activity.

Tool mediation
The coupling between human agents and technology has been extensively theorised
from psychological and developmental perspectives. Herein the notion of
mediation by tools and artefacts has been most influential. The importance of sign
and tool use in human development was stressed by Vygotsky (1978). In his theory
of higher psychological processes he put forward a notion of mediation by tools
and signs as a means of transformation of these processes. This notion of
mediation can be briefly described as follows: mediation by tools and signs shapes
the way human beings interact with their environment, and this interaction
transforms the environment itself. Moreover, the shaping of external behaviour
results in shaping of internal, mental processes.
Cole and Scribner (1978) point out that Vygotsky’s notion of mediation can
be seen as a psychological application of dialectical and historical materialism. The
point of departure was the idea that historical changes in society and material life
produce changes in human nature. According to Marx, the human being creates
him or herself by changing nature and by producing a world of cultural objects.
Marx tried to explain the simultaneous emergence and transformation of the
subject and the object (Miettinen, 2001). These changes are explained by Friedrich
Engels’ concept of instrumental mediation: human labour and tool use are the

From this point onwards we use the term ‘technology’ when we refer to ‘technical
artefact’, and vice versa. The term ‘(technical) tool’ is used to refer to ‘technology-in-use’.
1
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means by which man changes his environment, and at the same time, transforms
himself. Leont’ev (1981) elaborated this transformative capacity of human labour:
“The transformation then appears to us as a process of the embodiment,
objectification of man’s spiritual forces in the products of their activity,
while the history of mankind’s material and spiritual culture appears as a
process that expresses, in its outward objective form, the advances in the
development of the human species’ abilities” (Leont’ev, 1981; p. 292).
Ways of doing and properties of things are, in other words, objectified in tools and
cultural artefacts (Miettinen, 2001). Kaptelenin and his colleagues describe this
historical materialism as follows: Tools reflect the experiences of other people who
have tried to solve similar problems at an earlier time and invented or modified the
tool to make it more efficient. Tools are created and transformed during the
development of an activity and carry with them a particular culture - the historical
remnants of this development (Kaptelenin, Nardi, & Macaulay, 1999; Kaptelinin &
Nardi, 2006).

Internalisation and externalisation
Vygotsky extended Engels’ notion of instrumental mediation to involve signs as
well as tools (Wertsch, 1985). The notion of mediation proposes that internal,
mental processes and external, object-oriented activity should be understood in
immediate relation to each other. Internalisation of external activity triggers the
development of higher psychological processes. This internalisation is seen as the
internal reconstruction of an external operation (Vygotsky, 1978). For example,
internalisation of culturally produced sign systems like language, writing, or
numbers results in a transformation of consciousness and behaviour (Cole &
Scribner, 1978). In the case of language, external speech is transformed into ‘inner’
speech. This ‘psychological tool’, language, transforms natural mental processes
into instrumental acts: mental processes mediated by culturally developed means
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006). Internalisation of signs and tools is sometimes referred
to as appropriation 2 : the appropriation of signs and tools transforms psychological
functioning (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006; Ivarsson, 2004; Miettinen, 2001; Säljö, 1999;
Rogoff, 1995; Wertsch, 1995).
Mediation involves both internalisation and externalisation. As Cole and
Scribner (1978) point out, “in higher forms of human behavior, the individual
actively modifies the stimulus information as a part of the process of responding to
it” (p. 14) Externalisation of ways of doing through the creation and construction
of artefacts is referred to as objectification. Externalisation of this functioning leads
to new ways of doing, and through objectification, these ways of doing transform
the tools (Miettinen, 2001). Leont’ev (1981) describes the outward movement of
objectification of human faculties as the ‘opposite’ of the inward movement of
appropriation. Whereas internalisation transforms mental processes, externalisation
Notably, this appropriation-as-internalisation should not be confused with the
phenomenon of technology appropriation, the subject of this thesis.
2
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transforms the object of activity in the external world. Through the mechanism of
internalisation and externalisation, the shaping of external activities results in
shaping of internal activities. In this way, humans control their development from
the outside (Vygotsky, 1978). They transform their selves as well as their
environment.

Socioculturalism and appropriation
Within sociocultural theories internalisation or appropriation of cultural tools and
artefacts is characterised as a process of socialisation (Säljö, 1999; Rogoff, 1995).
Rogoff, for example, uses the term (participatory) appropriation to refer to “the
process by which individuals transform their understanding of and responsibility
for activities through their own participation” (p. 150). Wertsch (1998) distinguishes
two forms of internalisation: mastery and appropriation. Whereas mastery refers to
‘knowing how to use a mediational means with facility’, appropriation refers to
‘taking something that belongs to others and making it one’s own’ (p. 50). Notably,
this appropriation should not be read as taking ownership of something, but rather
as adapting something to ones own use. It is through appropriation and mastery of
tools that learning occurs. Both Wertsch and Rogoff refer to Bakthin in their use of
the term appropriation. According to Bakthin, a speaker appropriates a word when
he adapts it to his own semantic and expressive intention (Bakthin, 1981). This
echoes the cultural historical notion of mediation, wherein the individual actively
modifies stimulus information as a part of the process of responding to it (Cole &
Scribner, 1978). Through a similar vein, the Marxist theorist Ollman (1971), defines
appropriation as a ‘constructive utilisation’. This ‘active modification’ or
‘constructive utilisation’ is a central element in the development of activity.
The notion of mediation can be taken to explain more than the coupling
between the individual subject and his or her socio-cultural environment. It can be
taken to explain also the organisation and development of activity wherein multiple
subjects act with mediational means.

Activity
Human activity is always object-oriented: it is directed toward something that exists
objectively in the world, and it is always mediated. The ‘mechanism’ that underlies
this mediation is referred to as the formation of functional organs: the combination
of natural human abilities with the capacities of external components - artefacts - to
perform a new function or to perform an existing one more efficiently. For
example, impaired human eyes equipped with glasses compose a functional organ
that provides better vision (Kaptelenin, 1996).
Basic activity consists of a subject that directs action towards an object, and
this action is mediated by an artefact, a sign or a tool. This basic mediated relation
between subject and object can be extended to describe a collective activity system.
According to Engeström and Miettinen (1999), the minimal elements of such a
system include the object, the subject (or subjects), mediating artefact (or artefacts:
signs and tools), rules, community, and division of labour. Activity, moreover, is
hierarchically organized. Leont’ev (1978) made an analytical distinction between
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three levels: activity is composed of actions, which in turn consist of operations.
The uppermost level of (collective) activity is driven by an object-related motive,
the middle level of individual (or group) action is driven by a goal, and the bottom
level of automatic operations is driven by the conditions and tools of the action at
hand (Engeström & Miettinen; Leont’ev).
Activities develop through an expansive cycle that combines the mechanisms
of internalisation and creative externalisation (Engeström, 1999). This development
is triggered by disturbances that result from internal contradictions within the
activity system. In order to overcome these disturbances, subjects have to
reflectively analyse the existing activity system, and reflectively appropriate existing
tools. Miettinen (2001): “It is in practical, transformative activity that the resistance
of entities becomes visible and the conscious reflection of the activity becomes
necessary for the subject” (p. 302). As the expansive cycle continues, these forms of
internalisation become progressively dominated by creative externalisation, which is
seen as a search for solutions. Creative externalisation “occurs first in the form of
discrete individual innovations” (Engeström, p. 33). When a solution is found, the
activity system stabilises.

Breakdown and transparency
Disturbances in artefact-mediated activity become apparent through breakdown.
Breakdown refers to “a disruption in the normal functioning of things forcing the
individual to adopt a more reflective or deliberative stance toward ongoing activity”
(Koschmann, Kuutti, & Hickman, 1998, p. 26). During breakdown, a technical
artefact becomes unready to hand:
“Unready-to-hand” comprises occasions wherein ‘equipment that is involved
in some practical activity becomes unwieldy, temporarily broken or
unavailable. At such times, inspection and practical problem-solving occur,
aimed at repairing or eliminating the disturbance in order to “get going
again”. In such times of disturbance, our use of equipment becomes
“explicitly manifest as a goal-oriented activity,” and we may then try to
formulate procedures or rules’ (Suchman, 1987, p. 53).
The use of a technical artefact becomes transparent when actions transform into
nonconscious operations (Kaptelenin & Nardi, 2006; Koschmann, Kuutti, &
Hickman, 1998). These nonconscious operations are triggered by conditions set by
the artefact. The subject then focuses on his or her work, while the artefact remains
invisible. In terms of Heidegger, the artefact is then ready-to-hand (Suchman,
1987). The subject acts with the artefact, but is not aware of it. Breakdown can be
seen as the opposite transformation: when nonconscious operations transform into
conscious actions. This typically happens “when conditions impede an action’s
execution through previously formed operations” (Leont’ev, 1978, as cited in
Koschmann, et al., p. 30). Suchman, similar to Engeström (1999) and Miettinen
(2001), suggests that breakdowns form an opportunity to alter and improve ways of
working.
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Cultural historical theory and agency
Within the learning sciences, the notion of mediation is commonly utilised to
foreground internalisation, that is, changes that occur in relation to mental
processes of the subject. As Engeström (1999) puts it: “it has been almost a truism
that internalisation is the key psychological mechanism discovered by the culturalhistorical school” (p. 26). The phenomenon of externalisation in general, and the
creation of artefacts in particular, have received relatively little attention.
Engeström: “there has been very little concrete research on creation of artefacts,
production of novel social patterns, or expansive transformation of activity
contexts” (p. 27). This observation still seems to hold ground. Internalisation and
externalisation should be understood in immediate relation to each other. The main
premise of mediation is that it does not only change the mental functioning of the
subject through internalisation, but that it changes the mediational means as well,
through externalisation. This mutual influence between subject and mediational
means should be taken into account.
The principle of internalisation-externalisation describes a mutual shaping
between agent and artefact wherein both have agentic power. However, the causal
influence from the cultural realm of artefacts has primacy over the causal influence
of human agency. Cultural historical approaches, like activity theory and
socioculturalism, argue that activity cannot be accounted for by analysis of the
immediate situation (Lave, 2002). Rather, activity should be approached as
embedded in a form of historically developed practice - interrelated to other
practices, and itself embedded in even broader forms of institutional organisation.
Consequently, scholars should adopt a diachronic perspective in order to study
historical processes and grasp how certain developments become robust and
enduring. The cultural historical approaches prioritise technological structures and
material agency over human agency: they give primacy to the causal influence of
collective and historical phenomena at the cost of creative agency in the ‘here and
now’. In terms of the structure-agency debate this leads to a stance of technological
determinism.
We argue that during technology appropriation, some of the principles of
activity transformation can be located in the ‘immediacy’ of action. These principles
- breakdown and creative externalisation - can be identified and described from a
synchronic, micro-perspective on group interaction. In order to do so, we have to
further specify the emergence of a functional coupling between human agents and
technical artefacts, while taking into account their mutual relation.

Functional coupling
Surfaces in the environment enable a functional coupling between the subject and
the objects in that environment. These environmental surfaces make affordances
(Gibson, 1979; Hutchby, 2001) available that specify opportunities for action. The
notion of affordance has been originally developed within ecological psychology to
provide a functional account of the relation between the human subject and the
material environment (Gibson). The affordance is widely used within technology
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studies to explain how users interact with the interfaces of technology (for example:
Norman, 1988; 1999; Kirschner, Strijbos, Kreijns, & Beers, 2004; Suthers, 2006).
To be precise, the affordance of an object refers to the possibilities for
action carried by this object in relation to the perceiver of the object. The concept
is closely related to other theories of perception. It was inspired by Gestalt
theorists, who stress the ‘wholeness’ and mutual relation of the perceptor and the
perceived. Similarly, Gibson spoke of the phenomenal character of objects that
‘invite’ or ‘demand’ behaviour (Gibson, 1979). His view comes to the fore when he
speaks of the human capacity to use tools. In The Ecological Approach to Visual
Perception Gibson states the problem of the social-technical dualism as follows:
“When in use, a tool is a sort extension of the hand, almost an attachment to
it or a part of the user’s own body, and thus is no longer part of the
environment of the user. But when not in use, the tool is simply a detached
object of the environment, graspable and portable, to be sure, but
nevertheless external to the observer. This capacity to attach something to the
body suggests that the boundary between the animal and the environment is
not fixed at the surface of the skin but can shift. More generally it suggests
that the absolute duality of “objective” and “subjective” is false. When we
consider the affordances of things, we escape this philosophical dichotomy”
(Gibson, 1979, p. 41).
The affordance is a property of a subject-object relation. As such, it is neither
physical, nor phenomenal (Gibson, 1979). As Gibson argues, an affordance is both
environmental and behavioural, both physical and psychical, but it can not be
reduced to either of these constitutive parts. The affordance of an object makes
certain possibilities for action available for the one who perceives that object. It will
reflect specific possibilities for action in the perception of that observer. Another
observer may perceive different possibilities for action. The orientation towards an
object in the environment is thus not solely determined by inherent properties of
that object. The possible uses of an object are always relative to the needs of the
one who perceives it.
The properties of affordances for a certain perceiver are specified in stimulus
information (Turner, 2005). The perceiver does not have to interpret the possible
actions that are enabled by the object. Affordances are ‘invariants’, they are directly
perceived through what is called a ‘perception-action loop’. In perceptual
psychology, invariants are fixed properties of the perceived stimulus – ‘they are
always present in the stimulus, and are good predictors of object properties like
size, shape, or distance’ (Coren, Ward, & Enns, 1999 p. 17). As Gibson states:
“The affordance of something does not change as the need of the observer
changes. The observer may or may not perceive or attend to the affordance,
according to his needs, but the affordance, being invariant, is always there to
be perceived” (Gibson, 1979, p. 139).
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What may be perceived by the subject remains unchanged, whether the
subject perceives it or not. “An affordance thus exists, whether it is perceived or
used or not, furthermore it may be detected and used without explicit awareness of
doing so” (Turner, 2005, p. 790). The theory of affordances is a theory of direct
perception. In terms of activity theory, the notion of affordance corresponds with
the level of operations in activity: the subject responds non-reflexively to conditions
in the environment. The actions of the subject are, in other words, ‘directed’
through the affordances carried by the object.

Direct and indirect perception
Theories of indirect perception centre on the idea that a subject is perceptually aware
of external objects only in virtue of being aware of some internal object (Bem &
Looren de Jong, 2006). Indirect perception is congruent with so-called
representational theories of mind, in which information from the outside world is
represented mentally. In this view, the functional coupling between agent and
artefact involves processing of symbolic information, which is governed by rules
(Shaw, 2003). Constructivist theories posit furthermore that perception may involve
integration of several sources of information, and that it may be effected by
cognitive factors and experience (Coren, Ward, & Enns, 1999).
Theories of direct perception, in contrast, propose that the functional coupling
between agent and artefact is not mediated by symbols (Shaw, 2003). Rather,
information is directly available to the agent. As Coren et al. (1999) put it, “all
information needed for the final conscious percept is in the stimulus array” and “no
computations or inferences are required to extract its meaning” (p. 17). Direct
perception allows the subject to be directly aware of an external object without
necessarily being aware of an internal state of mind (Bem & Looren de Jong, 2006).
The information that is carried by affordances is directly available to the perceiver,
and is not based on any higher-level cognitive processing. In Gibson’s view, the
interface between subject and object is natural, and governed by ecological laws
(Shaw, 2003).

Affordances and digital technology
The notion of affordance is frequently deployed to explain the functional coupling
between agents and technical artefacts (Norman 1988, 1999; Suthers, 2006). The
concept has been reworked by many authors (Turner, 2005; Hartson, 2003;
Hutchby, 2001), most famously by Norman (1988, 1999).
In The Psychology of Everyday Things, Norman (1988) argues that certain parts of
the visible structure of an artefact (that is, affordances, constraints, and mappings)
provide clues to how the artefact works. In this view, the affordance refers to the
perceived and actual properties of an artefact, “primarily those fundamental
properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used” (p. 9).
Furthermore, three types of constraints are distinguished: physical, logical, and
cultural. Physical constraints make some actions impossible; they are closely related
to affordances. Logical constraints depend on reasoning to determine alternative
modes of action, and cultural constraints, are conventions shared by a cultural
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group (Norman). The affordances, constraints and mappings enable the user to
form a conceptual model of the artefact, and to mentally simulate its operation.
This mental representation maps onto the controls and functions of the artefact.
When the interface of an artefact has a good design, then the user will be able to
form a decent mental representation of the artefact, which allows the user to
predict the effects of certain manipulations of the controls (Norman). The core idea
in Norman’s theory is that of a system image, made visible in the physical structures
of the artefact, that becomes translated, through interaction with the artefact, to a
mental model. In later work Norman (1999) adds another distinction, between
perceived affordances and real affordances. The real affordance is the direct,
unlearned affordance as it was originally formulated by Gibson. Perceived
affordances ‘are often more about conventions than about reality’ (Norman, p. 124;
Turner, 2005). In his distinction between real and perceived affordances, Norman
combines the notion of affordance, a principle of direct perception, with principles
of a representational theory of mind. This reworking of the affordance can be seen
as an attempt to ‘socialise’ it.

‘Socialising’ the affordance
Human behaviour is intertwined with cultural conventions and rules. Conventions
and rules explain transposability and variability in behaviours that are otherwise
hard to account for. It has been argued that Gibson failed to account for the role of
cultural conventions and rules in how objects are perceived and used (Shaw, 2003;
Rappert, 2003; Dant, 2005). Rappert argues that although we may assume a
generally shared frame of reference in the use of everyday things, in many cases
agreement or shared meanings about artefacts cannot be assumed. When the use of
an artefact is tied in with rules and conventions, this requires some form of
interpretation or negotiation of possible actions. Sometimes, opportunities for
action have to be interpreted or negotiated. If this is the case, then the functional
coupling between the agent and the artefact has to include some form of indirect or
mediated perception. One could frame the problem like this: do we act nonreflectively upon opportunities for action that are directly perceived, or do we
reflect upon these opportunities when we form mental representations?
In response to this problem, authors have taken up the affordance beyond
what Turner calls ‘the classic Gibsonian perception-action loop’ (Turner, 2005).
Examples are the attempts to ‘socialise’ the notion (e.g. Costall, 1995; Norman,
1999; Hutchby, 2001) so that it can account for cultural variability and transposition
of conventions. Hutchby argues that sometimes we must learn about the
affordances that certain things offer, because “objects can be tied in with complex
sets of concepts and conventional rules concerning their use” (p. 448). Similarly,
Costall has extended the notion to include ‘learning affordances from others,
designing them in, and specifying them’ by assigning meanings and functions to
objects in the social world (Dant, 2005).
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Affordances and agency
The notion of affordance describes the dual nature of the coupling between human
agents and technical artefacts. However, it explains only the level of nonconscious
operations in activity: how agents perform operations that are triggered by
conditions set by the artefact. This accounts only for the situation wherein the
human agent acts non-reflectively, and the interaction between agent and artefact is
transparent. Moreover, the affordance does not explain how multiple agents would
coordinate this interaction, or how ‘ways of doing’ could be transposed from one
context to another. Finally, the theory of affordances ascribes agentic power to
both agent and artefact, but it does not acknowledge a mutual shaping between
them. The affordance is an invariant, and invariants do not change. In this way, the
approach prioritises technological structures and material agency over human
agency, and understates reflection and creativity. In terms of the structure-agency
debate this leads to a stance of technological determinism.
The affordance describes only a personal, non-reflective dimension in
technology appropriation. How should we describe the dual relation between
agents and artefact when agents interact reflectively with technology, and moreover,
when multiple agents are engaged in technology-mediated activity as a group? We
turn to structuration theory (Giddens, 1986), and some derivatives thereof, to
explore a concept that attempts to explain the dual nature of reflective agentartefact interaction on a group level.

Structures
Structuration theory (Giddens, 1986) originates from sociology, and has impacted
technology studies in an attempt to resolve the structure-agency debate. With
adaptive structuration theory (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994) and the duality of
technology (Orlikowski, 1992; 2000) authors have introduced structuration
concepts to dissolve the social-technical duality within the organisational sciences
(Bansler & Havn, 2006) and group dynamics (Contractor & Siebold, 1993; Gouran,
1999).
Structuration theory explains how agents reproduce more or less ‘stable’
social practices over time, and produce changes in these practices as well. The
theory proposes a social system and a process of interaction between agents and
structures to explain how practices persist and develop over time and space. These
structures are both medium and outcome during an ongoing interaction process.
Structures are seen as a medium for interaction in the sense that they enable and
constrain action; at the same time structures are the outcome of that interaction,
and are recursively implicated through their reproduction (Giddens, 1986).
Structures, in this sense, do not refer to physical characteristics of a surface or
interface. Rather, they are conceived as a property of social systems. They are no
stable entity and they do not exist outside action: structures are constantly being
formed and reformed in the production and reproduction of practices. In The
Constitution of Society, Giddens defines structure as:
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“Rules and resources, recursively implicated in the reproduction of social
systems. Structure exists only as memory traces, the organic basis of human
knowledgeability, and as instantiated in action” (p. 377).
Giddens attempts to escape a determinist view on human action by
introducing what he calls the duality of structure. An object, for example a technical
artefact, does not contain structures, instead this object contains structural features.
These structural features make rules and resources available that are relative to the
subject (like the theory of affordances, structuration theory adopts a relational
stance). Structures emerge from the acting of the agent upon the structural features.
Structural features allow “the ‘binding’ of time-space in social systems [making] it
possible for discernibly similar social practices to exist across varying spans of time
and space and lend them ‘systemic’ form” (Giddens, 1986, p. 17).
Structuration theory proposes a form of agency in which agents are
‘knowledgeable’, and display practical and discursive consciousness. Instead of
behaviour being determined by socio-technical structures, human agents may act
reflectively and intentionally. Agents may induce changes in the production of
structures which, when reproduced, become enduring and result in a
transformation of their practice. That is, they may introduce new ways of doing
things. One of the main propositions of structuration theory is that the rules and
resources drawn upon in the production and reproduction of social action are at the
same time the means of system reproduction (Turner, 1986).

Rules and resources
Giddens (1986) defines rules as “generalizable procedures applied in the
enactment/reproduction of social life” (p. 21). Rules can be constitutive or
regulative. They relate to the constitution of meaning (signification), and to the
sanctioning of modes of social conduct (legitimation). Rules governing signification
enable meaningful communication, they allow the coding and decoding of a
symbolic order and associated modes of discourse. Rules governing legitimation
allow moral sanctioning. Giddens distinguishes furthermore two kinds of resources:
authorative resources, which refer to power over people, and allocative resources,
which refers to control over objects in the material world. Resources are focused in
practice via the application of rules through rule-resource sets.
Sewell (1992) argues that the notion of resources is somewhat obscure, and
undertakes an attempt to reformulate it. He proposes that there are two types of
resources: human (corresponding to Giddens’ authorative resources) and
nonhuman (corresponding to Giddens’ allocative resources). Nonhuman resources
are “objects, animate or inanimate, naturally occurring or manufactured, that can be
used to enhance or maintain power” (Sewell, p. 9). Human resources are “physical
strength, dexterity, knowledge, and emotional commitments that can be used to
enhance or maintain power, including knowledge of the means of gaining, retaining,
controlling, and propagating either human or nonhuman resources” (Sewell, p. 9).
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Adaptive structuration
Problems to account for the social-technical dualism have been encountered also
within the context of the organisational sciences (Orlikowski, 1992; DeSanctis &
Poole, 1994). Whereas structural approaches tend overemphasise the structures of
socio-technical systems over agency, institutional approaches tend to downplay the
properties of technological systems. Based on structuration concepts, DeSanctis
and Poole have argued for a midposition of softline determinism. Adaptive
structuration theory describes adoption of technology from a perspective that links
structural and institutional approaches. Appropriation of new technology is seen a
process of organisational change that results from group interaction. The theory of
adaptive structuration (DeSanctis & Poole) describes how technology is brought
into action as a result of this interaction: “New social structures emerge in group
interaction as the rules and resources of the technology are appropriated in a given
context and reproduced in group interaction over time” (p. 129). In this view,
structural features that are carried by the technology make rules and resources
available that are relative to the practice in which the technology is introduced.
‘Appropriations’ of a technology are immediate, visible actions that evidence how
these rules and resources reorganise a practice. Technology appropriation is not
entirely voluntary, but in accordance with the spirit of the technology. Spirit is the
general intent with regard to the values and goals that underlie a set of structural
features (DeSanctis & Poole).

Virtual structures?
Structuration theory (Giddens, 1986) explains the subject-artefact connection by
means of virtual structures that are a property of social systems. The theory,
however, has been criticised for understating the resistance of the material world,
more specifically, the immutable, constraining effect of certain types of resources
(Turner, 1986; Sewell, 1992; Parker, 2000). This criticism effects the main premise
that underlies the duality of structure, namely that rules and resources can also be
seen as virtual.
A conception of virtual rules is not problematic. Rules are associated to what
Giddens (1986) calls ‘memory traces’, and to what Sewell (1992) refers to as
‘schemas or procedures’. “To say that schemas are virtual is to say that they cannot
be reduced to their existence in any particular practice or any particular location in
space and time: they can be actualized in a potentially broad and unpredetermined
range of situations” (Sewell, p. 8). Schemas and procedures can be generalised, that
is, transposed or extended to other situations (Sewell). So far, this is unproblematic.
The problem lies with the concept of virtual resources. Giddens’ category of nonhuman, ‘allocative’ resources contains material entities like ploughs, factories and
digital technology. It is difficult to view such technologies as entirely virtual.
According to Sewell, the notion of structure is in contradiction with itself: “If
structures are virtual, they cannot include both schemas and resources. And if they
include both schemas and resources, they cannot be virtual” (p. 10-11). Sewell
concludes that structure could be seen as “composed simultaneously of schemas,
which are virtual, and of resources, which are actual” (p. 13).
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Structuration and agency
Structuration theory also ascribes agentic power to both subject and artefact. Like
affordances, structures are a heterogeneous entity. They are composed of rules and
resources, acted upon by the subject. Structuration theory takes a relational stance
toward the connection between subject and artefact: an artefact-in-use makes
opportunities for action available that are relative to the subject that interacts with
the artefact. The subject is ‘knowledgeable’ about rules that allow for the
generalisation of ‘ways of doing’ from one context to another. These rules are
transposable, and instrumental to the needs of the subject. The duality of structure
explains how transformation of a technology-mediated activity may come about as
a result of creative agency. However, the theory understates the materiality of
resources in the objective world. The theory, in other words, prioritises human
agency over material agency and socio-technical structure. In terms of the structureagency debate this leads to a stance of technological voluntarism. Moreover, Archer
(1995) has pointed out that structuration theory implies a non-reductionist, holistic
approach to the social-technical dualism. This makes the causal influences of sociotechnical structures and human agency empirically indistinguishable.
To describe technology appropriation we have to account for a bidirectional
shaping between human agent and technical artefact without emphasising
unnecessarily the causal influence of one over the over. Moreover, we have to be
able to make an analytical distinction between the influence of the human agent and
the influence of the technical artefact. Furthermore, we have to account for the
coordination of this bidirectional shaping between multiple agents as a group.
Below we explore a concept that attempts to do just that.

The instrument
The theory of instrumental genesis (Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2003)
addresses the relation between the social and the technical through the concept of
instrument. The instrument is a heterogeneous entity, composed of part artefact and
part subject. Technology-mediated group interaction emerges from a combination
of a mediating artefact and an activity scheme that directs a collective utilisation of
the artefact. The instrumental genesis approach can be read as an interpretation of
activity theory.

Instrumentation and instrumentalisation
Rabardel and his colleagues propose a generative model to account for the effects
of technical artefacts through what they call instrumental genesis (Kaptelenin &
Nardi, 2006; Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2003). A technical artefact is
turned into an ‘instrument’, through developmental transformations of both the
artefact and the people who use it. In this view, an instrument can be considered as
a functional organ composed of elements from both the artefact and the subject. It
is a mixed functional unit made up of an artefactual component (an artefact, a
fraction of an artefact or a group of artefacts) and a scheme component (in the
Piagetian sense of the term: Piaget, 1964), comprising one or more associated
utilisation schemes that organise the activity.
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An instrument emerges from a ‘double development movement’, relating to
the two components - artefact and utilisation scheme: subjects adapt and give form
to the proposed artefact through instrumentalisation, and through instrumentation
subjects develop and adapt utilisation schemes (Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel &
Bourmaud, 2003). Building on activity theory, Rabardel and Bourmaud distinguish
three ‘orientations of mediation’ in instrument mediated activity: toward the object
of the activity, toward other subjects, and toward oneself. They furthermore
propose a distinction between epistemic mediations to the object, aimed at getting
to know the object, and pragmatic mediation to the object, mediation concerning
action on the object. The double-development movement involves adaptations of
the artefact and the utilisation scheme. Adaptations of the artefact can be physical
and non-physical. The mechanisms that underlie these adaptations are “selection,
regrouping, production and institution of functions, deviations and catachresis, and
attribution of properties” (Rabardel , 1995, p. 103). Artefacts are either assimilated
in existing schemes, called progressive generalisation, or when there is no suitable
scheme available, schemes are adapted through progressive differentiation
(Rabardel).

Utilisation schemes
By developing utilisation schemes individuals develop skills and abilities to operate
an artefact, to decide which tasks should be performed with the artefact, and which
methods should be applied to perform the task effectively (Kaptelinin & Nardi,
2006). Rabardel (1995) discusses three classes of utilisation schemes. These three
classes represent a relative hierarchy. The first type, the usage scheme, refers to an
action scheme that has the artefact itself as object of activity. This class of schemes
comprises elementary utilisation schemes for handling controls or manipulating the
interface of the artefact. The usage scheme thus enables epistemic mediation to the
object, aimed at getting to know the object. Usage schemes constitute specialised
modules which, in coordination with other schemes, assimilate and mutually adapt
to constitute the second type, instrument-mediated action schemes. Instrumentmediated action schemes are oriented towards the object of activity for which the
artefact is a means of performance; that is, towards the goal or motive of the ‘main’
activity. This type of scheme constitutes an instrumental act, or pragmatic
mediation to the object. Finally, instrument-mediated collective activity schemes
specify the action when a group of users shares an instrument to fulfil a common
motive. This type of scheme also concerns the coordination of individual actions
and integration of their results as a contribution to common goals (Rabardel).
A certain utilisation scheme can be applied to a range of artefacts that belong
to the same class. Rabardel (1995) gives the example of driving a car. A utilisation
scheme that has developed in driving a specific type of car can also be utilised to
drive other types of cars. This utilisation scheme may be applicable to neighbouring
or different classes of artefacts. In the case of driving, for example, the utilisation
scheme may allow you to drive a whole range of motorized vehicles, depending on
the similarities and differences with that one type of car. On the other hand, an
artefact is liable to fit into a range of utilisation schemes that will attribute it
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different significations and sometimes different functions (Rabardel; Rabardel &
Bourmaud, 2003). For example, the same car can be used for driving in motorways
and crowded cities.

Instrument and agency
The instrument (Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2003), similar to the
functional organ (Kaptelenin, Nardi, & Macaulay, 1999; Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006),
the affordance (Gibson, 1986; Hutchby, 2001), and structures (Giddens, 1986;
Orlikowski, 1992; DeSanctis & Poole, 1994), is a heterogeneous entity that is
comprised of a social-behavioural and a technical-material part. The concept of a
heterogeneous entity allows us to describe a relation between human agent and
technical artefact wherein both have agentic power. Instrumental genesis, like the
cultural-historical theories and structuration theory (but unlike the theory of
affordances) allows a bidirectional shaping between agent and artefact. Moreover,
utilisation schemes specify rules that are carried by the agent, like in structuration
theory, and that allow for the coordination of artefact-mediated interaction between
multiple agents, and for the generalisation of ‘ways of doing’ from one context to
another. The instrumental genesis approach is closely related to activity theory, but
it is more subject-oriented. It suggests, for example, that a technical artefact is
‘merely a proposal’ to the subject (Rabardel, 1995). This statement, in contrast to
activity theory, reflects a voluntarist stance whereby human agency is emphasised
over technological structures and material agency. Of all the approaches that we
have discussed, instrumental genesis is the only approach that resolves the dual
relation between the human agent and the artefact with a clear separation of a
social-behavioural and a technical-material part. The instrument, unlike functional
organs, structures, or affordances, allows an analytical distinction between agent
and artefact.

A concept of technology appropriation
In this section we define the principles of technology appropriation from our
perspective. First we describe our perspective, then we summarise what we see as
the main principles in the form of a framework. Thereafter we refine our research
questions and formulate a set of hypotheses.

A synchronic, micro-perspective on technology appropriation
The introduction of new technology causes disturbances in the learning activity that
the technology intends to support. Disturbances in activity are a trigger for
transformation and an opportunity to improve the activity (Engeström, 1999;
Miettinen, 2001). Disturbances in activity are evidenced through resistance that is
experienced from the artefacts that mediate the activity (Miettinen; Engeström). A
disturbance in technology-mediated activity is evidenced by breakdown. A
breakdown refers to “a disruption in the normal functioning of things forcing the
individual to adopt a more reflective or deliberative stance toward ongoing activity”
(Koschmann, Kuutti, & Hickman, 1998, p. 26). In order to overcome breakdown,
learners have to reflectively analyse the existing activity, and reflectively appropriate
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the mediating artefacts. This ‘search for solutions’ to overcome resistance may lead
to ‘creative externalisation’, or new ways of doing. These new ways of doing may
then become objectified in the mediating artefacts (Engeström; Miettinen). During
technology appropriation, activity transforms through the combined mechanisms
of internalisation and externalisation, with a bidirectional influence between human
agents and the mediating technical artefact.
Although cultural-historical perspectives explain the transformation of
activity from a diachronic perspective, we argue that some of the principles of
activity transformation can be located in the ‘immediacy’ of action during
technology appropriation. These principles - breakdown, objectification, and the
formulation of rules - can be identified and described from a synchronic
perspective on group interaction. Transformations that occur when a new
technology is introduced in a classroom practice can be identified and described
from a micro-perspective on actions and interactions, even when mediated activity
is instantiated over a relatively short period of time. In order to do so, we have to
specify the emergence of the functional coupling between human agents and
technical artefacts, and account for their bidirectional relation. Moreover, we have
to account for the coordination of this relation between multiple agents as a group.
In the section below we specify the connection between human agency, that is, the
actions of the learners, and technical artefact, that is, the technology. In the section
thereafter we specify the coordination of this relation between multiple learners as a
group.

The learner-technology connection
We approach the connection between the technology and the learners who use the
technology from a relational perspective (Hutchby, 2001; DeSanctis and Poole,
1994; Orlikowski, 1992; Giddens, 1986; Gibson, 1986). A relational perspective implies
that a technology-in-use makes certain opportunities for action available that are
relative to the learner who interacts with the technology. This perspective proposes
that there exists a unique connection between each learner and the technology.
Consequently, a technology may provide different opportunities for action to
different learners. The effect of technology in activity is always to some extent
flexible, and there is not one best way of using a technology. This premise of
interpretative flexibility (Pinch & Bijker, 1987) proposes that the influence of a
technology on the learners is underdetermined, and that, in other words, multiple
action opportunities coexist. During technology appropriation, learners have to
make sense of the features of the technology and enact (Weick, 1979) the
opportunities for action that are made available by these features. In doing so they
realise a certain potential. The premise of indirect perception implies that this
enactment of opportunities for action should not be seen as a nonconscious
response to conditions set by the technology. Rather, learners may explore the
action opportunities that are made available by the technology and monitor the
consequences of their actions. Utilisation is purposeful. When conventions do not
apply, breakdown occurs, and rules for utilisation are formulated and explicated.
Rules for utilisation govern the enactment of action opportunities. These rules are not
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foundational, but contingent on and derived from the situated action that the rules
represent (Suchman, 1987). Utilisation rules are instrumental to the needs of the
learners. They specify goal directed actions, and couple basic actions to functions
(Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2003). Rules for collective utilisation allow
coordination of the interaction with the technology within a group.
A technology-in-use is a heterogeneous entity that consists of a technicalmaterial part (technical features) and a social-behavioural part (rules or conventions
for utilisation). Technology appropriation involves a constructive utilisation of the
features of the technology, whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the
interaction between the rules and conventions for utilisation and the technical
features of the technology. The connection between learner and technology can be
characterised by a bidirectional influence: the actions of the learner are influenced by
the technology, and the effect of the technology is influenced by the actions of the
learner (figure 1).

Action opportunities

Utilisation rules

Figure 1. Bidirectional influence between utilisation rules and action opportunities

The opportunities for action that are made available by a technology are not
fixed, new opportunities for action may arise as a consequence of the learners’
actions.

Interaction with and via the technology
Human intention designed into digital technology takes the form of a set of
automated operations (Manovich, 2001). From a technical perspective, a digital
technology is called interactive when a user has the ability to manipulate or
intervene in the computing process, and see the effects of the intervention in real
time (Lister, Dovey, Giddings, Grant, & Kelly, 2003). This notion of technical
interaction is essentially a means of exercising control over the digital technology.
Through technical interaction agents influence the effect of the material agency that
is carried by a digital technology.
The dynamics of technology appropriation imply a distinction between
interaction with the technology and interaction via the technology. Interaction with
the technology refers to the asymmetrical, technical interaction between the
learners and the technology. Interaction via the technology refers to communicative
interaction between learners mediated by the technology. The interaction with the
technology involves manipulations of the interface of the technology that produce
basic acts. This interaction with the technology is a precursor for the
communicative interaction via the technology. Technology appropriation in pairs
can be described as a result of interdependent personal interaction with the
technology and collective interaction via the technology.
The interactive potential of a digital technology specifies the types of technical
interaction that it allows. The technology in our study enables three types of
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technical interaction: navigational, registrational, and selection or grouping.
Navigational interactivity allows the learner to navigate the information on the
screen (Lunenfeld, 1993). Registrational interactivity refers to the opportunity to
‘write back into’ the technology (Lister, Dovey, Giddings, Grant, & Kelly, 2003),
which allows a symbolic inscription of the technology. Through selection and
grouping the learner can manipulate the appearance of the interface of the
technology and specify the availability of information and action opportunities.
This interactive potential allows ‘immediate objectification’ of new ways of doing.

The hierarchical organisation of technology appropriation
When activity is robust, it is not rule-based but governed by ‘implicit knowledge’
and conventions (Suchman, 1987). These conventions are transposable and allow
for the generalisation of ‘ways of doing’ from one context to another. When a new
technology is introduced in the practice, learners will attempt to utilise the
technology according to conventions that have developed around similar taskartefact situations (Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2003). This transposition of conventions
may cause breakdown. When a breakdown occurs, creative externalisation is
required to overcome it (Engeström, 1999). Practical problem solving aimed at
repairing or eliminating the disturbance will take place. According to Suchman
(1987), the use of technology then becomes explicitly manifest and goal directed,
and an opportunity to formulate rules about it arises. When rules are explicated,
subsequent action can be held accountable to these rules (Suchman). The
formulation and explication of rules, in other words, allows coordination and finetuning of new ways of doing within a group.
The appropriation of technology for collaboration can be seen as a
progressive development over three stages: from personal mastery, via personal
utilisation, to collective utilisation. Transitions between these stages are triggered by
resistance experienced through the artefact. In each stage, the causes of this
resistance are of a different nature. Resistance can cause breakdown, and may lead
to regression to a previous stage. Solutions that overcome breakdown cause
progression (figure 2).

Personal mastery
Personal utilisation
Collective utilisation
Figure 2. Appropriation of technology for collaboration
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Personal mastery
When learners are presented with a new technology they first have to learn how to
manipulate the controls of the interface. During the stage of personal mastery
learners learn how to manipulate these controls in order to produce basic acts. We
describe this activity as follows: subject one (S1) directs actions oriented towards
manipulating the controls of the technical artefact (A). The artefact is the object
(O) of the activity, learning how to manipulate its controls is the motive. Subject
two (S2) performs similar actions. The stage of personal mastery is schematically
represented like this:

S1 – O/A

S2 – O/A

When the learners mastered sufficient basic acts, their attention shifts
towards the object for which the technology is a means of performance. A
prerequisite for the transition from personal mastery to personal utilisation is that
the production of basic acts has become routinised. When conscious goal-directed
actions are routinised and transformed into non-conscious operations, the interface
of the technology becomes transparent.

Personal utilisation
The stage of personal utilisation is characterised by an enactment of action
opportunities in order to achieve the goal for which the technology is a means of
performance. The action opportunities that become available are relative to the
learners who interact with the technology. Learners will attempt to utilise the
technology according to conventions that have developed around similar taskartefact situations. When these conventions do not apply, breakdown occurs, and
rules for utilisation are formulated and explicated. Rules for utilisation govern the
enactment of action opportunities, and couple basic acts to a specific function.
Rules for utilisation subsume the rules for mastery. The artefact becomes a tool. We
can describe this activity as follows: subject one (S1) directs actions oriented
towards the object (O), mediated by the tool (T). Subject two (S2) is engaged in
similar activity. The stage of personal utilisation is schematically depicted like this:

S1 – T – O

S2 – T – O

When a (set of) rule(s) is successfully adapted, the technology becomes
transparent again. Still, when a learner has arrived at this stage, new contradictions
may cause resistance and breakdown. This happens, for example, when the
manipulation of controls results in an unexpected effect. During such a breakdown
non-conscious operations become conscious, goal-directed actions again. To
overcome this, learners have to adapt utilisation rules, or they regress from
utilisation to mastery.
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Collective utilisation
During the previous stage learners have developed utilisation rules that couple basic
acts to functions. This does not necessarily mean that the technology now mediates
a coordinated interaction between them. Up to now, learners have progressed
through the stages in parallel. This conception implies that they are not necessarily
in the same stage, for example, one learner may have progressed to the stage of
personal utilisation, while the other is still in the stage of mastery. Moreover, the
outcome of the stages may be different for each learner. The same features may
provide different opportunities for action to different learners, enabling different
functions. Learners may have enacted a different potential of the technology.
Consequently, their utilisations may be competing or even unrelated. Such
divergent utilisations may cause breakdown. To overcome this, rules have to be
explicated, and the learners have to arrive at a set of rules for collective utilisation.
Rules for collective utilisation allow coordination of the interaction with the
technology within a group. We can describe this activity as follows: subject one (S1)
and subject two (S2) direct action oriented towards the object (O), mediated by the
same tool (T). The stage of collective utilisation is schematically depicted like this:

S1 – T – S2
|
O
When the learners arrive at collective utilisation, the technology becomes
transparent again. Again, resistance may cause breakdown. This happens when the
manipulation of controls results in an unexpected effect. To overcome this, learners
have to adapt their utilisation, or they regress to mastery. Breakdown can also occur
when the learners disagree about utilisation. In this case they have to negotiate
rules, or regress to personal utilisation.

Questions and hypotheses
We conceptualised appropriation of technology for collaboration as a development
from personal mastery, via personal utilisation, to a collective utilisation of the
features of the technology, whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the
interaction between the learners and the technology. On the basis of this concept
we can now refine our research questions, and formulate a set of hypotheses.
Question 1: How do learners progress from personal mastery to collective utilisation?
We theorised that when the learners are presented with a technology for the first
time they focus first on the manipulation of its controls. When they have mastered
the necessary basic acts, their attention shifts to utilisation. We hypothesised, firstly,
that the learners would shift towards utilisation - the coupling of basic acts to
functions - once they mastered the basic acts of the technology. We theorised
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furthermore that a transposition of conventions from the regular task-artefact
situation during utilisation could lead to breakdown, causing reflection and new
ways of doing. We expected that utilisation of specific features of the technology
would facilitate this process of breakdown and reflection. We hypothesised,
secondly, that the learners’ utilisation of the features of the technology would make
them depart from conventions and arrive at new ways of doing. Finally, we
theorised that learners within a group could arrive at divergent utilisations. These
divergent utilisations would have to converge in order to arrive at a coordinated
interaction via the technology. This would require the explication and negotiation
of rules. We hypothesised, thirdly, that if learners within a group would arrive at
divergent utilisations, they would have to explicate and negotiate rules to arrive at a
coordinated interaction via the technology.
Question 2: How does the interaction between the learners and the features of the technology
shape the effect of the technology?
We theorised that a technology-in-use is a heterogeneous entity that consists of a
technical-material part (technical features) and a social-behavioural part (rules or
conventions for utilisation). Technology appropriation involves a constructive
utilisation of the features of the technology, whereby the effect of the technology is
shaped in the interaction between the rules for utilisation and the technical features
of the technology. There exists, in other words, a bidirectional influence between
the actions of the learners and the opportunities for action that are made available
by the technology. We hypothesised, fourthly, that the application of rules for
utilisation would influence the action opportunities that are made available by the
technology.
Question 3: What is the relation between personal action and group interaction during technology
appropriation?
Finally, we theorised that technology appropriation involves a personal dimension
of interaction with the technology and a collective dimension of interaction via the
technology. We hypothesised, fifthly, that technology appropriation could be
described as a result of interdependent interaction with the technology and
collective, group interaction via the technology.
In the following chapter we describe the methodological implications for our
study.
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Our study has been carried out within a research and development project 3 that
was initiated to advance the field of technology enhanced learning. The goal of the
project was to develop, implement and evaluate a technology for collaboration and
accompanying scenarios to guide the introduction of the technology in the
classroom. The project deployed a design research method to achieve this goal. The
design research method (Van Diggelen & Overdijk, 2009) centres on the
formulation and evaluation of design principles that specify the design of the
technology. The method follows an iterative design cycle that starts with a problem
analysis of learning activities in classroom practice, and ends with the
implementation and evaluation of the technology in that practice. The graphical
shared workspace was part of the technology that was developed and evaluated
within the project.
The design research method brings three advantages to the study of
technology appropriation. First, the iterative cycle of problem analysis, grounding,
design, implementation and evaluation allows a systematic study of the utilisation of
the features of the technology, and the effect of this utilisation on the learning
activity. Second, the design research method helps to explain the transformations
that take place in the learning activity once the technology is introduced, because
these transformations are studied in relation to the learning activities as they were
carried out in the classroom practice before the introduction of the technology.
Third, the method allows the interpretation of the technology-in-use in relation to
the technology-as-designed.

Design and practice
Technology for collaborative learning intends to change existing learning activities
so that collaboration and learning may improve. It is not an easy task to design a
technology that contributes to a meaningful and effective learning activity. Such a
design process is characterised by a high degree of uncertainty. This uncertainty
mainly concerns the direction of change that the technology should bring about.
Technical possibilities are often the most tangible part of the design process. They
hint toward new directions for collaboration and learning that are difficult to
conceive without these possibilities. It is tempting to adopt a design approach
where technical possibilities set out the direction of change. However, a
technology-driven focus may harm the relation between the design and the
classroom practice, and prevent the technology from being properly grounded in
that practice.
Instead, the direction of change should be set out by an analysis of existing
learning activities, and of the problems and opportunities that are associated with
them. The relation between existing activity and envisioned change can then be
based on a sound conceptualisation of these problems and opportunities, grounded
within a theoretical body of knowledge. The introduction of the design will
transform the activities that it intends to support. As a consequence, new problems
and opportunities may occur. Therefore, the design process should also take into
3 The research and development project, called the Lead project, was funded by the European
Commission within the Sixth Framework Programme (IST-2005-028027).
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account the transformation of activities once the technology has been introduced.
This requires an iterative design cycle where a design is evaluated in relation to the
problems and opportunities it addresses and in relation to the specific context it
applies to.

The research and development cycle
The research and development cycle centres on the formulation and evaluation of
design principles that specify the design. A design principle reflects the intentions
and expectations of the educational designer about the use and effect of the
technology in the learning activity. The research and development cycle consists of
five related activities that are carried out iteratively: problem analysis, grounding,
design, implementation, and evaluation (figure 1). Iterations of the cycle take the
form of case studies. The design process gradually generates a coherent design.
Grounding
Problem description

Design principles

Problem analysis

Design

Problem identification

Educational technology

Evaluation

Implementation

Practice

Figure 1. The research and development cycle

Problem analysis: The design process starts from the belief that a learning
environment can be improved. Recurrent problems and opportunities that are
associated with collaboration and learning are identified in classroom practices. The
recurrent nature of a problem implies that it goes beyond the particularities of a
local context. This allows a description of the problem in more abstract terms while
keeping the relation to the specific context from which it emerged. Through
abstraction the problem analysis results in a problem description.
Grounding: Grounding marks a transition from description to prescription.
Grounding, in other words, relates the educational practice to the envisioned
direction of change. This transition is based on beliefs, theory and research
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findings. First, the problem description is related to existing theory and research
findings that are relevant to the problem. Thereafter a set of hypotheses and design
principles are formulated. The hypotheses and design principles explicate the
intentions and expectations of the designers of how the technology will influence
the problem that was identified in the learning activity. The hypotheses and
principles will become empirically verifiable through the design.
Design: The design is a continuation of the previous analytical and conceptual
activities. The essence of the design phase is implementation of the principles that
were defined in the previous step in the technical artefact. This results in a specific
set of technical features. The design plays a critical role in the development of
theories and models (Edelson, 2002), and is not used merely for the evaluation of
theories.
Implementation and evaluation: The design principles and underlying hypotheses can be
evaluated in the classroom practice through the design. Evaluation accounts for the
use and effect of specific features of the technology in the learning activity. It also
helps to account for the transformations that take place in the practice once the
technology is introduced. Through evaluation we can draw conclusions about the
foundation of the design. If necessary, a design principle can be fine-tuned to a
local context through micro-adaptations. Micro-adaptations are oriented towards
local problems that may vary slightly from context to context.

Data and analysis
Several types of data were collected and analysed over various iterations of the
research and development cycle. The choice of methods that were deployed to
collect and analyse this data depended on the specific goals, questions, and context
of the study at hand. In all three studies we used a multi-method approach that
included thick description, content analysis, and discourse analysis.
Every first iteration of the cycle in a new context was characterised by a
focus on existing learning activities. During this first iteration, the problem analysis
was carried out by means of thick description. In subsequent iterations the practice
was revisited with (prototypes of) the technology. With each subsequent iteration
we evaluated hypotheses about the utilisation of the features of the technology, and
about the effect of this utilisation on the learning activity. We combined
quantitative and qualitative methods to evaluate our hypotheses. The first step in
the analysis, content analysis, was carried out to identify critical events in the
appropriation of the technology. With the second step, discourse analysis, we
constructed a qualitative description of these critical events.

Thick description
The initial problem analysis of learning activities in the classroom was based on
thick description (Geertz, 1973). This ethnographic method was deployed to
capture the ‘immediacies’ of the activities in regular practice. Our entrance in the
classroom was initiated with a so-called intake meeting. The aim of this meeting
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was a mutual acquaintance between all stakeholders in the study: the researchers,
teachers, system administrators, and sometimes representatives of the schoolboard.
During the intake meeting we negotiated the conditions of our presence in the
classroom. The meeting also provided us with valuable information about the
practice. Once in the classroom, we were usually present with one or two
researchers. In the classroom we made observations, field notes, and photographs
of the setting. We also collected task related products, and carried out semistructured interviews with learners and teachers once the lessons had ended.
The problem analysis had another important outcome besides thick
description: a lesson plan. The lesson plan was made as a preparation to the
introduction of the technology in the classroom. It specified the pedagogical
objectives of the lessons, the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders, and the
organisation of the lessons, setting, and learning activities. The lesson plan served
as a boundary object (Star & Griesemer, 1989) in the negotiation between teacher
and researcher. It was adaptable to both the viewpoint of the teacher, and to that of
the researcher, “yet robust enough to maintain identity across them” (Star &
Griesemer, p. 387). Usually the lesson plan was refined over two meetings with the
teacher.

Content analysis
Content analysis refers to the quantitative analysis of manifest content of
communicative acts. Manifest content refers to information about an interaction
sequence that is directly retrievable from a set of transcripted data (Rourke,
Anderson, Garrison & Archer, 2000). This information is analysed through
categorisation in specific communicative acts, or in terms of a social network. This
categorisation is often based on a priori criteria (e.g. Henri, 1992), but some
analysts use qualitative procedures to refine their category system (e.g. Pena-Shaff
& Nicholls, 2004). This so-called emergent coding enables linking of manifest
content to underlying processes. In our study we used two types of content
analysis: analysis of talk, and analysis of basic acts in the workspace. Both talk and
acts were categorised in functional categories.

Discourse analysis
The results of the content analysis helped us with a focused inspection of the
protocol and of the replay to identify critical events in the appropriation of the
technology. The replay provided a frame-by-frame representation of the activity
that took place in the workspace. The critical events were the focus of the second
step in the analysis. We selected those episodes from the protocol that contained a
critical event. The indicators for critical events depended on the specific setting of
the study (see the sections below). An episode corresponds to a duration of
coherent activity demarcated by the learners’ own behaviour (Roschelle, 1992). The
episodes were subjected to a discourse analysis. Discourse analysis aims to provide
a qualitative analysis of the functional and sense-making properties of
communication (Wooffitt, 2005). It is a method of analysis that holds the
epistemological conviction that data, methods and products in any scientific
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method are a result of social construction (Bem & Looren De Jong, 2006). Our
analysis of the episodes comprised a description of members’ methods (Garfinkel,
1967).
In our first study we examined mainly the hierarchical organisation of the
appropriation of the workspace; in the second study we evaluated mainly the
constructive utilisation of the features of the workspace, and the third study focused on
functional transformation during the appropriation of the workspace.

Three stages in technology appropriation
With the first empirical study we examined the appropriation of the graphical
shared workspace within a planning activity. Learners were invited to jointly
construct a project plan, in pairs, with support of the technology. The pairs had to
construct their project plan through discussion and joint action in the workspace.
Hereto they had to utilise the features of the workspace, and coordinate this
utilisation. The learners communicated face-to-face, and each of them had access to
the workspace from their own screen. Appropriation would be successful, or
‘productive’, when their utilisation of the features of the workspace would allow
them to meet the requirements of the task. The goal of this study was to examine
how the pairs would utilise the features of the workspace, how they would
coordinate this utilisation in order to meet the task requirements, and whether
specific features could facilitate a productive appropriation. We theorised that
appropriation of a technology for collaboration could be described as a progressive
development from personal mastery, via personal utilisation, to collective utilisation of the
features of the technology.
The study describes two iterations of the research and development cycle in
the form of case studies. In each case we evaluated the utilisation of specific
features of the workspace and the effect of this utilisation on the planning activity.
We used two types of data: audio recordings of the learners’ talk, and the replay of
the shared workspace. This data was collected over five lessons in which 12 learners
participated. The first step in the analysis comprised a content analysis of talk. The
audio recordings were transcribed into a protocol that included all utterances, the
speaker, and the time of the utterance. We segmented the protocol on sentencelevel, and we developed a coding scheme with functional categories to code all
utterances. We started coding with a set of a priori categories that were based on a
task-related model and on our own concept of technology appropriation. As our
understanding of the processes advanced we refined our system of categories 4 . We
generated frequencies and frequency distributions of talk, and used Student’s Ttests to test for significant differences between the two case studies. The results of
the content analysis helped us to identify critical events in the appropriation of the
workspace. Critical events were implied where learners experienced breakdown,
where a utilisation rule was explicated or negotiated, or where action was held
accountable to such a rule. These events were indicated by talk about manipulation
of the workspace to produce basic acts, talk about the utilisation of the features of
4
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the workspace, or talk about the coordination of basic acts and activity in the
workspace. The critical events were described in episodes during the second step in
the analysis.

Constructive utilisation
With the second empirical study we examined the appropriation of the graphical
shared workspace within small-group argumentative activity. Learners were invited
to utilise the features of the workspace to construct and share arguments, and
organise the most substantial arguments into a diagram. The workspace was
deployed as a synchronous medium for the discussion. The members of the groups
were all located in the same classroom, but did not sit next to each other. It was
therefore hard for them to communicate orally. Appropriation had to take place by
means of actions in the workspace. The goal of this study was, first, to examine
whether and how the learners would arrive at a shared principle for the organisation
of their contributions, and second, to examine the bidirectional influence between
the application of the organising principles and the opportunities for action that
were made available by the technology. We theorised that technology appropriation
involves a constructive utilisation of the features of the technology, whereby the effect
of the technology is shaped in the interaction between the learners and the features
of the technology.
The study describes one iteration of the research and development cycle in
the form of a case study. We used two types of data: digital trace files and the replay
of the shared workspace. This data was collected during two lessons in which 42
learners participated. The first step in the analysis comprised a content analysis of
basic acts in the workspace. The analysis of basic acts was based on digital trace
files. We transformed these traces into a protocol that specified all basic acts, the
learner who performed the act, and the time of the act. We used a simple coding
scheme to code all basic acts into a priori functional categories over the time line of
the activity 5 . Again, the results of the content analysis helped to identify critical
events in the appropriation of the workspace. We defined a principle for
organisation as a procedural rule that concerns the organisation of contributions in
the drawing space. A principle became a shared principle when it was applied
consistently by all members of the group. Critical events were indicated by
competing principles for organisation, the abandonment of a principle, or the
introduction of a new principle for organisation. The critical events were described
in episodes during the second step in the analysis.

Functional transformation
With the third empirical study we examined the appropriation of the workspace in
relation to a script that specified a simple two-phase task sequence, the
requirements for each phase, and the features of the technology. Learners were
invited to utilise the features of the shared workspace to construct arguments
during a first phase, and organise the most substantial arguments into a diagram
5

The method we used to analyse the basic acts is discussed in more detail on pp. 125-127.
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during a second phase. The requirements of the task, in other words, changed with
the transition from the first to the second phase of the discussion. This transition
required a functional transformation. The workspace was deployed as a
synchronous medium for the discussion. The members of the groups were all
located in the same classroom, but did not sit next to each other. Appropriation
had to take place by means of actions in the workspace. The goal of this study was
to examine to what extent utilisation of the features of the workspace allowed the
learners to meet the requirements of each phase, to what extent it allowed them to
achieve the functional transformation, and whether the implementation of
additional constraints in the workspace could facilitate a productive appropriation.
We theorised that technology appropriation involves a personal dimension of
interaction with the technology and a collective dimension of interaction via the
technology. We theorised furthermore that a separation of personal and collective
activity in the shared workspace could counter some of the negative effects of
increased parallelism during appropriation, and facilitate the functional transformation
that was required during the activity.
The study describes two iterations of the research and development cycle in
the form of case studies. We used two types of data: digital trace files and the replay
of the shared workspace. This data was collected during two lessons in which 42
learners participated. The first step in the analysis comprised the same type of
content analysis of basic acts in the workspace that was performed in the previous
study. We generated frequencies and frequency distributions of basic acts, and used
Student’s T-tests to test for significant differences between cases. We depicted the
interaction with the technology (frequency distributions of basic acts and spatial
behaviour in the drawing space) and the interaction via the technology
(participation in discussion lines). The results of the content analysis helped to
identify critical events in the appropriation of the workspace. The functional
transformation could be achieved through the application of a new principle for
organisation. Critical events were indicated by competing principles for
organisation, the abandonment of a principle, or the introduction of a new principle
for organisation. These events were described in episodes during the second step in
the analysis.
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Technology for collaboration is often treated as an ‘independent variable’ that
stimulates particular forms of interaction by exercising a stable influence on the
learners. In this view, specific opportunities for action are made available through
affordances that are carried in the interface of the technology. Interaction with the
features of the technology shapes the actions of the learners, and facilitates
interactions with other learners, learning materials, or with the teacher, opening up
directions for the development of the learner. Additional information about the use
and effect of the technology is made available through a script or a scenario that
accompanies the introduction of the technology. This rationale of ‘shaping
behaviour’ may bring the educational designer forward a long way. However, there
is a risk of oversimplifying the influence of the technology on the learners. The
‘shaping behaviour’ rationale reflects a technological determinism: the technology
influences the learners, but this influence is itself treated as independent from the
learners’ actions.
The introduction of technology for collaboration in the classroom may have
diverse and unintended consequences. Many accounts have been reported where
such technology did not effect the behaviour of the learners as it was intended by
the designers (e.g. Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; Dwyer & Suthers, 2006;
Dillenbourg & Traum, 2006). There may be various causes why a technology does
not have the expected effect. First and foremost, technology is always to some
extent flexible, and there is not one best way of using it. This so-called
interpretative flexibility of technology (Pinch & Bijker, 1987) implies that its effect
is underdetermined. During appropriation, learners realise a certain potential of the
technology. They may utilise the technology in ways that are counterproductive or
unforeseen. Moreover, they may also disagree about this utilisation, preventing a
collaborative use of the technology. This reasoning points to the fact that a
technology for collaboration ultimately takes shape in practice: the effect of a
technology is constructed in the transformation that it induces.
Instead of shaping the behaviour of the learners, it would be more accurate
to state that a technology for collaboration shapes and is shaped by the learners.
The effect of a technology is not entirely predictable from its features, but depends
on a process of technology appropriation. In case of technology for collaboration,
appropriation has to be coordinated. This dynamic of appropriation is a challenge
to learners who have to collaborate and utilise the technology in a meaningful and
effective way. It is a challenge also to the educational designer who has to design
features that contribute to a meaningful and effective learning activity. It is
therefore important to achieve a better understanding of the dynamics that underlie
the appropriation of technology for collaboration. Insights in technology
appropriation provide opportunities for educational designers to better understand
how learners interact with technology, and to better predict the effects on the
learning activities it intends to support.

This chapter
In this chapter we examine the appropriation of a graphical shared workspace
within a planning activity. Learners were invited to jointly construct a project plan,
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in pairs, with support of this technology. They had to formulate a plan and
construct a representation of it in the shared workspace. Hereto they had to utilise
the features of the workspace, and coordinate this utilisation. Appropriation would
be successful, or ‘productive’, when their utilisation of the features of the
workspace would allow them to meet the requirements of the task. The goal of this
chapter is to examine how the pairs utilise the features of the workspace, how they
coordinate this utilisation in order to meet the task requirements, and whether
specific features can facilitate a productive appropriation of the shared workspace.
In chapter two we theorised that appropriation of a technology for
collaboration could be described as a progressive development from personal
mastery, via personal utilisation, to collective utilisation of the features of the
technology. In this chapter we evaluate some hypotheses in relation to this concept.
Hereto we adopt a design research method (See chapter 3). The design research
method brings some advantages to the study of technology appropriation. First of
all, the iterative character of the method allows a systematic study of the utilisation
of the features of the technology, and the effect of this utilisation on the learning
activity. Secondly, the design research method helps to explain the transformations
that take place in the learning activity once the technology is introduced, because
these transformations are studied in relation to the learning activities as they were
carried out in the classroom practice before the introduction of the technology.
Thirdly, the method allows to interpret the technology-in-use in relation to the
technology-as-designed.
The chapter is structured as follows. First we develop our concept of
appropriation of technology for collaboration in abstract terms. Then we elaborate
briefly on the design research method. Thereafter we present a problem analysis of
the planning activity in the regular classroom practice, and we propose a set of
hypotheses about appropriation in relation to this particular practice. These
hypotheses are then evaluated by means of two case studies. Finally, we summarise
and discuss the results.

Appropriation of technology for collaboration
The introduction of new technology in the classroom will transform the learning
activity that the technology intends to support. Instructional technology is invested
with the intention to alter and improve the activity. Some technologies, for
example, aim to alter patterns of participation in a learning activity, whereas others
aim to facilitate reflection and critical thinking. A productive appropriation of such
technology requires a departure from some of the implicit conventions that govern
the regular learning activity. It requires a transformation that brings new ways of
doing. The nature of the transformation that will take place depends on how the
technology is appropriated. This appropriation does not refer to the acquisition of
knowledge about functions of the technology, or to learning ‘how to’ do something
with the aid of the technology. Instead, it involves a constructive utilisation of the
features of the technology, whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the
interaction between the learners and the technology, and coordinated between
learners.
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The introduction of new technology in a classroom practice causes
disturbances in the learning activity. Disturbances in activity are a trigger for
transformation and an opportunity to improve the activity (Engeström, 1999;
Miettinen, 2001). Disturbances in activity are evidenced through resistance that is
experienced from the artefacts that mediate the activity (Engeström; Miettinen). A
disturbance in technology-mediated activity is evidenced by breakdown. A
breakdown refers to “a disruption in the normal functioning of things forcing the
individual to adopt a more reflective or deliberative stance toward ongoing activity”
(Koschmann, Kuutti, & Hickman, 1998, p. 26). In order to overcome breakdown,
learners have to reflectively analyse the existing activity, and reflectively appropriate
the mediating artefacts. This ‘search for solutions’ to overcome resistance may lead
to ‘creative externalisation’, or new ways of doing. These new ways of doing then
become objectified in the mediating artefacts (Engeström; Miettinen). During
technology appropriation, activity transforms through the combined mechanisms
of internalisation and externalisation, with a bidirectional influence between human
agents and the mediating technical artefact.
When a breakdown occurs, practical problem solving aimed at repairing or
eliminating the disturbance will take place. According to Suchman (1987), the use
of technology then becomes explicitly manifest and goal directed, and an
opportunity to formulate rules and procedures about the use of the technology
arises. When rules and procedures are explicated, subsequent action can be hold
accountable to these rules and procedures (Suchman). The formulation and
explication of rules and procedures, in other words, allows coordination and finetuning of new ways of doing between learners. This suggests that breakdowns are
not only an opportunity to improve, they are also of crucial importance to
coordinate this improvement.
Although cultural-historical perspectives explain the transformation of
activity from a diachronic perspective, we argue that some of the principles of
activity transformation can be located in the ‘immediacy’ of action during
technology appropriation. These principles - breakdown, objectification, and the
formulation of rules - can be identified and described from a synchronic
perspective on group interaction. Transformations that occur when a new
technology is introduced in a classroom practice can be identified and described
from a micro-perspective on actions and interactions, even when mediated activity
is instantiated over a relatively short period of time.

A concept of appropriation of technology for collaboration
The appropriation of technology for collaboration, as we have theorised in chapter
2, can be seen as hierarchically organised in three stages. It can be seen as a
progressive development from personal mastery, via personal utilisation, to
collective utilisation (figure 1).
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Personal mastery
Personal utilisation
Collective utilisation
Figure 1. Appropriation of technology for collaboration

The technology has to become transparent before the learners can focus on task
and collaboration instead of on the interaction with the technology (Kaptelenin &
Nardi, 2006; Koschmann, Kuutti, & Hickman, 1998). In line with Leont’ev’s
description of activity (1978), technology becomes transparent when interactions
with the technology transform into unconscious operations (Koschmann, et al.).
This suggests that first-time users of a technology will initially focus on the
interaction with the technology in order to master its controls. During this stage of
personal mastery, learners learn how to manipulate the controls of the interface to
perform basic acts. When the learners have mastered sufficient basic acts, their
attention shifts towards the object for which the technology is a means of
performance (Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2001), in this study, the construction of a
project plan. The learners then progress from mastery to utilisation. Throughout
the activity, when manipulation of the controls results in an unexpected effect,
breakdown occurs, and learners regress to mastery.
The use of technology in situated action is not rule-based, but governed by
‘implicit knowledge’ and conventions (Suchman, 1987). Conventions are
transposable and allow for the generalisation of ‘ways of doing’ from one context to
another. During the stage of personal utilisation learners utilise the features of the
technology according to conventions that have developed around similar taskartefact configurations (Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2001). Action governed by these
conventions couples the basic acts that were mastered in the previous stage to
functions. When the transposition of conventions leads to resistance, breakdown
occurs. Creative externalisation is required to overcome breakdown (Engeström,
1999), and the opportunity arises to formulate rules for utilisation and to
communicate about these rules (Suchman). It is also possible that learners
transpose conventions without the occurrence of breakdown. In this case, the
transformation does not hold an improvement of the activity.
A relational perspective implies that a technology-in-use makes certain
opportunities for action available relative to the ones who interact with the
technology (e.g. Orlikowski, 1992; Hutchby, 2001). Learners may therefore arrive at
divergent utilisations. These divergent utilisations may be competing or even
unrelated. If this is the case, breakdown occurs and rules have to be explicated and
negotiated to arrive at a collective utilisation. Rules for collective utilisation allow
coordination of the interaction with the technology between multiple learners
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toward a common goal. On the other hand, when there is an implicit consensus
about existing conventions, and utilisation according to these conventions does not
cause breakdown, then learners may arrive at the stage of collective utilisation
without substantial reflection on their activity. If this is the case, learners merely
reproduce their regular activity with new mediational means, without any of the
intended improvements.

Design research
We adopted a design research method (See chapter 3) to study the appropriation of
technology for collaboration. The design research method centres on an iterative
formulation and evaluation of design principles that underlie the technology. A
design principle reflects the intentions and expectations of the educational designer
about the use and effect of the technology in a learning activity. It specifies a set of
technical features that are implemented in the technology, and then evaluated.
The design method consists of five related activities that were carried out
iteratively: problem analysis, grounding, design, implementation, and evaluation.
Each cycle starts with a thorough analysis of the learning activity in the regular
classroom practice. During this problem analysis problematic key-issues in the
classroom practice are identified and described. In our study this was done by
means of classroom observations, field notes and photographs of the work setting.
We also collected regular project plans. Moreover, we interviewed a small group of
learners, and we interviewed the two teachers of the class. The key-issues that were
identified were related to existing research findings about these issues. The
subsequent grounding resulted in the formulation of a set of hypotheses and design
principles that reflect expectations about the use and effect of the technology in
relation to the problems that were identified. During the design phase the design
principles were implemented in the technology. Finally, implementation and
evaluation accounts for the use and effect of the technology in practice.
This chapter contains two iterations of the cycle, whereby we describe the
problem analysis, the specific features and corresponding hypotheses, and the
implementation and evaluation of these features.

The planning problem
Context
Every first iteration of the cycle in a new context is characterised by a focus on
learning activities in the existing practice. Our study was carried out within
preparatory vocational education. Within the school a pilot programme was
initiated that induced a transition from a more traditional form of education to a
form in which the learners had to perform project work in pairs, and relatively
independent from the teacher. Moreover, this new form contained far less structure
than the traditional way of working. In the pilot programme the learners had to
structure their learning activities themselves. They had almost no experience doing
this, and in order to cope with it they had to develop collaboration and planning
skills. The class that was involved in the programme consisted of 12 learners aged
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14-15, at third year level. Over the duration of the school year the learners had to
complete several projects. Each project lasted a period of two weeks, and every two
weeks the learners started a new project. Each project addressed a different theme,
covering three knowledge domains: communication, technology and civics. With
each project the learners were presented with a syllabus that contained a series of
assignments, organised by knowledge domain. The learners were expected to
construct a project plan that described in detail the tasks that had to be carried out
for each day of the project.

Planning
Planning is a complex form of symbolic action that consists of consciously
preconceiving a sequence of actions that will be sufficient for achieving a goal (Pea,
1982). It comprises a sequence of steps that involve problem representation and
plan construction, and eventually lead to plan execution (Pea). For the problem
representation, the pairs had to identify task requirements, sub-tasks, and external
constraints. Subsequently, they had to ‘translate’ their problem representation into
an actual plan. To get from problem representation to the actual plan, the pairs had
to go through cycles of proposal, simulation, evaluation and revision (Pea). The
translation from problem representation to plan is a complex activity that requires
the pairs, among other things, to project the consequences of particular planning
decisions. For example, they had to make estimations of the time that would be
needed to complete a particular part of the plan, and they had to take into account
interdependencies between parts of the plan. Problem representation, plan
construction, and implementation of the plan are not discrete stages in planning
activity. Rather, planning involves a continuous (re)negotiation of problems and of
decisions to tackle these problems, also during implementation of the plan.

Representational practice
During planning, learners typically communicate by means of overlapping sign
systems that draw on each other to be meaningful. This semiotic ecology
(Goodwin, 2000) includes talk, textual and diagrammatical representation, as well as
gesture, body position, and artefacts in the environment. The artefacts that are
utilised to construct the plan (e.g. pen and paper) and the representation of the plan
are tools that shape the planning activity. Of influence are also norms and
conventions of the classroom practice and the anticipated purpose of the plan.
Diagrammatical representations are an important element in the semiotic
ecology of the planning activity. These representations serve as focal points to
coordinate discursive and practical actions (Roth, 1996; Schwartz, 1995). They
allow for a display of knowledge that has been negotiated and they enable direct
reference to this knowledge (Roth). Of specific importance is the representational
form of the plan. The format of the representation determines what information
can be perceived, what processes can be activated, and what structures can be
discovered from the representation (Zhang, 1997). The construction of a
representation is, in other words, a reflexive activity: the representation is both
outcome and medium of the interaction. The representation opens up possibilities
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and provides constraints (Roth). The anticipated purpose of a representation
determines how one will design and evaluate it (Enyedy, 2005; Lehrer & Pritchard,
2002). What makes a good representation, and what should be included in it, is
socially mediated, open to change, and negotiated within ongoing activity (Danish
& Enyedy, 2007). The negotiation towards a representational norm or convention
may result in ‘productive conflicts’ that constitute opportunities for peer teaching
and learning (Enyedy, 2005). It is common that adoption of a representational
convention leads to a struggle between opportunities and constraints. Disagreement
that occurs in these cases often provides opportunities for learners to teach one
another or to adapt (Enyedy, 2005; 2003). However, negotiation towards a shared
norm or convention does not always occur. Classroom norms are often taken as
shared rather than being actually shared (Cobb, Stephan, McClain, & Gravemeijer,
2001).

Key-issues
The stage of problem analysis was initiated with observation of the planning activity
in the regular classroom situation. We made field notes and photographs of the
activity and we collected twelve project plans. Some of these plans were made
during our observation, and some of them were made within a period of six weeks
before we first visited the classroom. The composition of the pairs who had made
these plans had changed with each project, but all learners were represented in the
sample. After the lesson we interviewed a small group of learners (N=5), and we
interviewed the two teachers of the class. We learned that the pairs normally
construct their plan within the first two days of a project. They are instructed to
pass through two stages: the first stage is meant as an orientation to the project,
whereas the second stage has to result in the actual plan. During the first stage the
learners read the assignments in the project syllabus, and sketch out an initial plan
with pen and paper. Figure 2 shows one of the pairs during the orientation stage
(left), and the result of an orientation stage (right; figure 2). During the second stage
the pairs transform their initial plan into a spreadsheet on the computer, using
either Microsoft’s Word® or Excel®. Hereby the pair sits behind one computer.
Most of the time one learner does all the typing, while the other reads from the
initial plan or from the project syllabus. Commonly, the pairs hardly make any
modifications to their initial plan.
The planning activity can be characterised by a strict division of tasks.
Typically, only one learner at a time manipulates the artefacts that are used. For
example, during the orientation stage each pair sat together at a table whereby one
of them drew on the paper, and the other read from the syllabus. During the plan
construction stage, when the initial plan was brought into the computer
programme, one learner sat behind the keyboard to type into a spreadsheet,
whereby the other learner sat next to that learner, and commented on the actions
that were performed in the computer.
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Figure 2. Regular planning from the NTL programme

Problem representation
The teachers indicated to us that the pairs had difficulties to arrive at a clear
problem representation. We examined the project plans that were made before and
during our visit to the classroom. Our examination confirmed the teacher’s
judgement. On many occasions, the pairs merely copied the assignments from the
syllabus into their planning table. Most pairs did not ‘decompose’ the assignments
into tasks and subtasks. The teachers also indicated that most of the time the
learners did not critically reflect on the constraints or feasibility of their planning
decisions. According to the teachers, the project plans were often not realistic. Our
problem analysis confirmed this observation as well. Specifically, the pairs did not
reflect critically on the time that was needed to complete a particular assignment,
nor did they clearly indicate when and how long they would work on the
assignments. A time indication was lacking in most of the plans. Another, related
issue that was brought forward by the teachers, and confirmed by our analysis,
concerned the learners’ difficulties to project the consequences of their planning
actions. Plan projection involves the simulation of actions and ‘prediction’ of their
outcomes. For example, the pairs did not represent interdependencies between the
different parts of their plan. The pairs, in other words, had difficulties to meet the
requirements of the planning task.

Representational format
The pairs had to arrive at a format that would enable them to translate their
problem representation into a project plan. This is a problem of abstraction
(Schwartz, 1995). The pairs had to separate different attributes from their problem
representation, and describe them on a higher level of abstraction, for example, in
terms of tasks, sub-tasks, and duration. Then they had to decide how to represent
these attributes. Hereto they had to display the attributes along a certain dimension
(e.g. in rows and columns), and they had to invent labels to indicate the attributes.
We examined the format of the twelve plans that we had collected. At the
beginning of the school year the teacher had recommended the learners to
construct their plan in a tabular form. All twelve plans had this tabular form (Figure
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2). Almost all of them reflected the organisation of the project syllabus: they were
composed of three parts, representing the knowledge domains technology,
communication, and civics. The plans kept with the following order of the
assignments as they were presented in the syllabus. Only three pairs had indicated
an implementation order in their plan. None of the plans foregrounded a temporal
dimension, that is, date and time or duration of the tasks, and in several plans an
indication of time was lacking all together.
The plans took a tabular form. In all of them, the first three columns were
roughly the same. The first column was labelled ‘task’ or ‘assignment’. The task or
assignment was then indicated by a number and/or a short name. The short names
were often taken from the syllabus. The second column, labelled ‘what’, contained a
short description of the task or assignment. The third column was headed ‘how’ or
‘tasks’, and contained a description of the task on the level of task or sub-task. Half
of the plans contained a column that was labelled as ‘time’ or ‘duration’. The pairs
used this column to indicate the duration of a task or assignment, mostly indicated
in hours. Surprisingly, only three of the plans contained a column labelled ‘when’,
used to indicate when, over the duration of the project, the learners would work on
the tasks or assignments. Finally, three plans contained a column labelled
‘completed’. This column was used to indicate whether a task or assignment was
completed during the implementation of the plan (table 1).
Table 1. Form and content of project plans
Column Label
Description
1
Task or assignment
Number and/or short
name
2
What
Short description
3
How or tasks
Tasks or sub-tasks
Time or duration
Duration in hours
When
Assignment to date and
time
Who or task division
Responsible for
implementation
Completed
Status completion

N
12
12
9
5
6
5
3

The shared workspace
On basis of the problem analysis we identified some opportunities to support the
learners during the planning activity. Hereto we presented them with the graphical
shared workspace. This networked-technology was deployed within the regular
face-to-face classroom setting. It provided both learners of a pair access to the
same drawing space and to a notation scheme that supports specific kinds of
communicative acts. A learner could select a contribution card from the notation
scheme, and add it to the drawing space. That learner could then add a textual label
to the title space of that card. By double-clicking on the card a comment window
appeared, where the learner could further elaborate his contribution. Both learners
could read, and move all the cards through the drawing space. Once a card was
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placed in the drawing space, it could be related to other cards through the use of
links or spatial grouping. Both learners in the pair could apply these links. The
learners had parallel access to the workspace: they could act in the workspace
simultaneously.

Technical features
This study describes two iterations of the research and development cycle. The
technical features that were evaluated in the first iteration comprised the drawing
space, and a specific notation scheme that consisted of one blank card type, plus
the possibility to link cards. The drawing space contained no additional structure.
The features that were evaluated in the second iteration comprised a drawing space
with predefined time categories, and an elaborated notation scheme. The notation
scheme contained three card types: ‘task’, ‘outcome’, and ‘time’, and the possibility
to link the cards. The predefined time categories comprised a division of the
drawing space into ten columns, whereby each column represented one day of the
project. Each column was labelled with a date (figure 3).

Figure 3. Graphical shared workspace with predefined time categories

Hypotheses
At the beginning of this chapter we formulated a concept of appropriation of
technology for collaboration in abstract terms. We conceptualised this
appropriation as a development from personal mastery, via personal utilisation, to
collective utilisation of the features of the technology. Appropriation would be
successful, or ‘productive’, when utilisation of the features of the workspace would
allow the pairs to construct a plan that would meet the task requirements.
Concretely, this would be the case if they would decompose and represent the
assignments in terms of (sub-)tasks and duration of tasks, and if they would specify
an implementation order in their plan. This utilisation required a departure from the
representational conventions of the regular task-artefact situation. We formulated
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four hypotheses about appropriation of the workspace in relation to the particular
learning activity under study.
We theorised that when the learners are presented with the shared
workspace for the first time, they focus first on the manipulation of its controls.
When they have mastered the necessary basic acts, their attention shifts to
utilisation (Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2001). We hypothesised, firstly, that the learners
would shift towards utilisation - the coupling of basic acts to functions - once they
have mastered the basic acts in the workspace. These basic acts were placement of a
card, labelling of a card, and moving and linking of cards. A productive
appropriation required a departure from convention. We theorised, furthermore,
that a transposition of conventions from the regular task-artefact situation during
utilisation could lead to breakdown, causing reflection and new ways of doing. We
expected that utilisation of specific task-related features of the technology would
facilitate this process of breakdown and reflection. With the first set of features we
expected that utilisation of the notation scheme would lead to a specification of
elements from the problem representation ((sub-)tasks, duration, and dependencies
between tasks) in separate cards, and we expected that utilisation of the drawing
space would lead to a representation of an implementation order in two
dimensions. With the second set of features, we expected that utilisation of the
elaborated notation scheme would lead to a specification of elements from the
problem representation (tasks, outcomes, and duration) in the designated cards, and
that utilisation of the predefined time categories in the drawing space would lead to
a representation of an implementation order in two dimensions. We hypothesised,
secondly, that the learners’ utilisation of the features of the technology would make
them depart from representational conventions and arrive at an improved
representational form. We theorised that an improved representational form would
facilitate talk about the content of the plan. We hypothesised - thirdly - that
utilisation of the elaborated notation scheme and predefined time categories (case
2), would lead to more talk about plan content than utilisation of the simple scheme
and simple drawing space (case 1). Finally, we have theorised that the learners
within a pair could arrive at divergent utilisations. These divergent utilisations
would have to converge in order to arrive at a coordinated interaction via the
technology and meet the requirements of the task. This would require the
explication and negotiation of rules. We hypothesised, fourthly, that if learners
within a group would arrive at divergent utilisations, they would have to explicate
and negotiate rules to arrive at a coordinated interaction via the technology and
meet the requirements of the task.

Implementation and evaluation
Procedure
We carried out two case studies, and in each case study we implemented a set of
features. Six pairs participated in each case. In both cases, the planning activity
consisted of two stages: orientation and plan construction. Both were carried out
on the first day of a new project, in presence of one teacher and one researcher.
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The session was organised as follows: introduction of the task by the researchers
(10 minutes), explanation of basic actions in the shared workspace (5 minutes),
orientation on the project (25 minutes), construction of the plan (40 minutes), and
evaluation of the activity with the learners (10 minutes). The pairs were in a face-toface situation. The learners of a pair sat next to each other, each behind their own
workstation. At the start of the study, none of the learners had ever worked with a
graphical shared workspace, or with any similar technology.

Data
We collected three types of data: audio recordings of talk from each pair, the replay
of the actions in the workspace, and printed versions of the final project plans. The
replay gives a frame-by-frame representation of all acts that took place in the
workspace.

Multi-method approach
We adopted a multi-method approach to analyse the data. The first step was a
content analysis of the learners’ talk. This step was carried out to explore and
identify critical events in the appropriation process. Critical events are implied
where learners experienced breakdown, where a utilisation rule was explicated or
negotiated, or where action was held accountable to such a rule. The second step in
the analysis was a discourse analysis whereby we constructed a qualitative
description of the critical events.

Content analysis
Recordings of talk were transcribed into a protocol that included all utterances, the
speaker, and the time of the utterance. We segmented the protocol on sentencelevel. We used a coding scheme to code all sentences in functional categories. We
coded the sentences in two parallel columns. In the first column we coded
sentences that were directly related to the task, in the second column we coded
sentences that were related to mastery and to utilisation of the features of the
workspace. We used a third column to refer to the corresponding actions in the
workspace by means of frame numbers from the replay. We developed a coding
scheme based on the Rainbow scheme for the coding of talk (Baker, Andriessen,
Lund, van Amelsvoort, & Quignard, 2007). Our coding scheme distinguished six
functional categories: interaction management, problem representation, plan
construction, task management, social relation, and outside activity (table 2).
Interaction management refers to management, organisation and coordination of
a mutually agreed use of a communication channel (Baker et al., 2007). We
extended the notion of interaction management to include, in addition to verbal
interaction, the interaction with and via the technology. Interaction with the
technology refers to asymmetrical, technical interaction between a learner and the
technology, whereas interaction via the technology refers to technology-mediated
communicative interaction between two learners. Besides the management of
verbal interaction (coded as IM), we distinguished three types of interaction
management. The first type concerns talk about interactions with the technology.
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These are, in other words, those verbal interactions that concern manipulations of
the interface to produce basic acts (coded as IM-BA). The second and third type
concern talk about interactions via the shared workspace, i.e., those verbal
interactions that concern the utilisation of features to construct a representational
form (IM-RF), and those verbal interactions that concern the coordination of
representational acts in the workspace (IM-C).
The categories problem representation and plan construction are both concerned
with the content of the plan. Problem representation are all utterances concerned
with the definition of tasks, sub-tasks, goals, constraints and feasibility (Pea, 1982).
Plan construction are all utterances concerned with proposals, simulations,
evaluations, and revisions of plan content (Pea). Task management refers to status
determination, time management, management of progress, and task division
(Baker et al., 2007). Part of task management is specifically concerned with the
coordination of representational activity in the technology, for example, status
determination, or division of tasks. This category (TM-C) concerns management of
tasks in the technology. Social relation refers to talk that is concerned with managing
the learners’ social relations with respect to the task (Baker et al., 2007). Outside
activity, finally, refers to talk that is concerned with other than carrying out the
researcher-defined task (Baker et al., 2007). All talk was coded according to the
coding scheme.
Table 2. Coding scheme
Category
Description
Interaction
Communication management,
management
dialogue structuring, and coordination
of utterances
Manipulation of the interface to
produce basic acts
Utilisation of features to construct a
representational form
Coordination of representational acts
Problem
Definition of tasks, sub-tasks, goals,
representation
constraints and feasibility
Plan
Proposal, simulation, evaluation, and
construction
revision of plan content
Task
Status determination, management of
management
time and progress, task division
Coordination of representational
activity
Social relation
Managing the learners’ social relations
with respect to the task
Outside activity Other than carrying out the
researcher-defined task
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IM

Technology

IM

BA

IM

RF

IM
PR

C

PC
TM
TM
SR
OA

C
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Discourse analysis
The content analysis helped us with a focused inspection of the protocol to identify
the critical events. Critical events were indicated by talk that concerned properties
of the technology (IM-BA), by talk that concerned the utilisation of features to
construct a representational form (IM-RF), or by talk that concerned the
coordination of representational acts (IM-C) or the coordination of representational
activity (TM-C). We selected those episodes from the protocol that contained a
critical event. An episode corresponds to a duration of coherent activity demarcated
by the learners’ own behaviour (Roschelle, 1992). The episodes were subjected to a
discourse analysis. Discourse analysis aims to provide a qualitative analysis of the
functional and sense-making properties of communication (Wooffitt, 2005).
Hereby we made a link between talk and actions in the drawing space. With each
episode we present an excerpt from the protocol, we describe the critical events
that took place in the episode, and the corresponding actions that were performed
in the shared workspace.
Below we present for each case the results of the analysis for one group at
length, and we summarise the results for the other groups.

Case one: From personal mastery to collective utilisation
The excerpts below contain critical events from the dialogue between Twan (T) and
Nando (N) (all names in this chapter are pseudonyms). At one point the excerpt
includes the researcher (R). Twan and Nando had no experience with the graphical
shared workspace. Before the start of the session the learners had oriented
themselves on the assignments in the syllabus, and they were ready to construct
their plan. The notation scheme consisted of one blank card, plus the possibility to
link cards. The drawing space contained no additional structure.

‘You took that from here, right?’
The first episode starts where both learners had submitted a contribution card to
the drawing space (Frame 45, table 3). Lines 20-24 give an example of how the
learners explored the basic acts in the workspace. In the example they explored the
possibility to move a card through drawing space. They encouraged each other to
clarify their actions, and they made inferences from these actions, e.g. in line 20-22,
Nando says [where did you get that from? You took that from here, right? You can
move it].
Table 3. Episode 1
20 13.09 N
21
N
22
N
23 13.17 T
24 13.21 N

Where did you get that from?
You took that from here, right?
You can move it.
Yes, and can I now…
You can put it back, yes.

IM
IM
IM
IM
IM

BA
BA
BA
BA
BA

Frame
45

This first episode illustrates mastery of basic acts. During this episode the
object of activity was the workspace itself, and the motive was to learn how to
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manipulate its controls. The learners learned how to submit a card, how to label it,
and how to move the card through the drawing space. In the episode hereafter the
object of activity shifts from learning how to manipulate controls towards
construction of the project plan.

‘Like this I’ll put it’
After a brief period of silence during which both learners practiced basic acts, such
as labelling and moving cards, they started to exchange ideas about the utilisation of
features to construct their plan. This talk about utilisation is illustrated in lines 2532. With the statement [line 25; T: Like this I’ll put it] Twan proposed a specific
utilisation of the contribution cards that triggered the dialogue. Frame 56 of the
replay shows that Twan submitted a card, enlarged it, and typed ‘technology’ – one
of the knowledge domains - in the title space of the card. In line 26 Nando
encouraged Twan to elaborate on his action [N: You put it like that?]. When Twan
didn’t respond directly to Nando’s request for elaboration, Nando proposed a
utilisation of the cards whereby he incorporated an interpretation of Twan’s
utilisation, and the basic acts necessary to perform it. He encouraged the researcher
to evaluate this proposal [line 28; N: So you have to like open a card and then you
put in there what is finished or has yet to be finished..., something like that?]. The
researcher avoided to impose his own conceptions, and responded minimally [line
28].
Table 4. Episode 2
25 13.40 T Like this I’ll put it.
26 13.41 N You put it like that?
27 14.00 N So you have to like open a card and then
you put in there what is finished or has
yet to be finished…, something like that?
28 14.09 R Yes, something like that.

IM
IM
IM

RF
RF
RF

Frame
56

This episode shows how the exchange of ideas about the utilisation of the
features of the workspace was initiated. Twan utilised a card in a specific way, and
expressed the utilisation he came up with by referring to the result in the workspace
[line 25; T: Like this I’ll put it]. By labelling the card with ‘technology’, this
utilisation tacitly transposed the convention from regular planning to incorporate
the organisation of the project syllabus to the project plan. Nando inspected the
result of the utilisation, and formulated an underlying rule that was implied by
Twan’s utilisation [line 25]: to specify the assignments per domain in the comment
window of the cards. The utterances of both learners reflect a personal orientation.
The interaction in the next episode, lines 29-32, illustrates how this led to
subsequent negotiation.

‘And then he says…’
In line 29-30 Nando elaborated his previous formulation by proposing that for
every domain both learners can type in what has to be done, and what has been
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finished [N: Then you put for every topic what you need to do, you put this and
this and this needs to be done, and then he says that needs to be done? And then
he says: this is done and..]. Twan took up this proposal and elaborated it further by
proposing that the amount of time needed to complete the tasks could be put in
there as well [line 31; T: And the number of hours has to go in there as well?]. This
proposal, however, was rejected by Nando [line 32; N: No, that’s not necessary],
and Twan, for the time being, complied with this rejection.
Table 5. Episode 3
29 14.18 N

30
31

14.22
14.27

N
T

32

14.29

N

Then you put for every topic what you
need to do, you put this and this and
this needs to be done, and then he says
that needs to be done?
And then he says: this is done and..
..and the number of hours has to go in
there as well?
No, that’s not necessary.

IM

RF

IM
IM

RF
RF

IM

RF

This episode illustrates the explication of utilisation rules, and how the stage
is set for subsequent negotiation toward a set of rules for collective utilisation. In
the elaboration of his formulation [line 29], Nando projected the possibility of both
learners manipulating the representation. He also transposed a convention from
regular planning, that is, to monitor the status completion of tasks in the plan [line
30]. Twan, in his elaboration, proposes to transpose another convention from
regular planning, as he knows it [line 31]. The episode ends where Nando rejects
this proposal. Later during the activity, however, Twan again mentioned the
possibility to represent the time needed to complete the tasks [line 83; T: Do we
have to mention time as well?]. And again it was rejected by Nando [line 86-87; N:
That has no use at all, how does that help you? How is it helpful putting time
behind it?]. Twan felt that they should represent the duration of the tasks in the
plan, whereas Nando thought this was not necessary. Eventually, the learners end
up not displaying the duration of the tasks in their plan.

‘I think the best thing to do is…’
In lines 36-42 Nando and Twan further discussed their utilisation of features.
Nando’s proposal in line 36 confirmed the consensus that existed between him and
Twan to incorporate the organisation of the project syllabus in their plan. Their
representation now contained three cards, each representing a chapter from the
syllabus. Nando proposed to represent the chapters by means of different colours
[line 36; N: I think the best thing to do, eyh Twan, is to give those chapters a
colour]. Twan accepted the proposal, and elaborated it by stating that they would
need three different colours, one for each chapter. In line 42, he aimed to
coordinate this activity in the drawing space by proposing the use of a specific
colour by each of them, based on a certain division of tasks. Subsequently, Nando
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started working on the tasks for communication, while Twan focused on the tasks
for technology.
Table 6. Episode 4
36 15.08 N
37
38

15.13
15.48

T
T

39
40
41
42

15.51
15.52
15.54
15.57

N
T
N
T

I think the best thing to do, eyh Twan, is
to give those chapters a colour.
Yes.
Which colour, we only have three
colours, eyh?
Huh, what?
We need three different colours.
Oh, yes, yes..
I’ll do blue, ok, you green and orange or
something, green and red.

IM

RF

IM
IM

RF
RF

IM
IM
IM
TM

RF
RF
C

Up to now, the pair has been discussing the utilisation of features, and more
or less agreed about a basic representational form. It becomes clear that Twan and
Nando constructed their plan in keeping with the representational conventions of
the regular planning activity. They were discussing the utilisation of features to
construct a representational form, but they did not critically address the
conventions that underlied the representation. These were transposed on the basis
of implicit consensus. The pair agreed to utilise the opportunity of colour to
coordinate ownership of the cards. This hints at another important element in the
collaboration between Twan and Nando: the coordination of activity in line 42
suggests that they have now decided to proceed with the actual plan construction
on the basis of a task division. They did not discuss this division itself, only how to
coordinate it in the drawing space. Since the task division was not discussed during
the session, we have to assume that it was established prior to the session. In the
following episode the pair’s attention shifts towards representing the content of the
plan.

‘You have to add what it is’
The sequence starts in line 51-52, where Twan asked [T: I don’t get this. What do
we have to do for technology, this one?]. Nando inspected Twan’s card, responded
with a confirmation, and then added [line 54; N: You have to add what it is]. Twan,
on his turn, responded by reading aloud the assignment description from the
syllabus [line 55]. A brief silence followed, during which both learners typed into
their card. Thereafter, Nando inspected Twan’s actions in the workspace, and
proposed to add to the plan whether an assignment is finished or not [line 56; N: Is
best done like this.. should be done like this, I think: Done: no; Technology: yes].
Twan accepted this proposal.
Table 7. Episode 5
51 17:13 T I don’t get this
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52

17.17

T

53
54
55

17.21
17.25

N
N
T

56

17.53

N

57
58

18:04
18:06

T
N

What do we have to do for technology,
this one?
Huh? Yeah.
You have to add what it is.
[Reads from syllabus] ‘For this
assignment you have to make your own
kitchen-file. Play the role of
contractor…’
Is best done like this.. should be done
like this, I think: Done: no; Technology:
yes.
Yes
Shall we do it like this?

PR
PR
IM
PR

RF

IM

RF

IM
IM

RF
RF

Frame
113

This episode illustrates that the pair did not critically reflect on the
requirements of the assignments, and that there was no clear representation of
these requirements in the workspace. The pair had to separate different types of
attributes from the problem representation, find higher level descriptions for these
attributes, and display these in the representation. In line 52, Twan brought forward
the issue of how to separate and represent the requirements of the assignment in
the cards. Nando’s inspection of Twan’s card led him to propose that they should
refer to each assignment by adding a sort of label that would represent ‘what it is’
[line 54]. Twan’s subsequent response, to read aloud the syllabus text, indicates that
it was still not exactly clear to him how to do this. Each assignment contains several
different tasks, and one label would not give a lot of information about these
different tasks. Nando’s response to Twan’s request for clarification reveals that
there was no grounding on this issue. The opportunity to specify and represent a
detailed description of requirements was not seized.
The issue reappeared later on in the discussion. Twan proceeded to describe
the assignments on the level of tasks that had to be carried out, for example:
‘calculate electrical power and costs’ or ‘read and make technical drawing’. After
inspection of Twan’s contribution, Nando stated [line 105-106; N: You also add
what needs to be done? Yeah, no, that’s probably the best for you..]. Twan
responded by stating [line 107; T: But it doesn’t clearly say here, here it says clearly
what the assignment is, but not really what the assignment is called, you know].
Nando seemed surprised about Twan’s task-level description, while it was exactly
the level of description that was required by the task. Nando’s own card, for the
civics domain, referred to the assignments by means of a label that gave little or no
information about what had to be done. Later on, however, in his communication
card, he seems to have followed Twan’s task level description.
At this point the plan consisted of three cards, representing the three
different knowledge domains: communication, technology and civics. For each
knowledge domain the assignments were listed in the comment window of the
card. Behind each task there is an indication of whether that task was completed or
not (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Inscriptions of the drawing space

‘You should do it as well’
Early on it was brought to the fore that the project plan could also be used to keep
track of progress during implementation [line 27]. In [line 56-58] the pair agreed
about a way to do this. When Nando later on performed the operation to carry out
this utilisation of the cards, he encountered unexpected resistance: he found out
that he had no writing access into a card that was submitted by his fellow learner.
He realised that, as a consequence, he could not mark an assignment as ‘completed’
in a card that he had not submitted himself. He then proposed a sequence of
actions to overcome this problem. First, he proposed to add a second card for each
domain. Then he proposed to add a distinct name to each card, in order to
distinguish two cards with the same title (figure 5).

Figure 5. A second card for each domain (final plan)

Although Nando had explicated this utilisation, it was not until line 184 that Twan
noticed that Nando had added an extra card [T: Hey, but you’ve built one extra
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for technology?]. Nando explicated the utilisation rule again, and referred to the
constraint he encountered from the workspace [N: I can type in there, you should
do it as well. What I’ve done, so to say, know what I mean?]. Somewhat later he
elaborated ‘Because I’ve put in there that I haven’t finished any of the
assignments, once I’ve completed some, I can put it in, and you can see it’.
Table 8. Episode 6
184 37.50 T
185

37.53

N

186
187

38.01

T

Hey, but you’ve built one extra for
technology?
I can type in there, you should do it as
well.
What I’ve done, so to say, know what I
mean?
Yes.

IM

RF

IM

RF

IM

RF

IM

RF

Prior to this episode unexpected resistance from the workspace had caused
Nando to regress from collective utilisation to personal mastery. Subsequently,
Nando came up with a creative solution to overcome the constraint. He progressed
from personal mastery to personal utilisation, achieving the same function
(representing completion status) but with a different sequence of basic acts. A
sequence of basic acts on the level of collective utilisation (that is, indicating
progress of a task in the comment window of a card) developed into a sequence of
basic acts on the level of personal utilisation (that is, adding a second card for each
domain, and adding a distinct name to each card).
Nando had explicated the problem and the new rule to overcome it at the
moment he had encountered the breakdown. At that moment, however, the rule
was not picked up by Twan because he had not encountered the problem himself.
It was only when Twan himself experienced a breakdown at a later moment that
both where focused on the same problem, and the opportunity arose to formulate a
rule for a collective utilisation that by-passed the constraint. The dialogue between
Twan and Nando in episode 6 illustrates how the two subsequently progressed
from personal utilisation back to a collective utilisation to perform that same
function governed by a new rule for utilisation.

Conclusion
Both learners were initially focused on the manipulation of the controls of the
workspace. Once they had mastered the basic acts, their attention shifted towards
utilisation. In the transition from mastery to utilisation, rules that coupled basic acts
to functions were explicated, and reflected upon. Conventions from regular
planning, such as the convention to keep with the organisation of the project
syllabus in the plan, were hereby transposed to the new task-artefact situation.
Utilisation, according to these conventions, did not cause breakdown and the
conventions themselves were not reflected upon. The transposition of convention
meant, concretely, that the pair submitted one card for each chapter of the syllabus,
labelled each card with the knowledge domain of the chapter, and specified the
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assignments per domain in the comment window of the cards. The pair did not
utilise the notation scheme to specify elements from the problem representation in
separate cards, as we expected, and the content of the plan was therefore not
directly visible. An indirect consequence of the coupling between basic acts and
function that was formed early on in the activity was that the pair did not utilise the
drawing space to represent an implementation order in two dimensions. Instead,
they kept to the order in which the assignments were presented in the syllabus
chapters. The learners did, at some point, negotiate representational conventions,
such as whether they should represent the duration of tasks, but this did not require
alternative utilisation. Features of the workspace (coloured cards) were utilised as a
resource to coordinate a division of work. The pair reflected briefly on the feature
of parallel access, but the utilisation of this feature did not cause breakdown either:
when the pair had arrived at a basic representational form, they proceeded to work
on basis of a task division. This allowed them to work on their own part of the
plan. Most conventions from regular planning remained tacit, and utilisation
according to these conventions was legitimised by an implicit consensus. Most of
the talk throughout the activity was concerned with the utilisation of features to
construct a representational form. The pair discussed very little about the content
of the plan. They did not discuss the requirements of the assignments in any detail,
and no implementation order was discussed. Eventually, the pair did not meet the
requirements of the task, and their appropriation of the workspace was not
productive.

How did the other pairs appropriate the workspace?
How did the other pairs in case one appropriate the workspace? A productive
appropriation would require a departure from convention for them as well. We
hypothesised that utilisation of the features of the workspace would induce
breakdown, and facilitate a departure from convention. Specifically, we expected
that utilisation of the notation scheme would lead to a specification of elements
from the problem representation in separate cards, and that utilisation of the
drawing space would lead to a representation of an implementation order in two
dimensions.

Notation scheme
We expected that the learners would utilise the notation scheme to specify and
represent elements from the problem representation in separate cards. In fact they
did not. The pairs used either three cards, whereby each card represented one
domain, or they used a separate card for each assignment. In the case of three
domain cards, all the assignments and tasks were indicated in the comment window
of the corresponding domain card (like Twan and Nando did). In the case of
separate cards, the pairs utilised the comment window to indicate the tasks per
assignment. Besides domain, assignments and tasks, some cards indicated duration,
responsibility, date and time, and completion status. In sum, all pairs utilised the
notation scheme to specify and represent different elements from the problem
representation, but none of them specified these elements in separate cards.
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Instead, a lot of information was packed in the comment spaces. As a consequence,
the elements of the problem representation weren’t as visible as we had expected.
The utilisation of the cards did not lead to the departure from convention as we
had expected.

Drawing space
We also expected that the learners would utilise the drawing space to specify and
represent an implementation order of tasks in two dimensions. Hereby it makes a
difference whether information is typed into the title space or into the comment
window of a card. Inscriptions of the title space are directly readable from the
drawing area, whereas inscriptions of the comment window are ‘hidden’ underneath
the card. Attributes that are inscribed in the title space become foregrounded, and
can be used as principle for spatial organisation. Attributes of the comment
window more easily go unnoticed. For example, when date and time were inscribed
in the comment window, the temporal dimension of the plan was not
foregrounded. Concurrently, implementation order remained implicit as well.
Consider the representation in figure 6. It contains an indication of the start and
finish date of each task, but in the comment window of the cards. Representation
of the syllabus form (both domain-wise organisation and order of the assignments)
was prioritised over spatial representation of the implementation order (figure 6).

Figure 6. Representation of syllabus form

Five out of six plans contained no spatial representation of implementation order.
Three of these plans contained no clear implementation order at all. The plans that
indicated the assignments in separate cards took the form of a table with columns,
where the assignments were listed in vertical order, as in figure 6. These
representations resembled the ‘regular’ project plans. One plan was disorganised:
this pair did not arrive at a shared representational form.
One plan stood out from the others, in the sense that it did not keep with
the form of the syllabus. This pair represented an implementation order spatially.
The pair made two separate tables, one for each week of the project. The tables
foregrounded a temporal dimension: the first column indicated the days of the
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week. Each task was represented in a separate card. The learners didn’t use the
comment window, so all inscriptions were directly visible in the drawing space.
Figure 7 shows this plan for the first week of the project (figure 7).

Figure 7. Two-dimensional representation of implementation order

The pair deployed this representational form from the start of the activity. There
was no overt decision to do this. It is likely that this pair also transposed the
conventions from the regular planning activity to the new task-artefact situation.
However, their conventions were more up to standard to begin with. When we
consider all pairs, compared to the regular project plans, the utilisation of the
drawing space did not result in the departure from convention as we had expected.

Talk about plan content
We consider our coding of the learners’ talk. We calculated for each pair the relative
frequency of sentences per category of the coding scheme. Thereafter, we
calculated the mean of these frequencies over all pairs. It appeared that the pairs
had talked a lot about mastery of basic acts (MIM-BA = 19.2, SD = 14.3), and even
more about the construction of a representational form (MIM-RF = 20.3, SD = 6.6).
The pairs talked less frequently about problem representation (MPR = 10.7,
SD = 5.7), and little about plan construction (MPC = 6.6, SD = 3.0) (table 9).
During the activity the pairs talked and acted in the shared workspace, in
parallel or alternately. Talk and action were in a reflexive relationship (Roth, 1996).
Talk was often complemented by acts in the workspace - and the other way around.
Instead of pointing to the screen, the pairs used a lot of verbal deixis (Suthers,
Girardeau, & Hundhausen, 2003) to coordinate their actions in the workspace. The
pairs frequently expressed utterances that contained verbal deixis to coordinate
representational acts (table 9; MIM-C = 15.5, SD = 4.2), for example [‘move that card
just above the blue one’]. Some pairs also used verbal deixis to propose and
evaluate plan content. For example, in the question [‘what shall we do with that
civics card?’], ‘that civics card’ referred to a card that contained a specific task from
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the civics domain. The response to the question, [‘I don’t know, let’s put it behind
Monday’], was a proposal to plan that specific task on Monday.
During coding a new category emerged to capture those utterances that
expressed proposals, simulations, evaluations, and revisions of plan content by
means of verbal deixis. This category is indicated by the light-grey part of the bar
that depicts plan construction. The dark-grey part of the bar indicates talk about
plan content without explicit reference to the representation in the workspace (PC,
table 9). Finally, the pairs also expressed utterances that concerned the coordination
of representational activity in the shared workspace, i.e. status determination or the
division of tasks. An example of such task coordination can be found with Twan
and Nando in episode 4 [line 42; T: I’ll do blue, ok, you green and orange or
something, green and red]. In table 9 this is indicated by the light-grey part of the
bar for task management. The dark-grey part of the bar indicates general task
management (TM, table 9).
Table 9. Relative frequency of sentences in each category over all pairs (Mean)
IM
IM-BA
IM-RF
IM-R
PR
PC
TM
0

5

10

15

20

25

The reflexivity between talk (about plan content and coordination of activity) and
the representation in the workspace indicates overlap between these two sign
systems.

Conclusion
We can conclude that, in case one, utilisation of the features of the workspace did
not lead to an improved representational form: utilisation of the notation scheme
did not lead to a specification of elements from the problem representation in
separate cards, as we had expected, and utilisation of the drawing space did not lead
to a representation of an implementation order in two dimensions. Except with one
pair. This pair did represent an implementation order in two dimensions, but this
representation was conform the convention of their regular planning. Moreover,
this pair did not specify the elements of the problem representation in separate
cards either. One pair failed to appropriate the technology overall: they applied
divergent utilisations and did not arrive at a collective utilisation. This pair did not
manage to construct a project plan in the workspace. On the average, talk was
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frequently concerned with basic acts, with the utilisation of features to construct a
representational form, and with the coordination of representational acts in the
workspace. Talk was less frequently concerned with problem representation or plan
construction. In sum, none of the six pairs departed from their regular conventions,
and only one pair arrived at a productive appropriation of the workspace.

Case two: Utilisation of the predefined time categories
The appropriation of the shared workspace in the first case did not facilitate the
planning process as we had expected. Therefore we implemented a second set of
features: an elaborated notation scheme and a drawing space with predefined time
categories. The elaborated notation scheme contained three card types: ‘task’,
‘outcome’, and ‘time’, and the possibility to link the cards. The predefined time
categories comprised a division of the drawing space in ten columns, whereby each
column represented one day of the project (figure 3). The second case followed the
same procedure with respect to the task and the technology as the first case. The
excerpts below contain critical events from the dialogue between Tim (T) and Pete
(P). Tim and Pete carried out the same task as Twan and Nando, and were also
first-time users of the shared workspace. Our report starts where the learners had
mastered the basic acts, and shifted to utilisation.

‘Oh, you do it like that..’
This first episode starts where Pete had placed a ‘task’ card with the label
‘communication’. He placed his card in the first column, on the first day of the
project. There under he placed a card that indicated the first assignment in the
communication domain - to develop an action plan -, and labelled it ‘action plan’.
He started to type some specific requirements of this assignment in the comment
window of the card. Tim had observed Pete’s actions in the workspace and asked
[line 61; T: Put everything underneath communication?]. Pete responded with [line
62; P: Yes, under communication, if I do that one, then you can do the next]. By
stating ‘you can do the next’, Pete proposed that Tim would put up the next
assignment from the syllabus, following his example to list all communication
assignments under the card with the label ‘communication’. Pete then connected
his two cards with a link. Tim observed Pete’s actions in the workspace and stated
‘Oh, you do it like that..OK’ [line 61-65].
Table 10. Episode 1
61 6.24 T Put everything underneath
communication?
62 6.27 P Yes, under communication, if I do that
one, then you can do the next.
63 6.32 T Action plan, what’s that a part of,
communication, right?
64 6.38 P We already have an action plan, right?
65 7.01 T Oh, you do it like that..OK
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Tim followed the utilisation that Pete had proposed. Tim started to list a set
of communication assignments in the drawing space and, following the same
principle, put a card with the domain label above them. He planned the
assignments on the second day of the project. Pete had placed a third card in the
first column, which he labelled ‘bodywork design’. The appearance of the drawing
space at this point is depicted in figure 8. The first column represents the first day
of the project – with Pete’s contributions, the second column represents day two –
with Tim’s contributions.

Figure 8. Tim and Pete transpose a representational convention from regular planning

This first episode shows that Pete utilised the cards and the drawing space,
transposing the convention from regular planning to keep with the organisation of
the project syllabus. After inspection of Pete’s actions, Tim formulated part of the
rule that was implied by Pete’s utilisation [line 61]: to specify the assignments per
domain. Pete, on his turn, confirmed the rule, and added a statement to coordinate
their subsequent representational activity [line 62]. Pete’s utilisation was then taken
up by Tim. Their interaction in the next episode, lines 141-144, illustrates how the
transposition of convention led to a breakdown.

‘What’s that a part of?’
During the previous episode Pete had placed an assignment under the heading
‘communication’ that was in fact part of the technology domain. Tim noticed this
deviation from the rule [line 141-142] and appeared to be dissatisfied with the
inconsistency. As an alternative he proposed to indicate only the assignments per
day, without reference to the knowledge domain that these assignments are a part
of [line 143-144; T: Then we should perhaps leave communication out. But only
the things that we need to do on that day].
Table 11. Episode 2
141 25.34 T
142 25.36 P
143 25.38 T
144

25:41

T

What’s bodywork design a part of?
That’s part of technology.
Then we should perhaps leave
communication out.
But only the things that we need to do
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on that day.
Tim held Pete accountable to the rule that was formulated in the previous
episode, and formulated an alternative rule for utilisation [line 143-144].

‘But, we are now, eh.. per part..’
Pete didn’t respond to the formulation of the alternative rule, but two minutes later
he said [line 156; P: Where do we put technology?], and typed it in the card with the
technology assignment, instead of above it, on the first day. With this action, Pete
disregarded Tim’s proposal, and kept with the established rule. However, a few
seconds later he seemed confused and added [line 159; P: But, we are now, eh.. per
part..]. Then, he moved the technology task to Tuesday, an empty column in the
drawing space.
Table 12. Episode 3
156 28.24 P
157 28.26 T
158 28.27 P
159
160

28:35
28.40

P
T

Where do we put technology?
I’m not sure..
Let’s do here, I’ve put ‘technics’
instead of technology.
But, we are now, eh.. per part..
So we’ll also get communication
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Episodes 2 and 3 illustrate the pairs’ discussion about the utilisation of the
predefined time categories: should they plan assignments per day, regardless of the
domain that they’re a part of, or should they plan assignments per domain,
following convention. Pete stressed the convention, and expressed a rule to
transpose it to the workspace. When Tim noticed a departure from the rule, he held
Pete accountable. Pete then adapted the representation to fit with the rule, and
explicated his adaptation [line 158]. In line 159 he experienced a breakdown. He
noticed that the inconsistency was still present, and he moved the bodywork
assignment from first day to the third day of the project to regain consistency. This
didn’t quite resolve the issue. When the researcher came to check on the pair, Pete
said to him [line 163; P: it’s a little weird, because, he, we’re mixing it all up now].
Tim explained by saying [line 165; T: Yeah, this is communication and then
technology is in between… and technology over here]. The issue remained
unaddressed for about ten minutes, and reappeared in the next episode.

‘We’ll just do planning for a day’
This episode starts where Pete stated that he still would like to work on the
technical drawing that Monday, as soon as they would have finished the plan [line
242]. In response, Tim asked him what domain that assignment belonged to [line
243-244; T: What’s that a part of? Is that part of communication, or not?], herewith
implying that according to the rule, the technology assignment could not be
planned on that Monday. Pete, on his turn, persisted by saying [line 245; P: Yeah,
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well, it’s not necessarily communication, but I think it belongs there…], stressing
his intention to plan the assignment for that day. Subsequently, Tim, just as in line
143-144, wondered whether they should abandon the domain labels all together
[line 246; T: Shouldn’t we just remove communication?]. Pete responded by saying
[line 247; P: No, we’ll just do planning for a day, not for a course, we’ll just…shall
we do that?]. This proposal by Pete seems compatible with what Tim had just
proposed: simply to remove the domain label above the communication
assignments, so Tim repeated his proposal [line 248; T: Shall we then remove
communication and stuff?]. Instead of complying with this proposal, Pete proposed
an alternative that combined the proposal to plan for a day with the established rule
to indicate the domain [line 249-250; P: I think we’ll just have to plan what we do
on that day. And then we put above there what it is, eyh?]. Tim agreed with this
solution. Subsequently, Pete stated [line 254; P: Then I’ll put ‘technology’ above it].
Table 13. Episode 4
242 38.55 P I would like to continue with technical
drawing.
243 39.08 T What’s that a part of?
244 39.14 T Is that part of communication, or not?
245 39.15 P Yeah, well, it’s not necessarily
communication, but I think it belongs
there…
246 39.20 T Shouldn’t we just remove
communication?
247 39.25 P No, we’ll just do planning for a day,
not for a course, we’ll just…shall we
do that?
248 39.28 T Shall we then remove communication
and stuff?
249 39.34 P I think we’ll just have to plan what we
do on that day.
250 39:37 P And then we put above there what it
is, Eyh?
251 39.38 T Ok
252 39.40 P Then I’ll put ‘technology’ above it.
253

39.43

T

Yeah, like that.
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The problem that the pair had encountered in the previous episodes
reappeared in this episode: the utilisation rule did not allow them to plan other
assignments than communication assignments on the first day of the project. When
Pete implied that he intended to break with this rule, Tim held him accountable to
it. When Pete insisted, Tim suggested an alternative to solve the inconsistency. Pete,
in his turn, formulated another alternative that comprised an adaptation of the
established rule. Tim complied with this new rule. In the discussion that followed,
they no longer talked about the representational format of the plan. Their
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discussion shifted between problem representation and plan construction: the
actual content of the plan. Figure 10 shows a sample of Tim and Pete’s final project
plan where they have departed from the convention of regular planning (figure 9).

Figure 9. Tim and Pete have departed the convention from regular planning

Conclusion
During initial utilisation, the convention to keep with the organisation of the
project syllabus was transposed to the new task-artefact situation. This meant
concretely that the pair headed each column in the drawing space with a card that
indicated one of the knowledge domains, and then listed the planned assignments
on separate cards under the corresponding domain. This utilisation, however,
caused breakdown, and forced the pair to reflect on their implicit convention. This
led eventually to the formulation of a new rule for utilisation, and an improvement
of representational form. Throughout the episodes, Tim and Pete proposed
divergent solutions to utilise the predefined time categories. This process took the
shape of a negotiation that centred on the issue whether they should plan tasks per
day, regardless of the domain they’re a part of, or whether tasks should be planned
per domain. The negotiation was eventually resolved through an agreement.
Divergent utilisations were mutually adapted and explicated into a rule for collective
utilisation. Concretely, the pair did not utilise the elaborated notation scheme to
specify elements from the problem representation in the designated cards. They
used only the ‘task’ card, in which they indicated the assignments. The assignments
were specified in the comment window of that card. Utilisation of the predefined
time categories did lead to the representation of an implementation order in two
dimensions. Furthermore, the link from the notation scheme was utilised to
represent interdependencies between assignments. The utilisation of the planning
categories led to a departure from the convention of regular planning activity. The
pair abandoned the organisation of the project syllabus, and implementation order
became the leading principle for the organisation of their plan. A lot of their talk
throughout the activity was about utilisation of features to construct a
representational form. The pair discussed also the content of the plan, and the
requirements of the assignments in some detail. Furthermore, they discussed an
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implementation order, and interdependencies between tasks. The pair met the
requirements of the task, and their appropriation of the workspace was productive.

How did the other pairs appropriate the workspace?
How did the other pairs in case two appropriate the workspace? As in the first case,
a productive appropriation required a departure from convention. Again, we
hypothesised that utilisation of the features of the workspace would induce
breakdown, and facilitate this departure. Specifically, we expected that utilisation of
the elaborated notation scheme would lead to a specification of elements from the
problem representation in the corresponding cards, and that utilisation of the
predefined time categories in the drawing space would lead to a representation of
an implementation order in two dimensions. We furthermore hypothesised that the
learners who worked with the elaborated notation scheme and with the predefined
time categories, would achieve a more productive appropriation then the learners
who worked with the simple scheme, and without predefined time categories in the
drawing space.

Notation scheme
We expected that the pairs would utilise the notation scheme to specify and
represent tasks, and the outcome and duration of these tasks. Surprisingly, only one
of the six pairs had utilised the notation as it was intended by the design. This pair
used all three card types: ‘task’, ‘time’, and ‘outcome’. The ‘task’ cards were labelled
with the domain, while the comment window of the card indicated tasks and
subtasks. The ‘time’ cards were labelled with the expected duration of the tasks, and
‘outcome’ cards were labelled in terms of expected products of the tasks. The other
pairs utilised the notation scheme in ways that were unintended. Hereby a similar
phenomenon appeared as in the first case: a lot information was inscribed into the
comment window behind the cards, and wasn’t directly visible. Again, this was
strengthened by the choice to write all information about an assignment into one
card, instead of using separate cards for separate tasks. These pairs did specify the
information about the assignments that was suggested by the notation scheme, but
not in the intended cards. The utilisation of the notation scheme did not lead to the
departure from convention as we had expected.

Drawing space with predefined time categories
We expected that utilisation of the predefined time categories would lead to a
representation of the implementation order of the plan. We have seen with Tim
and Pete that utilisation of the predefined time categories did lead to a breakdown,
and eventually to departure from convention and improvement of representational
form. We found a similar productive appropriation in two other pairs. Utilisation
of the predefined time categories did not induce this breakdown and reflection in
all pairs. However, these pairs also did utilise the predefined time categories in a
way that led to a departure from convention, and an improvement of
representational form. In all pairs, implementation order became the leading
principle for organisation of the representation. Domain still was an important
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principle for organisation within this format, but implementation order was
consistently prioritised over domain. Consider for example the plan in figure 11.
This pair abandoned a strict domain-wise organisation and it abandoned the order
of assignments from the syllabus. Instead, assignments from different domains are
planned on the same day, and represented in the order of implementation (figure
10).

Figure 10. Fragment of a representation that prioritises implementation order over domain

In addition, several pairs used links to indicate interdependencies between
assignments on different days of the project (see figure 9 for example). This
indicates a form of plan projection that we hadn’t seen in the first case, or in the
regular project plans. In sum, the predefined time categories led to an improvement
of the representational form in comparison to the regular project plans. However,
this was true both for the cases where it caused breakdown and reflection, and for
the cases where it did not cause breakdown and reflection.

Talk about plan content
We hypothesised that if the learners would utilise the elaborated notation scheme
and the predefined time categories, they would they would talk more about plan
content than the learners who would utilise the simple scheme and the drawing
space without predefined time categories. We expected that an improved
representational form would facilitate talk about the content of the plan. We
evaluated this hypothesis by comparing the frequencies of sentences in the
categories of the coding scheme. We calculated the relative frequency of sentences
in each category of the coding scheme for each pair, and then the mean of these
frequencies over all pairs in the case (table 14).
We used Student’s t-test to compare the differences between the groups in
the two cases on the categories mastery, representational form, problem
representation, and plan construction. It appeared that the pairs in the second case
did not talk quite as much about the production of basic acts (MIM-BA = 8.4,
SD = 5.7) as did the pairs in the first case (MIM-BA = 19.2, SD = 14.3). However,
because of a large variety between the pairs within the first case, there was no
significant difference (t(8) = 1.6, p > .05). The part of the discussion that concerned
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the construction of representational form was significantly smaller in the second
case (MIM-RF = 12.7, SD = 3.2) when compared to the first case (MIM-RF = 20.3,
SD = 6.6, t(5,8) = 2.3, p < .05). Furthermore, the pairs in the second case talked
frequently about problem representation (MPR = 18.5, SD = 4.8). In fact, they
spend a significantly larger part of their discussion to problem representation than
did the pairs in the first case (MPR = 10.7, SD = 5.7, t(7.8) = -2.3, p < .05).
Moreover, the pairs in the second case spend a significantly larger part of their
discussion talking about plan construction (MPC = 21.1, SD = 3.3) when compared
to the pairs in the first case (MPC = 6.6, SD = 3.0, t(7,9) = -7,3, p < .001).
As in the first case, the pairs frequently expressed utterances that served to
coordinate representational acts by means of verbal deixis (table 14; MIM-C = 12.5,
SD = 4.1). Again, the pairs also used verbal deixis to propose and evaluate plan
content (indicated in table 14 by the light-grey part of the bar for plan
construction). A lot of verbal deixis was expressed through reference to the labels
of the predefined time categories. The pairs also expressed utterances that
concerned the coordination of representational activity in the shared workspace,
that is, status determination or the division of tasks. This is indicated in table 14 by
the light-grey part of the bar for task management. The dark-grey part of the bar
indicates general task management (TM, table 14).
Table 14. Relative frequency of sentences in each category over all pairs (Mean)
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Conclusion
We can conclude that, in case 2, utilisation of the features of the workspace led to
an improved representational form. Only one pair utilised the elaborated notation
scheme to specify elements from the problem representation in the designated
cards. With the other five pairs, utilisation of the notation scheme did not lead to a
specification of elements from the problem representation in separate cards, as we
had expected. Utilisation of the predefined time categories led to a representation
of implementation order in two dimensions, and to an improvement of
representational form in comparison to the regular planning activity. This was true
both for the cases where the time categories caused breakdown and reflection, and
for the cases where they did not cause breakdown and reflection. None of the pairs
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in case 2 failed to appropriate the technology. The pairs talked about basic acts,
utilisation of features to construct a representational form, and coordination of
representational acts in the workspace. However, on the average, they did this less
frequently than the pairs from the first case. It appears that on the average, less of
their talk was concerned with the utilisation of features, and a larger part of their
talk was concerned with problem representation and plan construction. It appears
that the improved representational form facilitated the discussion on plan content.
In sum, all pairs departed from conventions of the regular planning activity, and all
of them arrived at a productive appropriation of the workspace.

Summary of results and discussion
Pairs were invited to jointly construct a project plan with support of the graphical
shared workspace. Appropriation of this technology would be successful, or
‘productive’, when their utilisation of the features would allow them to meet the
requirements of the task. Concretely, the pairs had to specify (sub-)tasks, duration
of tasks, and dependencies between tasks, as well as an implementation order in
their plan. This required a departure from representational conventions of the
regular planning activity, and would constitute an improvement of representational
form. The goal of this chapter was to examine how the pairs would utilise the
features of the workspace, how they would coordinate this utilisation, and whether
specific features could facilitate a productive appropriation of the workspace. We
conceptualised appropriation as a development from personal mastery, via personal
utilisation, to a collective utilisation of the features of the workspace. We evaluated
four hypotheses in relation to this concept.
We hypothesised, firstly, that the learners’ attention would shift towards
utilisation once they have mastered the basic acts in the workspace. This first
hypothesis was confirmed. The learners initially focused exclusively on
manipulation of the controls of the workspace. During this stage of mastery, they
reflected on basic acts, and explicated rules that specified the performance of these
basic acts. When the learners had mastered the basic acts, their attention shifted
towards utilisation, that is, the coupling of these basic acts to functions.
Interestingly, none of the pairs anticipated a strategy for utilisation during mastery,
or before the start of the activity. This supports our premise that the technology
has to become transparent before the learners can focus on task and collaboration
instead of on the interaction with the technology.
We hypothesised, secondly, that the learners’ utilisation of the features of the
workspace would make them depart from representational conventions and arrive
at an improved representational form. This second hypothesis was confirmed only
for the second case. During initial utilisation, all learners transposed implicit
representational conventions from regular planning to the new task-artefact
situation. In the first case, utilisation according to these conventions did not cause
breakdown. Utilisation did lead to explication of rules, but this concerned rules that
would allow a transposition of the conventions. These utilisation rules were
formulated and negotiated, in keeping with the conventions from regular planning.
During utilisation the learners made choices that had consequences on subsequent
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action. For example, the choice to inscribe all information about the assignments
per domain in the comment window of a card prevented a representation of
implementation order. Important choices such as these were made at an early stage
of the activity. The pairs rarely projected such a possible course of action as they
went along. In fact, we found only one instance of this kind of projection.
Utilisation of the features of the workspace did lead to breakdown with some pairs
in the second case, which forced them to reflect on their implicit conventions. This
led to a departure from these conventions, as we had hypothesised, and to an
improved representational form. Ironically, utilisation of the predefined time
categories also led to a departure from convention and an improved
representational form in cases where it did not cause breakdown and reflection.
When breakdown occurred, it was not always successfully resolved. One pair from
the first case entered a state of disagreement about a prevailing representational
convention, but did not manage to replace it. With most pairs, conventions from
regular planning remained tacit, and utilisation according to these conventions was
legitimised by an implicit consensus. Examples are the convention to group tasks
per assignment and the assignments per domain, and to list assignments in keeping
with the order of the syllabus. Perhaps most fundamental was the convention to
cooperate instead of collaborate. We expected that the feature of parallel access
would induce productive conflicts between the learners about their representational
conventions and planning decisions. Simultaneous access to the workspace could
lead to a confrontation between conflicting contributions or positions, which in
turn could form an opportunity to reflect on implicit conventions. Such reflection
would constitute an opportunity for peer teaching and learning (Enyedy, 2005;
2003). The chance for this to occur would be greater if the pairs would collaborate
(Dillenbourg, 1999). Most pairs, however, utilised the feature of parallel access to
cooperate. There was not a lot of deliberation on this work form. Since the learners
were used to divide their work with a minimum of mutual dependencies, and the
workspace allowed this, this utilisation did not cause breakdown. The learners did
utilise the workspace to coordinate their cooperation in ways that were ‘unique’ for
the shared workspace. An example of this was utilisation of the coloured cards as a
resource to coordinate the division of work.
We hypothesised - thirdly - that utilisation of the elaborated notation scheme
and predefined time categories in the second case would lead to more talk about
plan content than utilisation of the simple scheme and drawing space in the first
case. This third hypothesis was confirmed. The pairs in the second case talked more
about plan content than the pairs in the first case. Concretely, they discussed the
requirements of the assignments in some detail, they discussed implementation
order, and they discussed interdependencies between tasks and assignments. In
both cases, with and without predefined structures, the pairs talked frequently
about basic acts, about the utilisation of features, and about the coordination of
representational acts. However, the predefined structures in the workspace led to
less talk about the utilisation of features. What explains this differential effect? It is
perhaps unsurprising that the pairs who worked with predefined structures talked
less about utilisation. This makes sense because these predefined structures already
‘suggested’ a specific utilisation. Even when these features were not utilised as
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intended, as was frequently the case with the notation scheme, they still
communicated an intention that was picked up on by the learners. The pairs that
worked with the predefined structures had less trouble to arrive at a shared
representational format that allowed them to meet the task requirements, simply
because essential elements of this format were already there. At the same time, it is
safe to say that the improved representational form facilitated talk about the
content of the plan. For example, when a plan specified an implementation order of
tasks, it became easier to discuss about and represent interdependencies between
these tasks.
We hypothesised, fourthly, that if the learners within a pair would arrive at
divergent utilisations, they would have to agree on a common set of rules in order
to arrive at a coordinated interaction via the technology and meet the requirements
of the task. This fourth hypothesis was also confirmed. Several pairs arrived at
divergent utilisations, and these utilisations led to breakdown. When learners within
a pair arrived at divergent utilisations they had to explicate and negotiate rules in
order to arrive at collective utilisation and meet the task requirements. In most
cases, divergence was negotiated and resolved through (mutual) adaptation. One
pair in the first case failed to arrive at a collective utilisation. This pair clearly
showed a lack of communication, including communication about utilisation. They
did not succeed to construct a coherent plan. None of the pairs in second case
failed to appropriate the workspace.
In sum, none of the six pairs from the first case departed from their regular
conventions, and only one pair arrived at a productive appropriation of the
workspace. In the second case all six pairs departed from conventions of the
regular planning activity, with or without reflection, and all of them arrived at a
productive appropriation of the workspace.
Our analysis illustrates transitions between personal mastery, personal utilisation
and collective utilisation. The progressive movement from mastery to utilisation,
however, appears to be less linear than we envisioned it. Instead, technology
appropriation involves constant breakdowns that may cause regression, and
recovery from these breakdowns. During appropriation, learners encounter
resistance from technology that causes breakdown. We have found three types of
breakdown. The first type of breakdown results from resistance caused by physical
constraints. This kind of resistance is mostly encountered during the initial stage of
mastery, but not necessarily. It can also be encountered during other stages of the
appropriation process. Examples of this resistance are: finding out that you are not
able to write into a card that was placed by another learner, finding out that you are
not able to copy and paste text from a card, or to delete someone else’s card. To
overcome breakdown that results from physical constraints, learners have to regress
to mastery to explore controls and basic acts, or they have to find an alternative
sequence of basic acts to perform the same function. This type 1 breakdown can be
seen as a conflict between human agency and material agency. The second type of
breakdown results from resistance caused by semantic constraints. This resistance
results from the transposition of conventions of the regular task-artefact situation
that causes tension with predefined structures in the technology. It is encountered
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on the level of personal or collective utilisation. To overcome breakdown that
results from semantic constraints, alternative utilisation is required. This alternative
utilisation is initiated on a personal level. From there it may, but not necessarily will,
lead to collective utilisation. Type 2 breakdowns form an opportunity to improve
activity. Like type 1, they can be seen as a conflict between human agency and
material agency. The third type of breakdown results from resistance caused by
divergent utilisations of the technology: utilisations that are complementary - in
relation to what was already shared - competing, or unrelated. It is encountered on
the collective utilisation level, where coordinated utilisation is required. To
overcome this type of breakdown, and to arrive at or maintain a collective
utilisation, negotiation and (mutual) adaptation between learners is required. Rules
for utilisation are hereby formulated, and these rules allow coordination and finetuning between learners. When learners do not arrive at an agreement they regress
to personal utilisation. Like the previous type, type 3 breakdowns form an
opportunity to improve activity. Notably, they are also of crucial importance to
coordinate improvements. Type 3 breakdowns can be seen as a conflict between
the intentions of multiple human agents objectified in the technology.
Regular ways of doing in group work often remain implicit. Learners do not readily
reflect on the conventions of their group practice. As Bowers, Cobb and McClain
(1999) point out, an assertion is often taken as self-evident when learners justify this
assertion by reproducing a recognisable practice. In such cases there is no critical
evaluation or consideration of alternatives. New technology can disturb regular
activity, and form an opportunity to trigger reflection on implicit conventions. The
design of a technology that induces this type of disturbance and facilitates a
productive appropriation requires a proper grounding in the classroom practice.
The relation between existing activity and new technology should be based on a
thorough analysis of learning activities, and of the problems and opportunities for
enhancement that are associated with these activities. The introduction of
technology will transform the activities that it intends to support. As a
consequence, new problems and opportunities may occur. The design process
should therefore also take into account the transformation of activities once the
technology has been introduced. This requires an iterative design cycle. The
challenge is not only to identify problems and opportunities for enhancement, but
also to create a tension between the structures of the technology and the implicit
conventions of the practice in such a way that breakdown and reflection occurs,
and an opportunity to improve activity emerges.
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The design of technology for collaboration is based on theory and hypotheses
about how collaboration within a group proceeds and how it could be enhanced.
To some extent, a technology for collaboration reflects what it’s capable of and
how it should be used. The intentions of the educational designer are embodied in
the technical features of the design, and information about these intentions are
commonly seen as made available through affordances (Norman, 1988, 1999;
Suthers, 2006). Intentions about the use and effect are often also explicated through
a script that accompanies the technology. The script and the technology influence
the behaviour of a group by making certain structures available. These structures
may specify possible communicative acts (e.g. a notation scheme), a modality of
representation (e.g. textual or diagrammatical), the organisation of participation
(turn-taking or parallel access) and the availability of information (e.g. awareness).
Interacting with these structures shapes the actions of the group members, and
gives rise to specific patterns of interaction between them. However, the enactment
of a script is to some extent unpredictable (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007) and
the affordances of artefacts are sometimes appropriated in unexpected ways
(Dwyer & Suthers, 2006).
A technology for collaboration has a degree of ‘interpretative flexibility’
(Pinch & Bijker, 1987), meaning that its effect on activity is underdetermined, and
that multiple opportunities for action coexist. Learners have to make sense of the
features of the technology and enact (Weick, 1979) opportunities for action. In
doing so they realise a certain potential. It follows that the use and effect of a
technology are not predictable from the features of the technology alone, but
depend on how the technology is appropriated. This appropriation does not refer
to the acquisition of knowledge about functions of the technology, or to learning
‘how to’ do something with the aid of the technology. The notion encompasses
more than that. It involves a constructive utilisation of the features of the technology,
whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the interaction between the
learners and the features of the technology. Utilisation by a group is governed by a
set of shared rules and conventions.

This chapter
In this chapter we examine the appropriation of the graphical shared workspace
within small-group argumentative activity. Learners were invited to utilise the
features of the workspace to construct arguments, and organise the most
substantial arguments into a diagram. The workspace was deployed as a
synchronous medium for the discussion. The members of the groups were all
located in the same classroom, but did not sit next to each other. It was therefore
hard for them to communicate orally. Appropriation had to take place by means of
actions in the workspace. The goal of this chapter is, firstly, to examine whether
and how the learners would arrive at a shared principle for the organisation of their
contributions, and secondly, to examine the bidirectional influence between the
application of the organising principles and the opportunities for action that were
made available by the technology.
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Organising principles
The chapter is structured as follows. First we develop our concept of
technology appropriation in abstract terms. Then we present a problem analysis
that centres on the organisation of interaction between learners in the shared
workspace. Thereafter we propose a set of hypotheses about the appropriation of
the workspace in relation to the organisation of interaction, and we evaluate the
hypotheses by means of two case studies. Finally, we summarise and discuss the
results.

The social shaping of technology
Although there has been an increased effort within the learning sciences
community to advance understanding of the dynamic relation between learners and
technology (Jones, Dirckinck-Holmfeld, & Lindström, 2006; Stahl, 2006) and the
foundations of artefact-mediated collaboration (Dwyer & Suthers, 2006),
technology for collaboration is still often treated as an ‘independent’ variable that
stimulates particular forms of group interaction by exercising a stable influence on
cognition and behaviour. This treatment reflects a technological determinism: the
technology influences the behaviour of the learners, but this influence is itself
treated as stable and independent from the learners’ actions. Technological
determinism has been questioned by several theorists. Technology studies within
sociology (Bijker, Hughes, & Pinch, 1987; MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985) have
pointed out that technologies are social constructions instead of inventions. A
technology gets its form and meaning in interaction, and its influence on human
behaviour is not fixed or stable. Form and meaning arise during social interaction,
from a bidirectional influence between the technology and its users. Hutchby
(2001) paraphrases as follows: “Technological artefacts, in both their form and their
meaning, are socially shaped, as opposed to being the clearly defined products of
particular inventors or innovators” (p. 441).
Technology appropriation has been described in different fields of study,
including sociology, developmental psychology, group dynamics, and cognitive
psychology. Sociological studies, for example, have described the social shaping of
technology in heterogeneous networks of technical, social, political, and economic
elements (Bijker, Hughes, & Pinch, 1987). In this field, technological development
has been described as “a nondetermined, multidirectional flux that involves
constant negotiation and renegotiation among and between groups shaping the
technology” (Bijker et al., p. 13). The ‘relevant social groups’ that shape a
technology comprise designers, producers and users of the technology. Sociological
analysis is not necessarily limited to end-users in a specific institution or
organisation. It may take into account social networks that span a broad range of
actors in various settings. Cultural historical approaches, like activity theory, argue that
technology appropriation can not be accounted for by analysis of the immediate
situation (Lave, 2002). Rather, the relation between human agents and technology
should be approached as embedded in a form of historically developed practice interrelated to other practices, and itself embedded in even broader forms of
institutional organisation. Consequently, scholars should adopt a diachronic
perspective in order to study historical processes and grasp how certain
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developments in technology-mediated activity become robust and enduring.
Technology appropriation has also been described in the organisational sciences (e.g.
DeSanctis & Poole, 1994; Orlikowski, 1992). DeSanctis and Poole explain how
groups in organisations bring technology into action: “New social structures
emerge in group interaction as the rules and resources of the technology are
appropriated in a given context and reproduced in group interaction over time” (p.
129). DeSanctis and Poole conduct an institutional analysis, and define technology
appropriation at the level of the organisation. Finally, with a focus on desire and
needs, Carroll, Howard, Vetere, Peck, & Murphy (2002) explain technology
appropriation at the level of cognitions of the individual user. They view
appropriation of mobile technologies as an interplay between what people desire,
the capabilities and implications of the technology, and the situation of use.
According to Caroll et al., young people use certain capabilities of a technology and
reject others in order to satisfy their needs. In this view, appropriation is defined as
a process in which a technology is explored, evaluated and adopted or rejected by
users.
Our study is situated in an educational setting. We examine technology
appropriation in the classroom at the level of the small group. We argue that some
of the principles of technology appropriation can be located in the ‘immediacy’ of
technology-mediated activity, and can be described from a synchronic, microperspective on group interaction. In order to do so, we have to specify the
emergence of the functional relation between the learners and the technical artefact,
and we have to account for the coordination of this relation between multiple
learners as a group.

Appropriation as constructive utilisation
When learners are presented with a new or unknown technology for collaboration
they will try to appropriate this technology by ‘adapting’ it in a goal-directed
activity. The learners have to make sense of the features of the technology, and find
‘a way of doing’ to carry out their task. We approach the connection between the
technology and the learners from a relational perspective (Hutchby, 2001; DeSanctis &
Poole, 1994; Orlikowski, 1992; Giddens, 1986; Gibson, 1986). A relational
perspective implies that the technology-in-use makes certain opportunities for
action available that are relative to the learner who interacts with the technology.
This perspective proposes that there exists a unique connection between each
learner and the technology. Consequently, a technology may provide different
opportunities for action to different learners. The effect of technology in activity is
always to some extent flexible, and there is not one best way of using a technology.
This premise of interpretative flexibility (Pinch & Bijker, 1987) proposes that the
influence of a technology on the learners is underdetermined, and that, in other
words, multiple action opportunities coexist. During technology appropriation,
learners have to make sense of the features of the technology and enact (Weick,
1979) the opportunities for action that are made available by these features. In
doing so they realise a certain potential.
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The premise of indirect perception implies that this enactment of opportunities
for action should not be seen as a nonconscious response to conditions set by the
technology. Rather, learners may explore the action opportunities that are made
available by the technology and monitor the consequences of their actions.
Utilisation is purposeful. When conventions do not apply, breakdown occurs, and
rules for utilisation are formulated and explicated. Utilisation rules govern the
enactment of action opportunities. These rules are not foundational, but contingent
on, and derived from, the situated action that the rules represent (Suchman, 1987).
Utilisation rules are instrumental to the needs of the learners. They specify goal
directed actions, and couple basic actions to functions (Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel &
Bourmaud, 2003). Rules for collective utilisation allow coordination of the
interaction with the technology within a group.
A technology-in-use is a heterogeneous entity that consists of technical part
(technical features) and a social-behavioural part (utilisation rules or conventions).
Technology appropriation involves a constructive utilisation of the features of the
technology, whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the interaction
between the learners and the features of the technology. The connection between
learner and technology can be characterised by a bidirectional influence: the actions
of the learner are influenced by the technology, and the effect of the technology is
influenced by the actions of the learner (figure 1).

Action opportunities

Utilisation rules

Figure 1. Bidirectional influence between action opportunities and utilisation rules

The opportunities for action that are made available by a technology are not
fixed, new opportunities for action may arise as a consequence of the learners’
actions.

A graphical shared workspace
Our study focuses on the collaborative learning practice of computer-supported
argumentative discussion (Andriessen, Baker, & Suthers, 2003). Ideally, a
participant in an argumentative discussion constructs and brings forward an
argument, another participant interprets and criticises the argument, and the first
participant responds to that (Hitchcock, 2002). We examine a specific type of
technology support for argumentative discussion: a graphical, shared workspace.
The graphical shared workspace has been widely used to support diagrammatical
representation of reasoning and argumentation, in both dyads and small-groups. It
can facilitate the construction of an argument structure (Buckingham Shum,
MacLean, Belloti, & Hammond, 1997), or serve as a referential object during a
discussion (Suthers, 2003). The interpretative flexibility of an artefact refers to how
users think of artefacts, as well as to how they are designed (Pinch & Bijker, 1987).
Researchers involved in the design and evaluation of collaborative technologies do
not always hold strong a priori thoughts about the capabilities of the technology, or
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about its ideal situation of use. Throughout his work with the graphical technology
Belvedere, Suthers’ orientation towards the technology has shifted from perceiving
it as a medium for arguing with the computer to a medium that initiates and is the
object of people arguing with each other (Suthers, Connelly, Lesgold, Paolucci,
Toth, Toth, & Weiner, 2001). From there on, Suthers has studied the effect of
‘representational guidance’ on face-to-face collaboration (Suthers & Hundhausen,
2003) and the role of the graphical technology as a synchronous medium for
communication (Suthers, Hundhausen, & Girardeau, 2003). In a similar vein, Baker
et al. (2003) have questioned whether argument diagrams are better used as a focus
for discussion, as technologies for analyzing discussion, or as media for discussion
(Baker, Quignard, Lund & Séjourné).

Interactive potential of the workspace
We study the shared workspace as a synchronous medium for argumentative
discussion. It could be argued that it does not make sense to compare a technologymediated ‘discussion’ with an ‘ordinary’ face-to-face discussion. The joint
construction of an argument diagram in a shared workspace is quite different from
what the learners normally do during a small group discussion. However, it is likely
that elements from regular classroom practice, like the rules and conventions of
ordinary discussions, influence the learners’ appropriation of the shared workspace.
The rules and conventions of ordinary discussion are therefore an important
reference. Several rules and conventions are responsible for organising ordinary
discussions within small-groups. First and foremost, the conversational space is
managed by turn-taking (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Moreover, the
position of utterances, that is, their place in a sequence, is critical to their
interpretation (Garfinkel, 1967). This principle is illustrated by the formation of
adjacency pairs: the coupling between an initiation and a response following to that
initiation. Furthermore, oral communication shows a high degree of turn adjacency:
relevant responses occur temporally adjacent to initiations (Schegloff, 1984).
Finally, simultaneous feedback and interruptions are essential to fine-tune
participation and grounding (Sacks, et al.; Clark & Brennan, 1991).
The organisation of interaction in the shared workspace technology that we
used in our study differs from that of ordinary discussion. Some of the organising
mechanisms that are normally responsible for fine-tuning participation and
grounding are lost. The shared workspace is a persistent medium. Contributions
remain in the drawing area and can be manipulated over the course of the
discussion. They can be deleted only by the person who contributed them. The
spatial location of a contribution and its relation to other contributions is flexible.
The diagram is a dynamic representation: over the course of the discussion its
content and structure can be changed. Participation in the drawing area is not
restricted to taking turns. The participants are able to contribute simultaneously.
Contributions can be produced in parallel in both modalities of representation, that
is, participants can type all at the same time and they can manipulate the diagram
simultaneously. The two modalities differ in terms of synchronicity. The graphical
modality is synchronous, that is, every time someone places a new card in the
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workspace or moves a card, this is immediately visible for the other participants.
The textual modality is ‘quasi-synchronous’: a textual contribution becomes
inspectable for the others once the contribution is submitted to the workspace. A
participant can thus not be interrupted when he formulates a textual contribution,
and as a consequence, that participant receives no immediate feedback.

Hypotheses
At the beginning of this chapter we formulated a concept of appropriation of
technology for collaboration in abstract terms. We conceptualised this
appropriation as a constructive utilisation of the features of the technology, whereby
the effect of the technology is shaped in the interaction between the learners and
the technology, and whereby the learners coordinate this utilisation by means of
shared rules and conventions. On basis of this concept we formulated two
hypotheses in relation to the particular learning activity under study.
In this study, small groups were asked to utilise the shared workspace to
construct arguments during a first phase of the discussion, and organise the most
substantial arguments into a diagram during a second phase. The task requirements,
in other words, changed with the shift between the two phases. We theorised that
technology appropriation involves utilisation according to rules that specify goaldirected actions, and furthermore, that learners may arrive at divergent utilisations. If
learners would arrive at divergent utilisations, that is, when their utilisations would
be complementary, competing, or even unrelated, they would have to negotiate
these rules in order to arrive at a collective utilisation. Since there was no possibility
to talk, the groups could not formulate rules orally. Still, in order to meet the
requirements of the task, the groups had to arrive at some shared principle for the
organisation of their contributions in the workspace. We hypothesised, firstly, that
the learners had to arrive at one shared principle to construct and share arguments,
and that they would have to arrive at another shared principle to construct a
diagram with the most substantial arguments. We theorised furthermore that a
technology-in-use is a heterogeneous entity that consists of a technical part
(features) and a social-behavioural part (utilisation rules or principles). Technology
appropriation involves constructive utilisation of the features of the technology,
whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the interaction between the
learners and the features of the technology. There exists, in other words, a
bidirectional influence between the learners’ actions and the effect of the technology.
We hypothesised, secondly, that the application of certain principles for
organisation would influence the action opportunities that would be made available
by the shared workspace, and thus determine the effect of the workspace on the
discussion.

Implementation and evaluation
Procedure
The study was conducted over two lessons within the curriculum of a 4th grade
secondary school geography course. The subject of the lessons was ‘critical
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evaluation of the public image of a specific geographical region.’ The goal of the
lessons was to stimulate existing knowledge about a geographical region, and to
critically reflect on the sources of this knowledge. The geographical region was
Spanish Salou, a popular holiday destination among Dutch youth. Salou is a
notorious resort, known for excessive behaviour of young tourists. The learners
were invited to discuss in small groups the public image of Salou. A class of 21
learners participated in the study, divided into seven groups of three. During the
lessons two researchers were present alongside the teacher. The groups were
composed by the teacher prior to the lessons. During the first lesson the teacher
introduced the researchers to the class and explained their presence.
The groups were presented with a graphical shared workspace. Basically, this
technology consists of a shared drawing area and a graphical notation scheme that
supports specific kinds of communicative acts. The user interface ‘prompts’ a
specific set of contribution cards and makes certain types of contributions salient to
the learners. Learners can choose a contribution card from the notation system, and
add it to the drawing area. They can subsequently add a textual message to the
contribution card. Learners can use a comment window to give a more detailed
account of their ideas or thoughts. The text that they type in the comment window
is not directly observable in the drawing area. The card has to be ‘opened’ to read
the text ‘behind’ it. Once a contribution is placed in the drawing area, it can be
related to other contributions through the use of links. The spatial position of a
contribution is not fixed. Learners can move contributions - their own as well as
those of others - through the drawing area. The researchers introduced the shared
workspace by means of a slide show. The slides contained an overview of the basic
properties and possible acts: submitting a contribution card to the workspace,
typing text in a card, the ability to use links between cards, the ability to type text in
the comment window, and the ability to contribute to the workspace
simultaneously. After that, the groups were invited to an exploratory session with
the technology. The instructions about the technology were limited so that the
researchers would not impose their intentions of how the technology should be
used.
Prior to the second lesson three roles were defined. Each role corresponded
to a target group that viewed Salou as a suitable destination for their holiday. The
three roles were young person, parent with small children and elderly person. The
learners were asked to adopt the perspective of one of these roles, so that three
different perspectives were represented in each group. Each learner received a
source text that contained tourist information about Salou. This information was
specifically aimed at the target group that was represented by the learner. The
learners were asked to read the source text as homework for the second lesson.
During the second lesson the learners were asked to perform the role-play
discussion in their group. The discussion was stimulated with a central claim: ‘Salou
is suitable as a holiday destination only for young people.’ The researchers informed
the learners that the discussion would proceed in two phases. During the first phase
the learners were asked to bring forward arguments around the central claim. The
second phase was initiated by the researchers, instructing the learners to work
toward a diagram with the most substantial arguments that were brought forward
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during the first phase. The workspace was deployed as a synchronous medium for
the discussion. The members of the groups were all located in the same classroom,
but did not sit next to each other. It was therefore hard for them to communicate
orally.

Configuration of the workspace
The learners worked with a specific configuration of the workspace. The notation
of the workspace was based on a simple model of argumentative action. It
contained three contribution cards that were labelled ‘argument pro.’ ‘argument
contra’ and ‘source,’ and it included the ability to link the cards. The argument
cards had a specific colour: the ‘argument pro’ had a green fill and the ‘argument
contra’ had a red fill. The central claim was typed in a card and placed in the upper
left corner of the drawing area.

Setting
The lessons took place in a computer room at the school. The learners were used to
working with the computers in this room, individually as well as in groups. During
the lessons the learners were distributed over the room so that the members of the
groups did not sit next to each other. It was therefore difficult for them to
communicate orally. Their communication had to take place via the technology.

Data
Two sources of data were used in the analysis: the final diagrams and the replay of
the technology. The content and structure of the drawing space changed
continuously over the course of the discussion. The replay function of the
technology allowed us to reconstruct these changes. It captured all ‘basic’ actions
that took place in the technology, resulting in a frame-by-frame representation of
the course of action. All manipulations of the diagram - like changing the location
of a card, or adding a link - were logged for analysis. The information from the
replay was transcribed into a spreadsheet that included the timeline, all basic actions
in the technology, the learners responsible for the action, and the textual content of
the contribution.

Analysis
We have selected episodes from the replay that reflect critical events in the
appropriation of the technology. An episode corresponds to a duration of coherent
activity demarcated by the learners’ behaviour (Roschelle, 1992). Critical events were
those events that evidenced a competition between organising actions, a conflict
between competing principles, the abandonment of a principle, or the introduction
of a new principle for organisation. We start each episode with a presentation of
the data. Firstly, we describe the actions that were performed in both modalities,
and we support this description with pictures of corresponding states of the
drawing area (a transcript of the actions in the textual modality and the
transcription conventions can be found in Appendix A). Secondly, we zoom in on
the critical events that occurred during the episode. We describe the principles for
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organisation that the group members applied, and we describe how the group
arrived at a shared principle. We define a principle for organisation as a procedural rule
that concerns the organisation of contributions in the drawing space. A principle
becomes a shared principle when it is applied consistently by all members of the
group. Thirdly, we discuss the influence of the principles on the action
opportunities that were made available by the technology. Here we focus on the
shift between the two discussion phases and on the participation in discussion lines.
A discussion line is a string of three or more cards that have been connected with a
link or through spatial adjacency. A discussion line may include interaction between
two or more learners in the form of initiation-response, and it may include the
connected contributions of a single learner: a personal line of reasoning.
We present the appropriation process of four of the seven groups that
participated in the study. We have selected these four groups because each of them
arrived at different principles for organisation.

Maintaining an ongoing interaction: participation in
multiple discussion lines
The learners that participated in the first group were named Ayaan, Mark and
Nicole (all names in this chapter are pseudonyms). In the analysis we refer to the
learners by using these names, and we use a transcript convention to refer to their
contributions in the workspace. The notation ‘M3’ refers to the card with number
three placed by Mark. Ayaan is A, Mark is M and Nicole is N. The numbers of the
cards correspond to the order of their appearance in the workspace. Ayaan played
the role of young person, Mark played the role of parent, and Nicole played the role
of elderly person.

Episode 1: Actions in the workspace
The learners were asked to bring forward their arguments in the shared workspace.
At the start of the discussion they all selected a card, and placed it in the drawing
space at about the same time. The cards were positioned in the upper left corner of
the drawing area, near to the claim. Each of the learners typed a text in the title
space of the card, respectively [M3: ‘inconvenience’], [N4: ‘we go on a holiday to
rest’] and [A2: ‘fun’] (figure 2). After that, Ayaan submitted Response A5 to N4 and
connected the two cards with a link [‘then you shouldn’t come to Salou’]. Mark put
forward response M6 to the central claim [‘we are annoyed by all the flirting
because it is a bad example to our young children’]. He connected his response
right under the claim, without using a link. Thereafter, all three acted
simultaneously. Nicole submitted response N7 to A5, and placed her card near the
initiation [‘hey, the elderly deserve some respect’]. Ayaan placed card A8 under M6,
typed in a response, and connected the two cards with a link [‘they’ll do that
eventually anyway’]. Finally, Mark placed card M9 right above M3 [‘there are
beautiful beaches where our kids can play safely’]. The appearance of the drawing
area at the end of the episode is depicted in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Drawing area at the end of the first episode

Episode 1: Appropriation
From the start of the discussion, both Ayaan and Nicole displayed an orientation
towards a direct interaction with the other members of the group. Both learners
responded directly to something that was brought forward by another learner. They
visualised the sequence of initiation and response through the use of a link and/or
spatial grouping. Mark displayed a different orientation. During the first episode he
did not respond to any contribution that was brought forward by another member
of the group. Instead, Mark constructed a cluster of contributions that reflected his
personal line of reasoning, and he grouped these contributions around the claim.
During this episode, all three learners placed adjacent cards underneath each
other, in a vertical position. Ayaan’s contribution A5 was positioned near the
border of the drawing area. When Nicole responded to A5, there was no space to
place her card underneath the initiation. Instead, she placed her card (N7) in a
horizontal position (figure 2). She could have maintained the principle of placing
adjacent cards in the vertical position if she would have enlarged the drawing area
downwards. The drawing area can be enlarged by moving a contribution down or
to the right, outside the default frame. When this is done, the drawing area no
longer fits the screen, and navigation bars appear to scroll it.

Episode 2: Actions in the workspace
At the start of the next episode two learners acted simultaneously (table 1 lists the
codes and contributions from this episode in alphabetical order). Nicole responded
with N13 to M9 [‘the beaches are crowded and all but safe! Not for parents, elderly
or children!!’]. She moved M3 out of its adjacency with M9 into the periphery of
the drawing area. Then she placed N13 directly underneath M9. At the same time,
Ayaan responded with A11 to N7 [‘I agree but if you choose to spend your holiday
in Salou then you know that many young people will be there to go out and party’].
These two cards that were not spatially adjacent were connected with a link.
Subsequently, Mark responded to A8 with M10 [‘but not at that age’]. The card was
placed directly below A8, and also connected with a link. After that, four more
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contributions were submitted: A16, M15, M17 and N14 (figure 3). This episode
ends when Nicole neatly arranged the cards to vertically align the lines of argument.

Figure 3. Four separate discussion lines in the drawing area

Table 1. The contributions from episode two in alphabetical order
[A8] they’ll do that eventually anyway
[A11] I agree but if you choose to spend your holiday in Salou then you know
that many young people will be there to go out and party
[M3] inconvenience
[M9] there are beautiful beaches where our kids can play safely
[M10] but not at that age
[N7] hey, the elderly deserve some respect
[N13] the beaches are crowded and all but safe! Not for parents, elderly or
children!!

Episode 2: Appropriation
During this episode all group members came to use the same principle for
organisation. All three learners responded to contributions that were brought
forward by another learner, and all three used spatial grouping and linking to pair
initiations and responses. Four separate discussion lines have developed. Three of
these developed vertically, from the top to the bottom of the drawing area. The
fourth line bends sideways to the left, and then upwards. Here the learners reached
the border of the drawing area.
In the first episode Mark had applied a different principle for organisation
than the others. What made him to start using the same? Nicole had moved Mark’s
contribution to the periphery of the drawing area, and replaced it with one of her
own. In doing so, she overruled Mark’s principle of ‘collecting’ arguments and work
on a personal line of reasoning. From that point onwards Mark adapted his
behaviour to that of the others. Near the end of the episode Nicole neatly arranged
the cards to vertically align lines of argument. Herewith she emphasized the
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organising principle, and made it more visible. As a consequence, the four
discussion lines can be clearly distinguished.

Episode 3: Actions in the workspace
The third episode starts where Mark and Ayaan simultaneously responded to
Nicole (table 2 lists the contributions from this episode). Both M19 [‘there are also
many restaurants and bars’] and A20 [‘just go somewhere else’] were placed below
N18, overlapping each other. Mark linked M19 with N18, and then moved M19
away from A20, following the principle of placing responses underneath initiations
(figure 4). Ayaan also submitted her response to Nicole. As a consequence, the line
split in two branches. Each of these branches was further developed.

Figure 4. Principle in the graphical modality is abandoned

Table 2. The contributions from episode three in alphabetical order
[A20] just go somewhere else
[M17] there is a bingo hall
[M19] there are also many restaurants and bars
[N18] one in the whole of salou?

Episode 3: Appropriation
At this point, the contributions had filled the available space in the drawing area.
Nicole had enlarged the drawing area with response N18 to M17. She linked her
response to M17, but there was no space to place the card directly under it. As a
consequence, the drawing area was enlarged to the right side. The downward
verticality of adjacency pairs was disrupted again. From there on, the graphical
organising principle was further abandoned. This had a side effect: links were now
drawn across contribution cards. Figure 4 shows the state of the drawing area. The
graphical organising principle was no longer maintained.
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Conclusion
After a first orientation (episode 1) the learners interacted with each other on the
basis of initiation and response. They used only the title spaces of the cards to bring
forward their contributions. The initiation-response sequence was reflected in the
graphical modality: adjacent cards were connected vertically through spatial
grouping and linking. All members of the group submitted an opening statement at
the beginning of the discussion, and each of these statements evolved into a
discussion line. The learners participated in these lines, sometimes in parallel.
Application of the initiation-response principle put some constraints on the
interaction process. Learners had to keep track of all initiations that were placed,
while other learners had to wait for a response. As a consequence, the time between
a response and an initiation had to be short. This lead to a high-paced exchange of
relatively short messages. Figure 5 shows the development of four discussion lines
over the timeline of the discussion. The discussion lines are depicted horizontally in
the rows: the straight horizontal lines represent a demarcation of two separate
discussion lines. The connecting lines between a particular learner’s cards indicate
that learner’s participation in the discussion lines. The announcement of the second
discussion phase is indicated with the dotted line at 00:15. The figure shows that
the learners participated in multiple discussion lines, and that they interacted at a
high pace. Their participation shows a complex pattern of spatial behaviour. In
order to keep up with all contributions, the learners ‘followed’ each other through
the drawing space (figure 5).
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Figure 5. Participation in separate discussion lines

It can be difficult to maintain the initiation-response principle. When two
learners respond to the same initiation, a branch splits off from the line and the
single history of the initial line gets lost. The principle had another consequence.
The discussion lines contained no responses to contributions that were made
before the immediate prior one. No links were placed in retrospect, and no links
were placed between cards from different lines. The principle of initiation and
response, in other words, led to linear organisation. The group also had difficulties
to maintain organisation in the graphical modality. After some time, vertical
grouping and linking of contributions was abandoned. What was the cause of this?
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Contributions that were placed in an early phase of the discussion had an effect on
subsequent organisation. When the group came across a discussion line that was in
the way of another, they were unable to reorganise the workspace. The group did
not use the opportunity to expand the drawing area downwards. Consequently,
when they reached the bottom of the drawing area, the downward vertical
organisation became disrupted.
The three episodes that were presented above represent the first phase of the
discussion. Halfway through the discussion the researchers announced the start of
the second phase (around 00:15). The group was asked to organise the most
substantial arguments into a diagram. All three learners made an effort to
reorganise the diagram. They spread contributions over the available space so they
were better distributed and the links between them become better visible. Because
the learners had used a lot of links, the attempts to reorganise the diagram were not
successful. These physical connections prevented reorganisation and could be
deleted only by the one’s who had placed them. More contributions were submitted
in the same way as during the first phase of the discussion. One of the learners,
Nicole, made an attempt to apply a different organising principle. Near the end of
the second phase she made several cross-connections with links between different
discussion lines. Because this selection of cards wasn’t spatially grouped, it did not
stand out clearly from the other contributions in the drawing space. Although there
had been initiatives to arrive at an alternative principle for organisation, one
principle remained leading over the course of the discussion. This principle allowed
the group to construct and share arguments in the drawing space. The group did
not arrive at a principle that allowed them to construct a diagram with the most
substantial arguments.

Maintaining the ongoing interaction: participation in one
single discussion line
Participating in this discussion were Lara (L), Etienne (E) and Patrick (P). Lara
played the role of young person, Etienne played the role of parent, and Patrick
played the role of elderly person.

Episode 1: Actions in the workspace
(Table 3 lists the codes and contributions from this episode in alphabetical order).
Patrick started the discussion by placing card P2 in the centre of the drawing area.
He subsequently added text in the title space of the card [‘on my holiday I want
some peace and quiet’]. When Patrick had submitted his contribution, Etienne
added card E3, placed it near P2, and typed a response in the title space [‘as an
elderly person you shouldn’t go to Salou if you want peace and quiet’].
Subsequently, Patrick moved E3 precisely below P2. Almost directly after that,
Patrick moved both contributions to the upper left corner of the drawing area
(figure 6).
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Figure 6. The first two contributions in the upper left corner of the drawing space

This move was almost immediately followed by placement of P4, precisely
below E3. Patrick typed a lengthy statement in the title space and resized his card
so that all the text was visible [‘Salou is simply a beautiful place, as an elderly person
I think discos are allowed, but there should also be areas for the elderly’]. Now Lara
started to participate in the discussion. She placed card L5 in the centre of the
drawing area as a response to P4 [‘they have those’] When she finished typing her
contribution she moved the card directly below P4 (figure 7).

Figure 7. A strong principle in the graphical modality

During the time that Lara typed her response, the other two learners
intended to respond to the same initiation. Etienne placed card E6 in the centre of
the drawing area, and typed a response to P4 [‘in Salou they have beautiful beaches
where you can go as parent with small children and have a great time’]. Before he
had a chance to place his contribution into adjacency, Patrick had inserted P9
below L5 [‘maybe there are areas especially for the elderly, but in those areas there
is also a lot of inconvenience caused by young people’]. Finally, Etienne placed E6
below P9.
Table 3. The contributions from episode one listed
[E3] as an elderly person you shouldn’t go to Salou if you want peace and quiet.
[E6] in Salou they have beautiful beaches where you can go as parent with small
children and have a great time.
[L5] they have those.
[P2] on my holiday I want some peace and quiet.
[P4] Salou is simply a beautiful place, as an elderly person I think discos are
allowed, but there should also be areas for the elderly.
[P9] maybe there are areas especially for the elderly, but in those areas there is also
a lot of inconvenience caused by young people.
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Episode 1: Appropriation
Within the first five minutes the group had arrived at a strong principle for
organisation. The principle was initiated by one group member, and subsequently
followed by the others. The learners interacted with each other by means of spatial
grouping of initiation and response. They developed one discussion line, and placed
subsequent contributions in vertical position, starting from the upper left corner of
the drawing area. The learners participated in the discussion line and tried to refute
each other’s arguments. In this episode we have already seen a negative
consequence of this principle: adjacency between initiation and response was
disrupted. Etienne submitted a response to Patrick but didn’t get the chance to
place it into adjacency because Patrick was quicker with his response to the same
initiation. Regardless of this negative consequence the principle was maintained as
shared principle, and it was consistently applied over the course of the discussion
by all members of the group. Figure 8 depicts the final diagram.

Figure 8. The final diagram

Conclusion
The group interacted on basis of initiation and response. Only the title spaces of
the cards were used to type in contributions. The learners organised their
contributions into one single discussion line. Responses were placed in line, keeping
with the order of their appearance in the drawing space. Subsequent cards were
spatially grouped. The discussion line developed vertically downwards, and when it
reached the border of the drawing space, it continued on the right side and
downwards again. The interaction between the group members was linear: they
made no responses to contributions prior to the previous one. The organisation
principle in the graphical modality turned out to be very strong. The group kept
strictly to the order of appearance of the contributions. Organisation in the textual
modality turned out to be weaker: at several time responses were interjected. No
deviation from the graphical principle occurred, even when the principle resulted in
disrupted adjacency. Figure 9 shows the learners’ participation in the single
discussion line.
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Figure 9. Participation in one single discussion line

The principle of grouping contributions underneath each other on the basis
of the order of their appearance in the drawing space was initiated early in the
discussion by one of the learners. The principle became reified in the drawing
space, and was strengthened with each application. At an early stage it had evolved
into a strong principle from which no deviation took place. When the group was
asked to enter the second phase of the discussion they proceeded to interact as they
did during the first phase. Except where they had tried to refute each other’s
arguments during the first phase, they now tried to reach a resolution of the
different perspectives on the claim. Near the end of the second phase Patrick
started to add links between successive contributions. Herewith he reinforced the
organisation principle and emphasised the direction in which the contributions
should be read. The last card comprised a conclusion that was formulated by
Etienne. The group applied one principle for organisation over the course of the
discussion. This principle allowed them to construct and share arguments in the
drawing space, but it did not allow them to construct a diagram with the most
substantial arguments.

Constructing a personal line of reasoning
The learners that participated in this discussion were named Anne (A), Lisa (L) and
Charley (C). Anne played the role of young person, Lisa played the role of parent,
and Charley played the role of elderly person.

Episode 1: Actions in the workspace
At the start of the discussion all three members of the group simultaneously placed
a card in the workspace. Anne was the first to complete her contribution [A2: ‘lots
of young people go to salou to party and drink. The source also makes this clear: it
says: ‘there is a variety of disco’s, bars and amusement halls’]. She typed in a
relatively large amount of text in the title space, and she enlarged the card to make
all text visible. In the meantime Charley had completed his contribution [C3: ‘the
surroundings of salou are very interesting to hike or make a day trip + the country
is slightly sloping and there are vineyards, pine trees, hills etc.’]. Subsequently, Anne
placed A5 below A2 and connected her cards with a link [‘because a lot of young
people go to salou it is inevitable that there will be a lot of drinking and partying’].
Again, her card contained a lot of text and she resized it to make all the text visible.
At the same time Lisa placed L4 [‘salou is a fine holiday resort for families, they
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have recently built new family hotels and there are several activities for families, so
nowadays it is not only meant for young people’]. She also enlarged her card.
Finally, Charley moved his card away from Lisa’s card, towards the upper left part
of the drawing area. Then he placed card C6, and added it to C3 [‘D-travel’]. He
moved Lisa’s card downwards in order to place the source card directly below his
argument. He then connected the two cards with a link (figure 10).

Figure 10. Crowding in the drawing space

The contributions from this episode are listed in table 4. When Charley
added C9, an elaboration of C3, there was not enough space available to place the
cards into adjacency [‘there are a lot of cultural sites you can visit besides the many
discos’]. The card overlapped with Anne’s contribution (figure 10). Charley moved
Anne’s contributions to the right, in order to be able to spatially group his cards.
Anne reacted to this by reorganising the whole drawing space. She moved Charley’s
cards upwards and to the left of the space, and closer towards each other. She did
the same with Lisa’s cards. To create more space for the contributions she had
moved the claim from his original position into the centre of the drawing space
(figure 11).

Figure 11. The reorganised drawing space

While Anne was reorganising the space, Lisa added another contribution
[L10: ‘there’s much more to do for young people than for families. The Spanish
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have learned that they can earn a lot of money off the young people, therefore
other target groups are forgotten’].
Table 4. The contributions from episode one listed
[A2] lots of young people go to salou to party and drink. The source also makes
this clear: it says: ‘there is a variety of discos, bars and amusement halls’
[A5] because a lot of young people go to salou it is inevitable that there will be a
lot of drinking and partying
[C3] the surroundings of salou are very interesting to hike or make a day trip + the
country is slightly sloping and there are vineyards, pine trees, hills etc.
[C6] D-travel
[C9] there are a lot of cultural sites you can visit besides the many discos
[L4] salou is a fine holiday resort for families, they have recently built new family
hotels and there are several activities for families, so nowadays it is not only meant
for young people
[L10] there’s much more to do for young people than for families. The Spanish
have learned that they can earn a lot of money off the young people, therefore
other target groups are forgotten

Episode 1: Appropriation
From the start of the discussion, each of the learners worked on a personal line of
reasoning. The learners spatially grouped their personal contributions and
connected them with links. Many of the cards contained a lot of text in the title
space. The learners enlarged the cards to make the text directly visible. The group
members all used the oval-shaped source card from the notation scheme to indicate
the origin of their arguments. It took them some effort to maintain their principle
for organisation. The enlarged cards took up much space, and the drawing space
soon grew crowded. Anne reorganised the drawing space in order to maintain the
spatial grouping of contributions.
The group arrived at a shared principle at an early stage of the discussion.
How did they do this? It appears that the learners followed each other in certain
choices. First Charley and then Lisa followed Anne’s example to group one’s own
contributions. Charley and Lisa also followed Anne’s example to type a lot of text
in one card and then to enlarge that card. Lisa and Anne followed Charley’s
initiative of using the source card from the notation scheme to mention the source
of the arguments. With these choices this group enacted opportunities for action
that were enacted only in this particular group.

Episode 2: Actions in the workspace
When the second phase of the discussion was initiated (at 00.15), the learners
started to interact directly with each other. Charley placed C12 directly under L10,
and typed a response [‘the elderly also like fun bars and hanging at the beach for a
day’]. Lisa connected L10 and L4 with a link. Anne added A13, placed the card
besides C12, and connected the two with a link [‘but young people hang at the
beach every day, the elderly will not only do that, they will visit cultural activities as
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well’]. Anne typed A11 and connected it to L4 with a link [‘a good argument against
is that there’s more to see in salou than just liquor, beaches and young people.
There are many beautiful spots in nature’] (figure 12).

Figure 12. The final diagram

Episode 2: Appropriation
With the initiation of the second phase, the learners started to interact directly with
each other by means of initiation and response. They also connected some
contributions that were already placed during the first phase. The drawing space
was reorganised again, this time by Charley, to maintain organisation in the
graphical modality. As with the first group, the drawing space was enlarged near the
end of the discussion, and again, oriented to the right side.

Conclusion
During the first phase of the discussion each of the learners constructed a personal
line of reasoning, and did not respond to contributions that were made by the other
members of the group. The learners used spatial grouping and linking to connect
adjacent cards. Cards were spatially grouped in horizontal and vertical positions.
The organisation of contributions was non-linear: it did not reflect the temporal
order of the contributions. Organisation in the graphical modality turned out to be
weak.
In the transition from the first to the second phase the group arrived at a
different shared principle. From the moment that the second phase was initiated,
the learners started to interact directly with each other. Organisation in the textual
modality had changed from expanding a sequence without participant change to
pairing of initiation and response. A fourth discussion line developed. Just as during
the first phase, the group applied a weak graphical principle. Participation in the
discussion lines is depicted in figure 13.
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Figure 13. Participation in discussion lines over the course of the discussion

The group applied a different principle for organisation for each of the
discussion phases. The principle from the first phase allowed them to construct and
share arguments in the drawing space. The principle from the second phase,
however, did not allow them to construct a diagram with the most substantial
arguments.

Submitting contributions without expressing relations
The members of this group were named Vera (V), Margot (M) and Aldert (A). Vera
played the role of young person, Margot played the role of parent, and Aldert
played the role of elderly person.

Episode 1: Actions in the workspace
At the start of the discussion Aldert placed two cards, A2 and A3, and typed a
contribution in the first [‘a right to healthcare and homecare’]. Margot contributed
M4 [‘not just young people, but mostly’], and placed card M5. Vera contributed
card V6, and used the comment window to elaborate her statement [‘the young
people + disco’s, beach, partying, and flirting surely is for the young people’] (figure
14).

Figure 14. No principle for organisation

Subsequently, all three acted in parallel. Vera placed V8, and Aldert A7. Margot
typed M5, and used the comment window to elaborate her statement as well
[‘possibilities for families + the image that is given in Costa is not entirely true. The
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source ‘Salou: family destination’ indicates that the first family holiday resort of
Catalonia was build in Salou’] (figure 14).

Episode 1: Appropriation
At the end of the first episode there was no principle for organisation, not in the
graphical modality, nor in the textual modality. The contributions showed no
manifest relations: the learners did not respond to each other’s contributions, they
did not take up content from each other, and they did not construct a personal line
of reasoning. The group did not use links or spatial grouping to connect
contributions. Organisation was weak in both modalities. The learners did use the
comment window several times to elaborate on the text they had submitted in the
title space of the cards.

Episode 2: Actions in the workspace
The contributions from this episode are listed in table 5. Margot contributed M9,
and used the comment window [‘child friendly’ + ‘there are even child friendly
possibilities in the resort like menus for children and long chairs. That’s only the
restaurant. There are also playgrounds for children’]. Vera contributed V8
[‘partying, and going out’ + ‘most of the young people come for the discos and the
parties’]. When she finished typing, Vera moved her card to the outer left side of
the drawing area, and started to reorganise the drawing space. She introduced a
graphical principle based on card type: a clear separation of arguments in favour of
the claim on the left, and arguments against the claim on the right side of the
drawing space (figure 15).

Figure 15. Graphical principle based on card type

During the same time that Vera reorganised the drawing space, Margot
contributed [M9: ++ ‘there are also safety measures for children. They can get a
sort of bracelet with their identity on it’] and Aldert contributed [A3: ‘doesn’t live in
Spain but in the extension of Holland’ + ‘personal optician, dentist, physiotherapist,
bakery, etc. Other stores you can order in Dutch!!’]. Immediately after the
reorganisation, the drawing space was reorganised again. Again it was Vera who
initiated another graphical principle: organisation based on contributor. When she
had finished reorganising, the learners acted in parallel. They contributed M10, V11
and A12 respectively. Margot and Aldert took up Vera’s initiative, and placed their
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contributions in their ‘personal line’. The cards were now organised on basis of
contributor (figure 16).

Figure 16. Graphical principle based on contributor

Table 5. The contributions from episode two listed
[A3] doesn’t live in Spain but in the extension of Holland + personal optician,
dentist, physiotherapist, bakery, etc. Other stores you can order in Dutch!!
[A12] resident get healthcare and homecare + they have a right to that. Expenses
are paid by Dutch insurance companies
[M9] child friendly + there are even child friendly possibilities in the resort like
menus for children and long chairs. That’s only the restaurant. There are also
playgrounds for children
[M9] ++ there are also safety measures for children. They can get a sort of
bracelet with their identity on it
[M10] beaches for children + there are special beaches for children where they
are monitored by lifeguard
[V8] partying, and going out + most of the young people come for the discos
and the parties
[V11] beach and sea + there is enough sea and beach to please all visitors, young
people can drink on a terrace and swim in the sea all they like

Episode 2: Appropriation
In this second episode we see how the group shifted between bringing forward
arguments and constructing a diagram. At one point they even did both at the same
time. Organisation in both modalities was still weak. This enabled Vera to
experiment with different graphical principles for organisation. It turned out that
the principle based on contributor would be abandoned as well. When the second
phase of the discussion was initiated, the graphical principle changed back to
organisation based on card type. The learners contributed several more cards. The
new principle was maintained until the end of the discussion (figure 17).
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Figure 17. The final diagram

Conclusion
During the first phase of the discussion organisation was weak in both modalities.
The learners formulated lengthy statements, and made frequent use of the
comment window. There were no manifest relations between the contributions.
The learners did not respond to other members of the group, and they did not take
up content from each others’ contributions. Initially, the group did not use spatial
grouping or linking of contributions. No discussion lines developed. Near the end
of the first phase one of the learners started to experiment with spatial organisation
of the cards. Two different principles were introduced. However, the group did not
arrive at a single shared principle: no principle was consistently applied over
another. Organisation in the textual modality remained weak during the second
phase of the discussion. However, the group did arrive at a strong graphical
principle for organisation. The group used spatial grouping and linking to organise
the contributions based on card type. The cards were grouped vertically in two
columns. Because the group had applied a weak principle during the first phase of
the discussion, notably, they used no physical connections and no pairing of
initiations and repsonses, they were able to freely move the cards through the
workspace. The group had applied different principles for organisation over the
course of the discussion. This allowed them to construct arguments in the drawing
space, and it allowed them to construct a diagram with the most substantial
arguments.

Principles for organisation and their application
In this study, small groups were asked to utilise the shared workspace to construct
arguments during a first phase of the discussion, and organise the most substantial
arguments into a diagram during a second phase. The task requirements, in other
words, changed with the shift between the two phases. We have theorised that
technology appropriation involves utilisation according to rules that specify goaldirected actions, and furthermore, that learners may arrive at divergent utilisations.
If learners would arrive at divergent utilisations, that is, if their utilisations would be
complementary, competing, or even unrelated, they would have to negotiate these
rules in order to arrive at a collective utilisation. Since oral negotiation was not
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possible, the group members had no opportunity to explicate and formulate the
rules of their utilisation of the features of the workspace. Instead, they had to arrive
at some shared principle that governed a collective utilisation by means of actions
in the workspace. In order to meet the requirements of the task, the groups had to
arrive at a shared principle that allowed them to coordinate the organisation of their
contributions. The first goal of this chapter was to examine whether and how the
learners would arrive at a shared principle for the organisation of their
contributions.
We hypothesised that the learners had to arrive at one shared principle to
construct arguments, and that they would have to arrive at another principle to
construct a diagram with the most substantial arguments. A principle for
organisation would become a shared principle when it was consistently applied by
all members of the group. A principle could be applied through actions in one or in
both modalities of representation (table 6). Actions in the two modalities can be
congruent, that is, directed towards the same principle, or non-congruent, that is,
directed towards a different principle. Organisation of contributions by means of
initiation and response is an example of a principle that is applied through actions
in the textual modality. The principle of initiation and response can be supported
through spatial grouping and linking of the initiation-response pair. If this is the
case, actions in both modalities are congruent: they are both directed toward the
pairing of initiations and responses. However, this is not always the case.
Sometimes the actions in the two modalities are governed by different principles.
This occurs, for example, when actions in the textual modality are directed toward
pairing initiations and responses while the actions in the graphical modality are
directed toward positioning contributions in the order of their appearance. When
organising actions are non-congruent, they may compete with each other.
Eventually, the stronger principle will be applied over the weaker principle. A
principle for organisation is strong when it is consistently applied over other
principles. A principle for organisation is weak when it is hard to maintain.
Table 6. Overview of organising actions in both modalities
Graphical modality
Textual modality
Spatial grouping and/or linking of
Pairing of initiation and response
initiation-response
within a sequence
Spatial grouping and/or linking of cards Expansion and/or elaboration of a
of the same participant
sequence without participant change
Spatial grouping and/or linking of cards
of the same type
Spatial grouping and/or linking of cards
in temporal order
The features of the workspace made multiple action opportunities available.
Sometimes group members displayed a personal orientation in their enactment of
these opportunities. We have seen three basic orientations: 1) an orientation toward
establishing and maintaining a direct and ongoing interaction with the other
members of the group; 2) an orientation toward the construction of a personal line
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of reasoning without direct interaction with the other members of the group; and 3)
an orientation toward submitting contributions without expressing a relation
between these contributions. These personal orientations were most prominent at
the start of the discussion, and in several cases they led to utilisations that were
competing or unrelated. Once the learners started to interact with each other in the
workspace, personal orientations converged toward a collective utilisation. The
members of the groups (mutually) adapted their enactment of action opportunities,
and all groups arrived at a shared principle for organisation. Eventually, initial
orientations led to different principles for organisation (table 7).
In the first group, actions in both modalities were congruent toward the
same principle: pairing of initiation and response. Organisation in the textual
modality was strong, whereas organisation in the graphical modality turned out to
be weak. The group applied the same principle during both phases of the
discussion. Organisation in the graphical modality was abandoned during the
second phase of the discussion. The leading principle allowed the group to
construct and share arguments in the drawing space. The group did not arrive at a
principle that allowed them to construct a diagram with the most substantial
arguments. In the second group, the actions in the two modalities were noncongruent, that is, directed towards different principles. Actions in the textual
modality were directed toward pairing of initiations and responses, while actions in
the graphical modality were directed toward spatial grouping based on the temporal
sequence of the cards. Organisation in the graphical modality was strong, whereas
organisation in the textual modality turned out to be weak. The group maintained
the organisation in the graphical modality throughout the discussion. Organisation
in the textual modality was abandoned at an early stage of the discussion. The
group applied one principle for organisation over the course of the discussion. This
principle allowed them to construct and share arguments in the drawing space, but
it did not allow them to construct a diagram with the most substantial arguments.
In the third group, actions in both modalities were congruent toward the same
principle: construction of a personal line of reasoning during the first phase, and
initiation and response during the second phase. During both phases organisation
in the textual modality was strong, whereas organisation in the graphical modality
turned out to be weak. The group applied a different principle for organisation for
each of the discussion phases. The principle from the first phase allowed them to
construct and share arguments in the drawing space. The principle from the second
phase, however, did not allow them to construct a diagram with the most
substantial arguments. Finally, in the fourth group actions in both modalities were
congruent toward the same principle during the first phase: no organising actions
were consistently performed. Organisation in both modalities was weak. During the
second phase a strong principle for organisation emerged from actions in the
graphical modality: organisation based on card type. Organisation in the textual
modality remained weak throughout the discussion. The group applied different
principles for organisation over the course of the discussion. This allowed them to
construct and share arguments in the drawing space, and it allowed them to
construct a diagram with the most substantial arguments.
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Table 7. Application of strong and weak principles during the discussion
Graphical modality
Weak
Strong
Strong
Group 1 (whole discussion)
Group 3 (whole discussion)
Group 4 (second phase)
Weak
Group 4 (first phase)
Group 2 (whole discussion)

The first and second phase of the discussion required different principles for
organisation. Except for one group, the groups did not accomplish this functional
shift. The application of strong and weak principles for organisation had
implications for the transition between the two phases of the discussion. It turned
out that it was difficult to deviate from a strong graphical principle, whereas a weak
graphical principle was more easily abandoned. A strong principle in the textual
modality appeared to be less of a problem. However, when this principle was
supported in the graphical modality – through the use of links – it became also
difficult to replace. Some groups did make a substantial effort to arrive at a new
principle. This was a serious challenge, especially since oral deliberation was not
possible. Appropriation of the workspace was the result of an implicit negotiation
of organising actions.

Bidirectional influence
The shared workspace-in-use is a heterogeneous entity that consists of a technical
part, that is, the features of the workspace, and a social-behavioural part, that is, the
principles for organisation. The second goal of this chapter was to examine the
bidirectional influence between these organising principles and the opportunities for
action that were made available by the features of the workspace. We hypothesised
that the application of principles for organisation would influence the action
opportunities that would be made available by the workspace, and thus influence
the effect of the workspace on the discussion.
In their enactment of opportunities for action the learners made choices.
These choices influenced subsequent choices they could or had to make in order to
arrive at or maintain a collective utilisation. The learners constructed a shared
representation by ‘writing back’ into the technology. This registrational interactivity
(Lister, Dovey, Giddings, Grant & Kelly, 2003) enabled ‘immediate objectification’:
ways of doing were externalised and reified in the workspace. Through this
immediate objectification, principles for organisation were recursively implicated
and reproduced. In this way, the learners influenced the effect that the technology
had on their behaviour. The representation in the drawing space was, in other
words, both outcome and medium of the ongoing activity. This reflexivity opened up
opportunities, but it could also lead to additional constraints. Some enactments
narrowed down the range of opportunities, whereas others confronted the learners
with acts they had to perform in order to maintain a certain principle. When
principles were reproduced, they were strengthened, and it became increasingly
difficult to change them. Some principles were more difficult to deviate from than
others. We have seen several examples of how the application of organising actions
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and principles influenced subsequent opportunities for action. The choice to use
only the labels of the cards and not the comment window, for example, resulted in
contributions that took up a lot of room in the drawing space. As a result crowding
occurred and further organisation was required. The choice to propose adjacency
between contributions through the use of links in the first phase of the discussion
made it more difficult to reorganise the drawing space in the second phase of the
discussion. In another case, not using a strong principle for spatial organisation
made the structure of the diagram difficult to perceive, and the ongoing interaction
difficult to maintain. Using neither spatial grouping nor the linking principle made
both difficult. The workspace could facilitate interactions between learners, but it
could also prevent certain interactions to occur. Choices that were made at an early
stage had consequences throughout the discussion.
During appropriation the learners had to explore opportunities for action
and monitor the consequences of their enactment. In doing so they could play a
conscious role in adjusting their actions in favour of one consequence over the
other. The interpretative flexibility of technology (Pinch & Bijker, 1987) implies that
the effect of a technology for collaboration on behaviour is underdetermined. The
technology, in other words, shapes and is shaped by the learners. In this chapter,
the interpretative flexibility of the workspace was evidenced by the diversity of ways
in which its features were utilised by different groups, and by the differences in the
effect of these utilisations on the learning activity. The graphical shared workspace
is a particularly flexible technology, with regard to the ways it can be inscribed with
meaning, and with regard to the ways meaning can be read from it. The various
orientations that were displayed within and between some of the groups evidence
that this flexibility played an important part in the appropriation. Appropriation of
the workspace involved a constructive utilisation of its features, whereby the effect
of the workspace was shaped in the interaction between the learners and these
features. The opportunities for action that were made available were not fixed, new
opportunities for action were made available as a consequence of the application of
organising principles. As the process of appropriation progressed, and the
workspace was further inscribed, the space for alternative interpretations within the
group was reduced.
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Throughout this thesis we have approached technology appropriation as the
contrast between technology-as-used by the learners and technology-as-intended by
its educational design. In practice, the intentions of educational designers are not
only embodied in technical features of the design, they are often also contained in
form of a scenario or script that accompanies the introduction of the technology in
the classroom. A script defines a sequence of activities, creates roles, and constrains
the mode of interaction within a group (Jermann & Dillenbourg, 2003). A script
may specify, for example, different phases of a task, the task requirements for each
phase, and a matching configuration of the technology. When a technology is
embedded in a script, part of the designers’ intentions is invested in the technology,
and part of the intentions is objectified in rules and requirements that constrain the
actions and interactions of the learners.
With scripting we find similar issues of coerciveness and flexibility as we find
in relation to technical structures: the purpose of a script is to introduce constraints
that will shape the learners’ actions and interactions. At the same time there is a risk
of over-scripting these actions and interactions (Dillenbourg 2002). As Dillenbourg
puts it: “if the scaffolding is too weak, it will not produce the expected interactions;
if it is too strong, it will spoil the natural richness of free collaboration”
(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007, p. 6). Too much constraint will go at the cost of
the richness of interactions as they would naturally occur. As we have illustrated in
the previous chapters, too much flexibility may prevent a productive appropriation.
Whenever there is some degree of flexibility, the enactment of a script, including
the technical features it embeds, will be to some extent unpredictable (Dillenbourg
et al.). Educational designers are thus brought to a challenging task. They are to
develop scripts and technologies that constrain the actions and interactions of
learners in order to promote ‘desired behaviour’, and at the same time they have to
prevent these actions and interactions from being unnecessarily restricted. This
creates a tension: too much rigidity will downplay creative agency, whereas too
much flexibility may not result in realisation of the designers’ intentions. How does
one then decide on an optimal relation between constraints and flexibility?
Dillenbourg and Tchounikine (2007) propose that the level of flexibility can
be decided through an analysis of the differences between the intrinsic constraints of a
script and the interaction patterns that actually take place when a script is
implemented in the classroom. Intrinsic constraints are hereby defined as the
design rationale of the script, that is, the principles from which the script has been
generated and that must be respected in order to maintain the specific mechanisms
that underlie the script (Dillenbourg et al.). When the actual interaction between
learners violates the intrinsic constraints, the script - including the technical features
it embeds - is too flexible. When the structures of the script constrain creative
agency, it is too rigid.

This chapter
In this chapter we focus on technology appropriation in relation to a script that
specifies a simple two-phase task sequence, the requirements for each phase, and
the features of the technology. Small groups were invited to utilise the features of
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the shared workspace to construct arguments during a first phase, and organise the
most substantial arguments into a diagram during a second phase. The
requirements of the task changed with the transition from the first to the second
phase of the discussion. This transition required a functional transformation in the
workspace. The goal of this chapter is to examine to what extent utilisation of the
features of the workspace allowed the learners to meet the requirements of each
phase, to what extent it allowed them to make a functional transformation in the
workspace, and whether the implementation of additional constraints in the
workspace could facilitate a productive appropriation.
In this chapter we describe two iterations of the research and development
cycle (see chapter 3). With each iteration we evaluate the utilisation of specific
features, and the effect of this utilisation on the learning activity. The chapter is
structured as follows. We start with a problem analysis of shared workspace
collaboration and discussion. This problem analysis is developed in the light of our
own research findings (chapter 5) and those of others (Tang, 1991; Dwyer &
Suthers, 2006). Thereafter we describe two sets of technical features and
accompanying hypotheses. Then we describe the implementation and evaluation of
these features and hypotheses, carried out in the form of case studies. Finally, we
summarise and discuss the results.

Mapping the discussion space
The notion of discussion space refers to the domains, perspectives, and arguments
that are potentially related to a given issue. Co-exploration of a discussion space is
seen as a valuable learning activity (Baker, Quignard, Lund, & Sejourne, 2003; Van
Amelsvoort, Andriessen, & Kanselaar, 2007). During the co-exploration of a
discussion space, learners explore different opinions, engage in argumentative
activity, and try to obtain common ground (Van Amelsvoort, et al.). The
argumentation requires learners to construct and present arguments, and to
interpret and evaluate the arguments of others (Hitchcock, 2002). In practice,
however, the co-exploration of a discussion space often does not proceed in this
ideal fashion (Van Amelsvoort, 2006). Several studies suggest that representational
tools like the graphical shared workspace could aid the co-exploration of a
discussion space, and specifically the argumentation that takes place during this
exploration (Buckingham Shum, MacLean, Belloti, & Hammond, 1997; Suthers,
1999; Schwarz, Neuman, Gil, & Ilya, 2000; Suthers, 2001; Suthers, 2003; Baker,
2003; Baker et al.; Van Amelsvoort et al.). When learners work with such a
representational tool they jointly construct a shared representation of the discussion
space. This type of representation, or argument diagram, is a dynamic
diagrammatical representation in which arguments are placed on contribution cards,
and links are placed between these cards to indicate argumentative relations. There
is a number of explanations for the positive influence of this type of
representational tool on argumentative activity. Authors have shown that the
graphical shared workspace can illustrate argument structure (Schwarz et al.) and
facilitate the construction of such structure (Buckingham Shum et al.). The shared
workspace provides representational guidance to the learners through the
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constraints and saliencies that it exercises (Suthers, 2003). It can help learners to
discover new relationships (Suthers, 1999), and foster discussion about these
relations (Suthers, 2001). Finally, the representation makes differences between
learners’ opinions easily visible to them (Baker).

Organisation of the workspace
A graphical shared workspace carries a specific interactive potential (table 1). Learners
can select a contribution card from a notation scheme, type a contribution, and add
it to the drawing space. Once a contribution is placed in the drawing space it can be
connected to other contributions with links. The spatial location of a contribution
in the drawing space is not fixed. Learners can move contributions – their own as
well as those of others – through the drawing space. Learners can select, type,
place, move and connect contributions in parallel. This production is not restricted
to a linear form. These actions are synchronous, except for typing: if one learner
moves a card, others are able to observe this movement immediately. Typing is
quasi-synchronous: others are able to read a contribution once it is placed in the
drawing space. The workspace is a one-way communication channel, that is,
simultaneous feedback or interruption during production is not possible.
Table 1. Interactive potential of the workspace
Graphical modality
Production
Parallel
Organisation
Spatio-temporal
Expression
One-way
Synchronicity
Synchronous

Textual modality
Parallel
Spatio-temporal
One-way
Quasi-synchronous

The graphical shared workspace is a flexible technology. It can be utilised in
different ways to support the co-exploration of a discussion space. This flexibility is
a challenge to the learners. Especially when the workspace is used as a medium for
different aspects of the co-exploration. The learners have to make sense of the
features of the workspace and enact (Weick, 1979) the opportunities for action that
are made available. They have to arrive at some shared principle that allows them to
coordinate the organisation of their contributions in the workspace. This
organisation becomes even more compelling when a sequence of tasks is carried
out in the workspace. Distinct phases of a task require a specific goal-directed
utilisation of the workspace. To accomplish a transition between phases, a
functional transformation is needed.

Parallel activity and functional differentiation
Exploratory studies of paper and pen shared workspace collaboration report some
observations that have implications for the use and design of shared workspace
technologies. Tang (1991) has examined the drawing space activity of small groups
that collaborated around whiteboards and large sheets of paper. This activity
included writing, drawing and gesturing. Tang observed the emergence of a
functional differentiation during the activity. The participants in the study utilised
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the drawing space simultaneously to store information and use to express ideas.
Tang points out that, in order to capitalise on this functional differentiation, group
members should have parallel access to the drawing space: in order to optimise the
flow of information they should be able to work in the same drawing space at the
same time. This increased parallelism does come with a risk: it makes it harder to
keep a shared focus as a group. The participants countered this effect by utilising
the drawing space in such a way that it enabled them to coordinate their
collaboration. The drawing space, in other words, became a resource for
coordination. Tang found, for example, that the spatial positions of the participants
in relation to the drawing space structured their activity. The participants sat around
the drawing space with different physical orientations to that space. This was
observed to be both a constraint and an opportunity for the collaboration. It was a
constraint because contributions (texts and drawings) at times appeared up-side
down, making it difficult to perceive them. It was an opportunity because it allowed
specific utilisations of the drawing space, such as creating a particular audience for a
contribution, or placing a contribution within a personal area, not intended for
others to perceive. Based on his observations, Tang recommends that shared
workspace technology should allow parallel access, but to counter the negative
effects of increased parallelism, it should enable a common view to the shared
space as well as distinguish separate regions.
In a more recent study, Dwyer and Suthers (2006) tried to discover strategies
and methods that people use during shared workspace collaboration. They
provided dyads with yellow notes, markers and a paper workspace to discuss a
wicked problem. A large screen above the table prevented them from seeing each
others’ faces, and they were asked to remain silent. The participants had to come to
an agreement on a solution for the problem through writing and gesticulation.
While each pair had a unique interaction style in this experiment, there were also
elements in the interaction that were consistent over the pairs. One of these was the
tendency to create ‘functional spaces’ in the drawing space. The participants in the
study tended to group their contributions to the ongoing discussion, and separate
these from a list of conclusions. Likewise, all pairs in the study divided the shared
drawing space into a personal space and a shared work area (Dwyer & Suthers).
Although the studies address distinct situations of shared workspace collaboration,
the findings by Dwyer and Suthers concur in several respects with Tang’s (1991)
observations. In both studies, results point toward a tendency to counter negative
aspects of increased parallelism in shared workspace collaboration by means of a
functional differentiation in the workspace of personal and collective activity. Below we
elaborate this principle of functional differentiation, that is, the attribution of
different functions to distinct areas in the drawing space, for our specific research
context.

The structure of the drawing space
In our study small groups were presented with a graphical shared workspace to
explore and map the discussion space around a given claim. The shared workspace
was deployed as a synchronous medium for discussion, whereby the learners did
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not have the opportunity to communicate orally. The discussion space-script
specified two phases in the exploration of a discussion space, for each phase the
task requirements and time constraints, and a specific set of technical features. The
script furthermore specified group size (3) and three different roles in the
discussion. Learners were invited to utilise the features of the workspace to bring
forward arguments around a claim during a first phase of the discussion, and
organise the most substantial arguments that were brought forward by the group
into a diagram during a second phase. The task requirements changed with the shift
between the two discussion phases. The first phase required personal activity - that
is, a personal line of reasoning without direct interaction between the learners. The
second phase required collective activity: direct interaction between the learners
resulting in a group product. The two phases of the task were carried out as a joint,
coordinated activity in the same workspace. The transition from the first to the
second phase required a functional transformation from personal activity to
collective activity.
The problem analysis suggests a division of the drawing space into separate
regions. We implemented a single shared workspace, a drawing space that was
divided in four thematic spaces, and a drawing space divided in four functional
spaces. The drawing space with thematic spaces comprised a division into
quadrants whereby each quadrant was intended to collect contributions around one
specific theme in the discussion. The thematic spaces were used as a training
session, and not to evaluate specific hypotheses. The single shared workspace
represented the default configuration of the drawing space: it allowed parallel access
to the drawing space without additional predefined structure. The drawing space
with functional spaces comprised a division into quadrants whereby three quadrants
were intended as personal spaces and one quadrant was intended as collective
space. The personal spaces and the collective space were visible and accessible for
all group members at all times.
We theorised that technology appropriation involves a personal dimension
of interaction with the technology and a collective dimension of interaction via the
technology. We theorised furthermore that a separation of personal and collective
activity in the workspace could counter some of the negative effects of increased
parallelism during appropriation, and facilitate the functional transformation that
was required during the activity. We hypothesised, firstly, that utilisation of the
functional spaces would result in a lesser amount of direct interaction between
learners during the first phase of the discussion than utilisation of the single shared
drawing space. Secondly, we hypothesised that with utilisation of the functional
spaces learners would be less constrained by one dominant course of action during
the first phase of the discussion. Thirdly, we hypothesised that the functional
transformation in the single shared drawing space would require more and more
complex spatial organisation than the functional transformation in the workspace
that was divided in personal spaces and a collective space.
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Implementation and evaluation
Procedure
Two case-studies were conducted within the curriculum of a 4th year secondary
school geography course. The learners were invited to explore and critically
evaluate, by means of discussion, the public image of Salou, a popular Spanish
holiday destination for Dutch youth. The goal of the activity was to stimulate
existing knowledge about this geographical region, and to reflect on the sources of
the knowledge. We organised two lessons of 50 minutes each to discuss the public
image of Salou with the support of the shared workspace. Two classes were
involved in parallel. From each class 21 learners participated in the study
(total = 42). These learners were divided over groups of three. The groups (N = 14)
were composed by the teacher prior to the first lesson. In the first lesson both
classes worked with the thematic spaces. The first lesson served as a preparation for
the second lesson. In the second lesson one class (Class A) worked with the single
shared space and one class (Class B) worked with the functional spaces (table 2).
Two researchers were present in the classrooms throughout the study.
Table 2. Overview of the lessons
Class A
Lesson one
Thematic spaces
Lesson two
Single shared space

Class B
Thematic spaces
Functional spaces

Lesson one
During the first lesson the teacher introduced the two researchers and explained
their presence. The groups were invited to a brief training session with the shared
workspace. The researchers introduced the basic features of the workspace by
means of a slide show. The instructions about the workspace were limited so that
the researchers would not impose their own intentions about how the features of
the workspace should be utilised. During the training session the groups
participated in an exploration of the discussion space. Prior to the lesson four
stakeholder roles had been defined. Each role corresponded to a target group that
could view Salou as a suitable destination for their holiday. These four groups were
young people, families, elderly persons, and locals. Furthermore, prior to the lesson
the learners had received a source text that contained tourist information about
Salou. During the lesson they were asked to construct and collect arguments for
each of the stakeholder roles. The drawing space was divided into four thematic
spaces (as in figure 2). Each of the spaces contained a question that concerned one
of the stakeholders. These questions were: ‘what do young people want?’, ‘what do
families want?’, ‘what do locals want?’ and ‘what do the elderly want?’. The notation
scheme contained two contribution cards, labelled ‘what’ and ‘why’. The learners
were invited to contribute to all spaces throughout the discussion.
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Lesson two
In the second lesson the groups performed a role-play discussion. Each group
member adopted the perspective of one of the stakeholder roles, so that three
different roles were present in each group (the role of local from the first lesson
was excluded). The learners were asked to construct and share arguments around a
given claim, and to organise the most substantial arguments into a diagram. The
researchers proposed to the learners that the discussion would proceed in two
phases. The learners were invited to construct and present arguments during the
first phase of the discussion, and to organise the most substantial arguments into a
diagram during the second phase of the discussion. The researchers indicated when
the session was halfway through. The central claim was: ‘Salou is a suitable holiday
destination only for young people’. The notation scheme contained three
contribution cards, labelled ‘argument pro’, ‘argument contra’, and ‘source’. The
argument cards had a specific colour: green for argument pro, and red for argument
contra. One class worked in a single shared space and one class worked with the
functional spaces. The single shared space contained the claim in the centre of the
drawing space (figure 1).

Central claim

Figure 1. The single shared drawing space

The drawing space with functional spaces contained three personal spaces,
corresponding to the three roles in the discussion, and one shared space. Each
personal space contained a label that indicated the role: young person, parent with
small children and elderly person. The collective space was labelled discussion. The
claim was placed in the centre of the drawing space (figure 2).
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Collective space

Young person

Central claim

Parent with children

Elderly person

Figure 2. The drawing space divided into functional spaces

Setting
The lessons took place in a computer room at the school. The learners had
frequently worked with the computers in this room before, individually as well as in
groups. During the lessons the learners were distributed over the room so that the
members of the groups did not sit next to each other. It was therefore difficult for
them to communicate orally. Their communication had to take place via the
technology.

Data
Two sources of data are used in the analysis: the final diagrams and the replay of
the shared workspace. The representation in the drawing space changed
continuously over the course of the discussion. The replay function allowed us to
reconstruct these changes. It captured all basic acts that took place in the drawing
space (see table 3), resulting in a frame-by-frame representation of activity.

Multi-method approach
We adopted a multi-method approach to analyse the data. We made an analytical
distinction between interaction with the technology and interaction via the
technology. Based on this distinction, the analysis consists of two steps. Step one
focused on the interaction with the technology by means of a quantitative content
analysis of basic acts. Step two focused on the interaction via the technology by
means of a qualitative description of episodes from the discussion. The first step in
the analysis was carried out to identify critical events in the appropriation of the
technology. With the second step we constructed a qualitative description of these
critical events.
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Interaction with the technology
The interaction with the technology is indicated by basic acts in the drawing space.
The first step was a content analysis of these basic acts. Table 3 lists the basic acts
that the learners could perform.
Table 3. Basic acts in the drawing space
Acts
Description
Add card
Add a card to the drawing space
Add label
Add a label to a card
Add comment
Add a comment to a card
Add link
Draw a line between two cards
Move card
Move a card within the drawing space
Change title
Change the title of the card
Change card
Change the card type
Delete card
Delete a card
Delete link
Delete a link
Resize card
Change the size of the card
The replay was transcribed into a protocol that included a time-line, all basic
acts in the drawing space, the learners responsible for the acts, and the textual
content of the contributions. For the functional spaces the protocol also indicated
the quadrant in which the action took place (that is, 11, 12, 21, or 22). This step
allowed us to consider the frequencies of basic acts, the distribution of these acts
over the time line of the discussion, and the distribution of basic acts over the
functional spaces.

Interaction via the technology
The second step in the analysis was a qualitative description of episodes from the
discussion. An episode corresponds to a duration of coherent activity demarcated by
the learners’ own behaviour (Roschelle, 1992). The episodes contain critical events in
the appropriation of the workspace. We start each episode with a presentation of
basic acts and the accompanying state of the drawing space. Thereafter we describe
the utilisation of the workspace. This utilisation is discussed in relation to the
organisation of contributions in the drawing space, participation in discussion lines,
and the functional shift between the two phases of the discussion. A discussion line
was defined as a thread of three or more associated contributions, organised
through linking or spatial grouping of cards. Interaction in a discussion line was
indicated by a sequence of three associated contributions where the successive
contributions were made by two different participants.
Below we present the results for the two cases: the single shared workspace
and the workspace divided in functional spaces. For each case we report on one
group in detail, and we summarise the results for the other groups. The detailed
reports present a sequence of episodes. A full transcript of the contributions and
the transcription conventions can be found in Appendix B. At the end of the
chapter we compare the results between the two cases.
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Organisation in the single shared workspace
‘Eva, Lucile, and Christel’
The participants in this discussion were Eva (E), Lucile (L), and Christel (C). Lucile
played the role of young person, Eva played the role of parent, and Christel played
the role of elderly person.

Episode 1: Basic acts
Christel was the first to contribute to the drawing space. She placed two
contributions, [C1: ‘Salou is also for the elderly! They like the beach as well’] and
[C2: ‘Some elderly are still young at heart, and they like partying and flirting. Salou
is the right place for them’]. Both contributions were arguments in favour of the
claim, and Christel aligned them next to each other. She then placed an argumentagainst card just below that. Lucile contributed with an argument in favour [L3: ‘I
am in favour, because a lot of young people go to Salou to drink and party’] and
placed her contribution right above the other arguments in favour of the claim. Eva
followed with E4 and E5, both arguments against the claim. Following Christel’s
example, she aligned all arguments against the claim underneath the arguments in
favour (figure 3).

Figure 3. Drawing space at the end of the first episode

Figure 3 shows the difference in shape and colour of the cards from the
notation scheme. The rectangle card in the upper part of the drawing space
contains the central claim, the dark grey cards in the lower part are the arguments
against the claim, and the light grey envelope-shaped cards in the middle are the
arguments in favour of the claim.

Episode 1: Organisation
During this first episode each of the learners constructed arguments in relation to
the claim. The arguments were in accordance with the stakeholder roles they were
asked to fulfil. The learners had quickly arrived at a shared principle for
organisation. Each of the learners submitted arguments without expressing explicit
relations between these arguments. Spatial organisation was based on contribution
type: arguments in favour of the claim were grouped and separated from the
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arguments against the claim. This principle was initiated by Christel, and readily
followed by Lucile and Eva, so that each of them applied the same principle.

Episode 2: Basic acts
The second episode starts where Lucile added [L6: ‘When you go to Salou as a 17
or 18-year old you don’t just go to enjoy the nice weather. In favour or against?’].
She used the ellipse-shaped card from the notation scheme, which was intended to
be used as a reference to the source of an argument. Similar to her previous
contribution [L3], she labelled this card with a relatively large amount of text. Lucile
enlarged both cards to make all this text visible. Thereafter she reorganised the
drawing space (figure 4).

Figure 4. Drawing space at the end of the second episode

Episode 2: Organisation
During the first episode all learners had submitted arguments without expressing
explicit relations between these arguments. During this second episode, Lucile
attempted to break with this principle by submitting a contribution that addressed
the others directly and requested a response. She drew attention to her initiation by
selecting the ellipse-shaped card for her contribution, and by placing it in the
upper-right corner of the drawing space.
The learners did not use the comment window of the cards to elaborate their
contribution. They labelled their cards with elaborate statements, and several cards
had to be enlarged to make all this text visible. As consequence of these
enlargements, some overlap between cards started to occur. To counter this, Lucile
reorganised the drawing space so that there was no more overlap and organisation
was restored.

Episode 3: Basic acts
The third episode starts where Eva responded with [E7] to Lucile’s question in
[L6]. Lucile, simultaneously, posed the question [L8: ‘Question: are you in favour or
against?’] in the upper-left part of the drawing space. In an other part of the
drawing space, Eva moved Christel’s [C2] and unlabelled [CX] to place her own
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[E9: ‘When I let my children go there they’ll get drunk and end up with lots of
girls… That doesn’t seem smart’] in adjacency with [L6]. Both are ellipse-shaped
cards (upper right of the drawing space - figure 6). Christel contributed [C10:
‘When the elderly like beaches, nice weather, and a fine nightlife, it is the place for
them. I am sure there’s nice sightseeing for those who want to as well’]. Christel
moved [E5] and [E7], in order to place her contribution in spatial adjacency to
Lucile’s question. Eva and Christel now followed Lucile’s example to enlarge their
cards to make all the text in it visible. Lucile elaborated her question in [L8] by
placing [L11: + ‘But if you had to state in one word, in favour or against going to
Salou, surrounded by young people or friends, lying in the sun, drinking and
sleeping late…what would it be…’]. She typed this contribution in the comment
window of the card and did not label the card itself. At that same moment Eva
placed a direct response to Lucile’s question [E12: ‘I am pro partying, but they
should organise them for different age categories’]. She connected her response
with a link to the question [E12-L8] (figure 5).

Figure 5. Drawing space at the end of the second episode

Episode 3: Organisation
During this episode the second phase of the discussion was announced. However,
the learners had already made the functional shift before it was announced. Lucile
had addressed the other learners directly by requesting a response. As a result of
Lucile’s initiation the initial principle for organisation was disrupted. The learners
had arrived at a new form of organisation. Instead of submitting arguments without
a direct reference to other arguments, the learners had started to interact directly
with each other on the basis of initiation and response.
As a result of the shift, a functional differentiation emerged in the drawing
space. Christel created room at the left side of the drawing space in order to place
her response below Lucile’s initiation. Contributions from the first phase of the
discussion were moved aside, to the right side of the drawing space. Lucile herself
placed an elaboration just below her initial question. Since there was little space
available, she typed her contribution in the comment window, while the card itself
remained unlabelled. Eva also responded directly to Lucile’s question. Since there
was no room to place her response directly below the question, she used a link to
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indicate the relation between the contributions (this was the first time that a link
was used).
The initiation of the second phase of the discussion resulted in a disruption
of the organisation principle from the first phase. The new principle, initiation and
response through links and spatial grouping, competed with the existing principle,
organisation based on contribution type. This is visible where Eva moved Christel’s
contributions outward to place her own elaboration of Lucile’s question in spatial
adjacency. Christel’s arguments in favour were placed outside the ‘arguments-infavour area’ into an open space in the ‘arguments-against area’. At the end of the
episode, a discussion line had emerged in a functional ‘discussion area’. This area,
however, wasn’t planned or clearly demarcated.

Episode 4: Basic acts
The fourth and final episode starts where Christel placed [C13: ‘The elderly
shouldn’t go to Salou, because it’s too noisy and crowded with young people’] in
adjacency with one of her previous contributions [C2]. She connected the two cards
with a link. Thereafter Christel responded to [E7] with [C14: ‘You don’t go to a
place with young children that’s known for its excesses and parties. There are lots
of quiet rural places in the area!’] and connected these cards with a link as well. At
the same time Lucile had repeated her question [L15: ‘Hey elder, are you in favour
or against going to Salou?’], and she explicitly addressed it to Christel. She moved
[E9] and [L6] outward to place her question. Simultaneously, Eva responded to
Lucile’s question [L11] with [E16: ‘Ok, Salou has an image of clubs and parties, but
in reality that’s not all it has to offer’]. Thereafter, Christel responded to Lucile’s
question with [C17: ‘I think the elderly can go to Salou as well!!’]. Christel placed
her response in the lower part of the drawing space. She created some room for it
by moving the cards in that area closer towards each other. Finally, Lucile
responded with [L18] to [C17] and with [L19] to [C14], and she connected the latter
pair with a link (figure 6).

Figure 6. Final diagram

Episode 4: Organisation
The principle to construct initiation-response pairs and to connect the pairs
through spatial grouping and the use of links was consistently applied by all learners
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in the group throughout this final episode. Eventually, however, this new principle
became also difficult to maintain. The fact that Lucile repeated her question to
Christel indicates that she hadn’t noticed Christel’s earlier response to the question.
In order to place the question near the new ‘discussion area’, she had to move
contributions from the first phase of the discussion outward. Christel responded to
Lucile’s question, but there was no room to place the response in spatial adjacency
to the initiation. Instead, Christel placed her contribution in the lower part of the
drawing space, as close to the discussion area as possible. This location was
crowded as well. It appears that she used the ellipse-shaped card to make her
response stand out. Notably, none of the learners had noticed that the drawing
space could be enlarged vertically. A vertical enlargement would have created
enough space to expand the discussion area, in keeping with the established
principle. Instead the discussion continued elsewhere outside the discussion area.

Conclusion
During the first phase of the discussion the group quickly arrived at a shared
principle for organisation. Each of the learners submitted both arguments in favour
and arguments against the claim without expressing explicit relations between these
arguments. Spatial organisation was based on contribution type: arguments in
favour of the claim were grouped and separated from the arguments against the
claim. The workspace was divided in two areas, an ‘arguments-in-favour area’ and
an ‘arguments-against area’. Halfway through the discussion the researchers
announced the second phase of the discussion. The group was asked to organise
the most substantial arguments into a diagram. The group had already made the
functional shift before it was announced. The initial principle for organisation was
replaced with a new principle. The learners had started to form initiation-response
pairs, and connected the pairs through spatial grouping and links. A new functional
area had emerged: the ‘discussion area’. The functional shift can be indicated in
figure 7. This figure depicts the distribution of basic acts over the timeline of the
activity. Three kinds of basic acts are displayed: adding a label to a card, moving a
card, and linking of two cards. These acts indicate the placement of a new
contribution to the drawing space (add label) and the acts aimed at spatial
organisation (linking and moving of cards).
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Figure 7. Distribution of basic acts over the timeline of the activity
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The dotted line at 00.15 indicates the announcement of the second phase of
the discussion. The functional shift was already initiated around 00:12. At that point
there is an increase of moving acts, which indicates the effort to create room for
the ‘discussion area’. Shortly thereafter the learners started to link contributions,
which they hadn’t done during the first phase. The figure also shows that group
submitted new contributions throughout the second phase of the discussion.
Figure 8 shows the final diagram of the group organised in discussion lines,
and represented horizontally in temporal order. Each learner is indicated with a
shape: a circle for Eva, a triangle for Lucile, and a square for Christel. A link
between two contributions is depicted as a straight line. Spatial grouping is
represented by an empty space between two subsequent contributions. The
contributions are placed on the timeline of the discussion. The announcement of
the shift between the two phases is indicated by the dotted line at 00:15. The
contributions of the first phase were organised on the basis of contribution type.
The contributions of the second phase were organised on the basis of initiation and
response. The figure shows that the group used both linking and spatial grouping to
connect contributions.
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Figure 8. Composition of discussion lines in the final representation

The group constructed three discussion lines (1.1, 1.2 and 1.3). Discussion
line 1.1 consisted of three separate branches, and line 1.2 consisted of two
branches. Multiple discussion lines had developed in parallel. The figure shows that,
according to our definition, there was no direct interaction between the learners
during the first phase of the discussion. Figure 9 depicts the participation of Eva,
Lucile, and Christel in the same three discussion lines. The straight horizontal lines
represent a demarcation of two separate discussion lines. The connecting lines
between the contributions of a particular learner indicate that learner’s spatial
behaviour in the drawing space. The group started to interact on the basis of
initiation and response just before the transition was announced. Figure 10 shows
that from that moment (shortly after 00:13) the learners started to interact directly,
and as consequence, their spatial behaviour became more complex. Lucile, for
example, placed one contribution in line 1.2, then two contributions in line 1.3 and
subsequently moved back to place a contribution in 1.1.
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Figure 9. Spatial behaviour in the single shared drawing space

We can conclude from this, that utilisation of the single shared drawing
space in this group did not result in a direct interaction between learners during the
first phase of the discussion; the learners worked on a personal line of reasoning.
We did find that utilisation was constrained by one dominant course of action
during the first phase. One group member had been dominant in determining the
course of action throughout the discussion. Lucile had downplayed the initial
principle to construct arguments without expressing explicit relations in favour of a
direct interaction between the group members based on the formation of initiationresponse pairs. This functional shift was initiated before it was announced by the
researchers. Finally, we can conclude that the functional transformation in the
single shared drawing space required complex spatial organisation. In fact, the
transformation did not work out well. The principle from the first phase of the
discussion interfered with the application of the principle for the second phase. In
order to maintain the new principle, complex spatial behaviour was required
throughout the second phase of the discussion.

Organisation in the single shared workspace
How did the other groups in the first case perform? Five out of the seven groups
interacted directly with each other during the first phase of the discussion. These
groups engaged in an exchange of arguments on the basis of initiation-response
pairs. One group (apart from Eva, Lucile, and Christel) did not interact directly
with each other during the first phase, but submitted contributions without explicit
relations instead. In all groups, utilisation of the workspace was constraint by one
dominant course of action. Due to increased parallelism the actions of one learner
could interfere with the actions of another learner. Some learners were dominant
and overruled the actions of others. In this way, the construction of a personal line
of reasoning was frequently overruled in favour of a direct interaction. The latter
principle then became the leading principle in the workspace, even when it was not
shared by all members in the group. This interaction pattern violated the intrinsic
constraints of the script: in most groups, utilisation of the single shared workspace
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led to collective activity during the first phase of the discussion while personal
activity was required.
Due to increased parallelism, multiple initiations - and multiple responses to
an initiation were placed at the same time. As a result, multiple discussion lines
developed in parallel, and interaction took place at a relatively high pace. In order to
keep up with all initiations and responses, the learners ‘followed’ each other
through the drawing space. utilisation of the single shared drawing space led to
complex spatial behaviour. Figure 10 shows the relative frequencies of basic acts in
the drawing space over all groups. On average, more than half of the basic acts
concerned spatial organising actions, that is, changing the location of a contribution
(49%) or linking contributions (10%). This indicates that, throughout the discussion
in the single shared space, the groups spent a large part of their activity organising
the drawing space.
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Figure 10. Relative frequencies of basic acts over all groups in single shared space (Mean)

The groups had different ways to accomplish the functional shift and
construct a diagram with the most substantial arguments during the second phase.
One way was to reorganise the drawing space as it resulted from the first phase.
Some groups tried to reorganise by moving contributions that contained no
substantial arguments to the periphery of the drawing space, or by highlighting a
selection of most substantial arguments with links. When a strong principle for
spatial organisation was applied during the first phase, especially when it was also
reinforced with links, it was difficult to reorganise and arrive at a new principle.
Only one group successfully reorganised the drawing space: the group that had
submitted contributions without expressing relations throughout the first phase of
the discussion. Another way to accomplish the shift was to differentiate the
drawing space into separate areas, and dedicate a distinct area to represent the most
substantial arguments, either by moving arguments from the first phase to this new
area or by submitting new contributions. Here groups encountered the same
problem with reorganisation of the drawing space: a strong principle for
organisation prevented reorganisation. Another problem was the lack of available
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space. The drawing space had grown crowded during the first discussion phase, and
none of the groups enacted the opportunity to enlarge it. Organisation was
disrupted once the border of the drawing space was reached. Both reorganisation
and differentiation of the drawing space required complex spatial organisation, and
were unsuccessful. Only one group managed to accomplish a clear functional
tranformation in the drawing space. This was the group that had applied a weak
form of organisation throughout the first phase of the discussion.

Organisation in the predefined functional spaces
Below we report in detail on one of the groups that utilised the functional spaces.

‘Ayla, Youri and Charlotte’
The participants in this discussion were Ayla (A), Youri (Y) and Charlotte (C). Ayla
played the role of young person, Youri played the role of parent, and Charlotte
played the role of elderly person. In our analysis we indicate the quadrants as
collective space, A (personal space for Ayla), Y (personal space for Youri) and C
(personal space for Charlotte).

Episode 1: Basic acts
The shared workspace was divided into four equally spaced quadrants. Together the
quadrants took up four times the default screen space of the drawing area. At the
start of the discussion only the upper left quadrant (the collective space) was
directly visible on the screen (figure 11).

Figure 11. Utilisation of the personal spaces
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The learners had to navigate the drawing space with the slide bars or a zoom
function to find their own personal space. By default, the drawing area was
displayed at 100%. If a learner would zoom out to 25%, he or she would have an
overview of all four quadrants. However, the learner had to zoom in to 80% on the
location of choice to be able to read the text. At the start of the discussion Youri
placed a card in the collective space, and labelled it with an argument against the
claim. Immediately after he had submitted the argument, he deleted it. At the same
time Charlotte had placed contribution [C1: ‘I don’t agree because I come here to
rest and that’s impossible as it is’] in her personal space. She placed her
contribution spatially adjacent to the claim. Simultaneously, Ayla submitted to her
personal space both an argument in favour [A2: ‘Young people like to party and
that’s why they come to Salou’] and an argument against the claim [A3: ‘Young
people don’t party all the time. Sometimes they want to relax as well’]. Thereafter,
Youri placed [Y4: ‘I don’t think Salou is suitable for parents with children under
fourteen’] in his personal space. All three learners continued to submit
contributions to their personal space throughout this first episode. Ayla and Youri
submitted both arguments in favour and arguments against the claim. Charlotte
submitted only arguments in favour (figure 11).

Episode 1: Organisation
Except for Youri’s first contribution, all three group members contributed only to
their personal spaces. They did not interact directly with each other. The personal
spaces evidence no apparent principle for organisation. Each of the group members
continued to work in their personal space until the end of the first phase of the
discussion.

Figure 12. Application of a principle for organisation by Youri (Y) and Ayla (A)
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Episode 2: Basic acts
The second episode starts where Ayla started to separate her arguments in favour
from her arguments against the claim (figure 12, quadrant A). Almost immediately
after that Youri followed Ayla and started to organise his personal space in a similar
way (figure 12, quadrant Y). While Youri and Ayla were organising their personal
space, Charlotte kept submitting contributions at a relatively high pace without any
apparent form of organisation. Youri submitted only [A20: ‘There is more to do in
Salou than just party. For example, you can cart, jet-ski, dive, etc.’].

Episode 2: Organisation
During the second episode two group members developed a principle to organise
their contributions in their personal space. When Ayla had submitted three
contributions to her personal space she started to group the arguments in favour of
the claim separately from the arguments against the claim. When Youri had
submitted five contributions he started to apply the same organising principle, and
took it one step further: the arguments against the claim were grouped and aligned
to the right side of the space, and the arguments in favour of the claim were
grouped and aligned to the left side (figure 12, quadrant Y). A couple of minutes
later, when Ayla had submitted six cards, she organised the cards in her personal
space in the same way Youri did (figure 13, quadrant A).

Figure 13. Imitation of Youri’s principle in Ayla’s personal space (12)

During this episode, where Ayla and Youri arrived at the same principle for
organisation, Charlotte had utilised her space differently. As we noted at the start of
the discussion, Charlotte had placed her first contribution spatially adjacent to the
claim. Over the course of the first phase she submitted twelve cards in total. These
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cards were roughly organised vertically, downwards from her first contribution.
Unlike the other group members, she did not apply a principle for organisation
(figure 13, quadrant C).

Episode 3: Basic acts
With the announcement of the second phase of the discussion, the learners started
acting in the collective space. Charlotte was the first to place a contribution in it.
Thereafter Ayla moved her contribution [A19] from her personal space to the
collective space (she would delete it shortly thereafter). Then Youri placed a card in
the collective space. His card [Y25] was a response to [C24], and he placed his
contribution spatially adjacent to this card. Charlotte, on her turn, responded to
[Y25], and elaborated her response with [C27]. At the same time, Ayla deleted the
contribution she had moved from her personal space, and added a new one, [A28],
also a response to [C24]. Ayla indicated this by connecting the two cards with a
link. Thereafter Youri and Charlotte act simultaneously: [Y29] responded to [C27],
and [C30] responded to [A28]. Charlotte followed Ayla’s example to place a link
between initiation and response. Youri, who had responded to [C24] as well, but
did not use a link or a clear form of spatial adjacency, now removed his
contribution. He subsequently added a new contribution, a response to [C30], and
followed the example set by Ayla and Charlotte to connect it with a link.
Table 3. The contributions from episode 3 listed in temporal order
[C24] We as elderly people don’t feel safe with all the violence from the young
people.
[Y25] But the elderly know this before they go to salou, that there will be
drunken youth.
[C26] Sure, and some elderly simply don’t mind.
[C27] Yes but then the community of salou should build a quarter especially for
the elderly, so that they can foresee in their needs.
[A28] If the young people are not allowed to do what they want, should they
then go on holiday with their parents forever?
[Y29] But when the young people are drunk they don’t know where they are and
they will end up in the elderly quarter.
[C30] No, of course not but they can try to behave.
[Y31] Not when they’re drunk.
[A32] There’s stuff to do for the elderly as well, so they shouldn’t worry about it.
[C33] Then they should be responsible and not get drunk.
[A34] When you go to Salou to party you’re not going to hold back for the
elderly.

Episode 3: Organisation
At the start of the second phase of the discussion the learners moved to the
collective space. Here they interacted with each other on basis of initiation and
response. Two branches split off from the discussion line, and they developed
further in parallel. The learners continued this way of interacting until the end of
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the discussion. Figure 14 shows the final diagram in the collective space. The
episode illustrates how the learners mutually adapted their behaviour to each other.
An example was set by one learner, and taken up by the others. When Youri did
not get a response to his initiation because he had not followed the established
principle, he adapted to the principle.

Figure 14. Final diagram in the collective space

Conclusion
During the first phase of the discussion Ayla, Youri and Charlotte all worked in
their personal space. Ayla and Youri organised their contributions on the basis of a
clear principle. Charlotte, in contrast, spent a lot of time submitting contributions
without any apparent form of spatial organisation. Multiple principles could coexist
without interference. The personal spaces were visible for all participants. The
learners did inspect each other’s spaces, as the mutual adaptation between Ayla and
Youri indicates. At the end of the first phase the workspace consisted of clearly
separated regions. Like in the first case, the researchers announced the second
phase halfway through the discussion. The group was asked to organise the most
substantial arguments into a diagram. In contrast to the first case, the learners had
an empty discussion area at their disposal to select or define their most substantial
arguments. The functional shift can be seen in figure 15. The figure depicts the
distribution of basic acts (add label and moving and linking of cards) over the
timeline of the activity. The shift between the two phases took place around 00:15,
at the dotted line. With the announcement of the second phase all group members
started to act in the collective space. Figure 15 shows that the learners submitted a
lot of new contributions during the second phase (only one contribution was
moved from a personal space to the collective space). The learners interacted by
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means of initiation and response, at a relatively high pace. Initiations and responses
were connected with links, but no elaborated form of spatial organisation was
applied.
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Figure 15. Distribution of basic acts over the time line of the activity

Figure 16 shows the final diagram in separate discussion lines. The straight
horizontal lines represent a demarcation of the quadrants (1.2, 2.1 and 2.2 represent
the personal spaces, 1.1 represents the collective space). The connecting lines
between a particular learners’ cards indicate that learner’s spatial behaviour in the
drawing space. The figure shows that the Ayla, Youri and Charlotte worked in their
personal space on their personal line of reasoning during the first phase of the
discussion, and that there was no direct interaction between the learners during this
phase. The figure also shows that the learners started to interact directly with each
other in the collective space when the second phase was announced. There was no
complex spatial behaviour (figure 16).
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Figure 16. Spatial behaviour in the predefined functional spaces

We can conclude, first, that utilisation of the functional spaces in this group
did not result in a direct interaction between learners during the first phase of the
discussion. Secondly, in contrast to the group from the first case, utilisation was not
constraint by one dominant course of action during the first phase. Instead,
multiple principles for organisation could coexist without interference. The
functional shift between the phases took place when it was announced by the
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researchers. We can conclude, finally, that the transformation in the functional
spaces was successful, and did not require complex spatial organisation.

Organisation and differentiation in the predefined
functional spaces
How did the other groups in the second case perform? Most learners worked in
their personal space during the first phase of the discussion. They constructed their
own line of arguments, placing some arguments in favour of the claim and some
against. Since the personal spaces were visible for all participants, the learners had a
possibility to interpret each other’s contributions. To inspect the other spaces they
had to navigate the drawing space by means of the zoom and the slide bars. We
found some examples of learners taking up content from other personal spaces. A
few learners ‘visited’ other personal spaces to place a contribution, but this was
rare. There was almost no direct interaction between the learners during the first
phase. This interaction pattern was concurrent with the intrinsic constraints of the
script: utilisation of the functional spaces led to personal activity during the first
phase of the discussion. Learners applied different principles to organise their
contributions in their personal space, and some spaces evidenced no apparent form
of organisation. We found several instances where a principle for organisation was
initiated in one personal space, and followed by another learner in his or her
personal space. In one of these instances this principle subsequently became the
leading principle in the collective space during the second phase of the discussion.
Utilisation of the functional spaces was not constraint by one dominant course of
action during the first phase of the discussion. Multiple principles coexisted in the
workspace without interference. Since the group members had worked in their
personal spaces, the workspace was organised in four clearly separated regions at
the end of the first phase.
All groups made the functional shift when the transition between the two
phases was announced by the researchers. Two different strategies could be
distinguished. With the first strategy a selection of substantial arguments was
moved from the personal spaces into the collective space. With the second strategy
the collective space was used as a location to submit new contributions. These new
contributions often comprised a summary or reformulation of arguments that were
made earlier. With both strategies the collective space was utilised as a location
where the learners interacted directly with each other on basis of initiation and
response, whereas the personal spaces were utilised to construct and interpret
arguments. No complex organisation was required to achieve functional
differentiation in the workspace. Principles for organisation that were applied
during the first phase were easily replaced during the second phase, and no
principle was leading throughout the course of the discussion.
Figure 17 shows the frequencies of basic acts in the functional spaces. We
used Student’s T-test to compare the mean frequencies of basic acts in the
predefined functional spaces with those in the single shared workspace. The
learners who worked in the single shared workspace directed a significantly smaller
part of their actions towards submitting new contributions (M = 14, SD = 4.2) than
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the learners who worked in the predefined functional spaces (M = 21, SD = 5.0,
t(9) = 4, p < .05). With 12%, the use of links in this case is similar to the use of
links in the single shared space (10%). Notably, the learners who worked in the
single shared workspace directed a significantly larger part of their actions towards
organising the drawing space by moving cards (M = 59, SD = 3.9) than the learners
who worked in the predefined functional spaces (M = 37, SD = 3.6, t(9) = 4, p <
.05).
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Figure 17. Relative frequencies of basic acts over all groups in functional spaces (Mean)

Throughout the discussion, the learners in the functional spaces submitted
more contributions than the learners in the single shared workspace. Moreover, the
learners in the functional spaces directed fewer actions towards the organisation of
the drawing space.

Personal and collective activity in the workspace
In this chapter we examined the appropriation of the graphical shared workspace in
relation to a script that specified a simple two-phase task sequence, the
requirements with each phase, and the features of the technology. The transition
from the first to the second phase required a functional transformation in the
workspace. We theorised that technology appropriation involves a personal
dimension of interaction with the technology and a collective dimension of
interaction via the technology. We theorised furthermore that a separation of
personal and collective activity in the shared workspace could counter some of the
negative effects of increased parallelism during appropriation, and facilitate the
functional transformation that was required during the activity. The goal of this
chapter was to examine to what extent utilisation of the features of the workspace
allowed the learners to meet the requirements of each phase, to what extent it
allowed them to make a functional transformation in the workspace, and whether
the implementation of additional constraints in the workspace would facilitate a
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more productive appropriation. Hereto we carried out two iterations of the
research and development cycle whereby we evaluated specific hypotheses.
We conceptualised a workspace-in-use as a heterogeneous entity that
consists of a technical-material part (technical features) and a social-behavioural
part (rules for utilisation). During their appropriation of the workspace learners had
to make sense of its features and enact (Weick, 1979) the opportunities for action
that were made available by these features. This enactment is governed by rules for
utilisation - in this case principles that governed the organisation of contributions in
the workspace. In order to coordinate the interaction with the technology, learners
had to arrive at a collective utilisation, that is, a shared principle for the organisation
of contributions. The functional transformation could be achieved through the
application of a new shared principle for organisation.
Our first hypothesis was confirmed: utilisation of the functional spaces
resulted in a lesser amount of direct interaction between learners during the first
phase of the discussion than utilisation of the single shared drawing space. Most
learners in the single shared workspace were oriented to a direct interaction with
each other. Direct interaction became the leading principle for organisation in the
single shared workspace even when it was not shared by all members in the group.
This had a negative influence on personal activity. Learners had to focus on the
coordination and fine-tuning of their interaction with the other group members
instead of being able to elaborate their own contributions, and interpret those of
others, at their own pace. In the single shared workspace personal activity was
downplayed in favour of collective, group activity. Utilisation was constrained by
one dominant course of action that was governed by the leading principle for
organisation. In the functional spaces, in contrast, utilisation was less constrained
by one dominant course of action during the first phase of the discussion. Our
second hypothesis was thereby also confirmed. The separation of personal and
collective spaces allowed multiple principles for organisation to coexist without
interference. Our third hypothesis, finally, was also confirmed. The functional
transformation in the single shared drawing space required more and more complex
organisation than the functional transformation in the functional spaces. Principles
that were reified in the drawing space during the first phase of the discussion
interfered with the invention and application of new principles during the second
phase of the discussion. It was therefore difficult to arrive at a new principle for
organisation, and select, group, or define the most substantial arguments.
We have described some of the interplay between a personal and a collective
dimension in technology appropriation. Appropriation of technology in small
groups is the result of interdependent personal interaction with the technology and
collective interaction via the technology. In the context of joint coordinated activity,
personal utilisations quickly develop into some a form of collective utilisation as
soon as interaction between learners starts to take place. Consequently, instead of
being able to focus on the interaction with the technology, learners have to focus
on the coordination and fine-tuning of this interaction with other learners. In this
process, personal utilisations are sometimes downplayed in favour of one dominant
course of action. Learners are then coerced to adopt the leading principle: a
principle that was applied over other principles by a majority in the group. The
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separation of personal and collective spaces has some implications for the
appropriation process. In our study, this separation allowed learners to focus on the
interaction with the technology, instead of on the coordination and fine-tuning of
this interaction with other learners, for a certain period of time. This enabled them
to explore action opportunities at their own pace and monitor the consequences of
their actions without interference. At the same time, learners still had the
opportunity to interpret contributions and inspect the actions of other group
members.

Constraints and flexibility
The intrinsic constraints of the discussion space-script required that learners would
work on a personal line of reasoning during a first phase, and that they would
organise the most substantial arguments in a diagram during a second phase of the
discussion. The interaction patterns that resulted from utilisation of the single
shared space violated the intrinsic constraints of the script: utilisation of the single
shared workspace led to collective activity where personal activity was required.
Following Dillenbourg and Tchounikine (2007), this implies that the script
contained too much flexibility. This violation of the script did not occur in the
second case: the additional constraints that were implemented with the predefined
functional spaces resulted in a more productive appropriation of the technology.
The drawing space became a resource to coordinate the collaboration. It allowed
learners to work on a personal line of reasoning in the context of joint, coordinated
activity. They had the opportunity to be informed by others’ reasoning, while some
of the negative aspects of increased parallelism were reduced. The separation of
personal and collective spaces had a positive effect on the activity.
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Technologies for collaboration are designed to alter the interaction of learners with
other learners in order to support or facilitate collaboration. These technologies are
commonly seen as constraining learners’ actions so that specific ‘desired’
behaviours occur, in accordance with the intentions of the educational designers. In
this thesis we have argued against this determinist rationale of ‘shaping behaviour’
in favour of a dynamic view on agent-artefact interaction where the technology
both shapes and is shaped by the learners. We have argued that instead of adopting
a rationale of ‘shaping behaviour’, it is more accurate to view technology as ‘socially
shaped’. Technologies for collaboration find both their use and their effect during a
process of technology appropriation. We conceptualised this technology
appropriation as a development from personal mastery, via personal utilisation, to a
collective utilisation of the features of the technology, whereby the effect of the
technology is shaped in the interaction between the learners and these features.

Shared workspace technology
In this thesis we have studied the appropriation of shared workspace technology in
two types of learning activities: plan construction and argumentative discussion. In
both activities learners had to utilise a graphical shared workspace to construct a
diagrammatic representation. During appropriation the shared workspace and the
representation became part of the semiotic ecology (Goodwin, 2000) of the activity.
The structuring resources in this ecology - talk, actions, and predefined structures in
the workspace - were in a reflective relationship: they elaborated each other, and
were interpreted in relation to each other (Roth, 1996). These structuring resources
provided a field for action (Lave, 1988) that was enacted (Weick, 1979) by the
learners. The structuring resources carried by the shared workspace can be
described in terms of physical and semantic constraints, flexibility, and reflexivity.

Physical and semantic constraints
Technologies for collaboration are designed to reflect a specific ontology. The
notion of ontology, as it is used in computer sciences, refers to the basic elements
that give rise to a common vocabulary, and the relationships and dependencies
between these elements (Barros, Verdejo, Read, & Mizoguchi, 2002). An ontology
frames the conceptual structure that underlies a technology, and is translated into
its technical features. The ontology is implemented by means of two types of
constraints: physical constraints and semantic constraints. The ontology of the shared
workspace is reflected in features that specify possible communicative acts - i.e., the
notation scheme -, the modality of representation - i.e., textual and diagrammatic -,
and the organisation of participation in the activity - i.e., parallel access to a shared
drawing space. These features invite or demand behaviour in accordance with the
intentions of the designers. The constraints and saliencies of these features offer
representational guidance (Suthers, 2003). The notation scheme, for example,
demands learners to select a card from the scheme in order to participate in the
activity. This is a physical constraint: one has to select a card from the scheme in
order to have a say. The notation scheme, furthermore, invites learners to
categorise their contribution as one out of a series of predefined contribution types.
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This is a semantic constraint: it invites behaviour but does not enforce it.
Meaningful areas in the drawing space, likewise, invite learners to submit their
contributions to a specific location in the drawing space, but do not force them to
do so. Physical and semantic constraints play an important part in conveying the
general intent or ‘spirit’ (DeSanctis & Poole, 1995) of the technology. They provide
a normative frame with regard to what is appropriate and legitimate behaviour in a
given context.

Flexibility
When a technology is flexible, both its use and its effect are underdetermined.
Flexibility means that multiple opportunities for action coexist. The flexibility of a
technology can be described in terms of its interactive potential. It can be seen as
the ability of the learners to manipulate or intervene in the computing process, and
see the effects of their interventions in real time (Lister, Dovey, Giddings, Grant, &
Kelly, 2003). A high degree of interactivity implies flexibility. Some technologies are
more flexible than others. A technology that requires learners to participate in a
discussion by means of predefined sentence openers (i.e., all communicative acts
have to start with a predefined part) is less flexible than a technology that requires
learners to participate in a discussion by means of a predefined notation scheme
that allows ‘free text’ in the contribution cards. The graphical shared workspace is a
flexible technology. It allows symbolic inscription (i.e., registrational interactivity)
and manipulation of the availability of action opportunities and information (i.e.,
selection and grouping). The flexibility of the workspace is evidenced by the
diversity of ways in which its features were utilised by different groups, and by the
differences in the effect of these utilisations on the learning activities. Whereas
constraints provide a normative frame with regard to ‘desired’ behaviour, flexibility
empowers creative agency. Flexibility allows heterogeneity, diversity and
responsibility for the course of events.

Reflexivity
During technology appropriation learners enact opportunities for action. The
notion of enactment (Weick, 1979) indicates that learners produce part of the
environment they face. In the case of digital technology, this constructive utilisation
in particularly prominent. The interactive potential of the workspace enables
‘immediate objectification’: ways of doing are externalised and reified in the
workspace. Through immediate objectification learners inscribe the technology with
meaning by ‘writing back into it’. In their enactment of action opportunities
learners make choices. These choices influence subsequent choices they can or have
to make in order to arrive at or maintain a productive appropriation. There is a
reflexive relationship: the learners’ actions influence the action opportunities that are
made available by the technology. Learners have to explore opportunities for action
and monitor the consequences of their actions. Thereby they operate as creative
agents, and they can play a conscious role in adjusting their actions in favour of one
consequence over another. As the process of appropriation progresses, and
technology is further inscribed, the space for alternative interpretations is reduced.
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Technology appropriation
When learners are presented with a technology for collaboration, they have to go
through a process of appropriation in order to arrive at a meaningful and effective
use of the technology in their learning activity. During technology appropriation the
activity transforms as a result of breakdown (Koschmann, Kuutti, & Hickman,
1998; Suchman, 1987; Winograd & Flores, 1986), objectification (Miettinen, 2001;
Engeström, 1999), and the formulation and negotiation of rules (Suchman; Lave,
1998). We conceptualised a technology-in-use as a heterogeneous entity that
consists of a technical-material part (i.e., technical features) and a social-behavioural
part (i.e., rules for utilisation).

From mastery to utilisation
The process of appropriation consists of three hierarchically organised stages that
can be seen as a progressive development from personal mastery, via personal utilisation,
to collective utilisation of the features of the technology. The outcome of each stage
sets the conditions for the next stage, and each stage is critically important for the
use and effect of the technology. Technology has to become transparent before
learners can focus on their task and the collaboration instead of on the interaction
with the technology. During the personal mastery stage, learners master the
controls of the technology and the performance of basic acts. As soon as they have
achieved mastery, their attention shifts towards utilisation, that is, coupling these
basic acts to functions. In this personal utilisation stage, learners may arrive at
divergent utilisations that can be complementary, competing or even unrelated.
Negotiation is required to arrive at or maintain the collective utilisation stage, so
that the technology becomes or stays a medium for joint and coordinated activity.
The progressive development from mastery to utilisation is not a
straightforward linear movement. Technology appropriation involves constant
breakdowns that cause regression and recovery from these breakdowns. Breakdowns
trigger transformations in the learning activity and form an opportunity to improve
the activity. They force learners to adopt a reflective stance towards the artefacts,
rules, and objectives that mediate their activity. As Winograd and Flores (1986)
point out: “Breakdowns serve an extremely important cognitive function, revealing
to us the nature of our practices and equipment, making them ‘present-to-hand’ to
us” (p. 77-78). To overcome breakdown, learners have to reflectively analyse their
activity and interact creatively with the technical artefact that mediates it. This
creative externalisation leads to new ways of doing, and these new ways of doing
become objectified in the technical artefact. This process of technology
appropriation can succeed or fail: whether and how breakdown occurs, and
whether and how learners recover from breakdown, depends on the constraints
and flexibility of the technology and on the creative agency of the learners.
Appropriation is successful or productive when utilisation allows learners to
collaborate and meet the requirements of their task.
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Three types of breakdown
During appropriation of technology for collaboration learners encounter resistance
from technology that causes breakdown. We found three types of breakdown. The
first type of breakdown results from resistance caused by physical constraints. This
kind of resistance is mostly encountered during the initial stage of mastery, but not
necessarily. It can also be encountered during other stages of the appropriation
process. To overcome breakdown that results from physical constraints, learners
have to regress to mastery to explore controls and basic acts, or they have to find
an alternative sequence of basic acts to perform the same function. Type 1 breakdown
can be seen as a conflict between human agency and material agency. The second
type of breakdown results from resistance caused by semantic constraints. This
resistance results from the transposition of conventions of the regular task-artefact
situation that causes tension with predefined structures in the technology. It is
encountered on the level of personal or collective utilisation. To overcome
breakdown that results from semantic constraints, alternative utilisation is required.
This alternative utilisation is initiated on a personal level. From there it may, but not
necessarily will, lead to collective utilisation. Type 2 breakdown forms an opportunity
to improve activity. Like type 1, it can be seen as a conflict between human agency
and material agency. The third type of breakdown results from resistance caused by
divergent utilisations of the technology: utilisations that are complementary - in
relation to what was already shared - competing, or unrelated. It is encountered on
the collective utilisation level, where coordinated utilisation is required. To
overcome this type of breakdown, and to arrive at or maintain a collective
utilisation, negotiation and (mutual) adaptation between learners are required.
When learners do not arrive at an agreement they regress to personal utilisation.
Like the previous type, type 3 breakdown forms an opportunity to improve activity.
Notably, they are also of crucial importance to coordinate improvements. Type 3
breakdowns can be seen as a conflict between the intentions of multiple human
agents objectified in the technology.

Utilisation rules
When learners within a group arrive at divergent utilisations, type 3 breakdown may
occur. When this breakdown occurs, rules for utilisation are formulated and
explicated. These rules are not “self-contained or foundational, but contingent on
and derived from the situated action that the rules and procedures represent”
(Suchman, 1987, p. 54). Subsequent action is made accountable to these rules, and
further enactment of action opportunities is governed by them. Sometimes
solutions to overcome type 2 breakdowns were explicated and formulated in terms
of rules, but not necessarily. It required type 3 breakdown - divergent utilisation
where coordination was required - to trigger a negotiation of rules and a sharing of
solutions. Type 3 breakdown is essential because only then are learners focused on
the same problem and on a solution to overcome it. Technology appropriation is a
form of situated action where the structuring of activity “is not something that
precedes the activity, but can only grow directly out of the immediacy of the
situation” (Nardi, 1996, p. 38). The formulation and negotiation of utilisation rules
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form an essential part of this situated action. Utilisation rules allow for coordination
and fine-tuning of new ways of doing between learners. When there is no
opportunity to formulate and negotiate utilisation rules, the enactment of action
opportunities is governed by principles. In this situation, learners have to arrive at
some shared principle that governs a collective utilisation. Appropriation is then the
result of an implicit negotiation by means of actions in the workspace. Learners
individually or mutually adapt their enactment of action opportunities to arrive at a
shared principle: a principle that is consistently applied over other principles by all
members of the group.

The workspace in practice
In the sections above we provided a global characterisation of technology
appropriation in group interaction. Throughout this thesis we have examined
appropriation of the shared workspace in specific settings and practices. In this
section we discuss the results of this examination.

Constraints
In our study of project planning, the ontology of the notation scheme was based on
a simple model of plan construction (Pea, 1982). The drawing space was divided
into meaningful areas that corresponded to the timeline of the project. In our study
of argumentative activity, the ontology of the notation scheme was based on a
simple model of argumentation (Toulmin, 1958). The drawing space was divided in
personal spaces and a collective space. In both cases, the ontology was designed to
give rise to a set of representational acts and meaningful relations between them. In
their use of the notation scheme, learners had to decide on the category to which
their contribution would belong before the contribution was actually formulated.
The notation scheme, in other words, demanded a priori categorisation. Once a
contribution was placed, it could be reallocated to other locations in the drawing
space. The areas of the drawing space, in other words, allowed a posteriori
categorisation.
Categorisation by means of the notation scheme does not necessarily result
in a consistent and homogeneous use of categories. In fact, in our studies,
contributions were often difficult to unequivocally categorise. In the argumentative
activity, for example, a single contribution could contain an argument, a reference
to a source, and a request for information. This heterogeneity appears to be more
characteristic of the way learners think and discuss than the analytical consistency
that is presupposed by the ontology behind the notation scheme. Especially during
early stages of appropriation, learners within a group applied different ontologies,
and not the ontology that was reflected in the technology per se. Some groups in
the argumentative discussion conducted their discussion primarily by asking
questions and placing comments. These questions and comments often contained
arguments, but their representation did not only depict the structure of
argumentation. This heterogeneity evidences the coexistence of different personal
orientations toward the task-artefact situation, which can be a resource for a
productive appropriation.
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Flexibility
The shared workspace is a particularly flexible technology with regard to the ways it
can be inscribed with meaning, and the ways meaning can be read from it. Learners
can inscribe a contribution with meaning through selection of a specific card type
from the notation scheme and through inscription of the label of that card with
text. Apart from card type and label - both properties of a single contribution meaning is derived from a contribution’s connection to, and location within a
spatial arrangement of contributions. Connection and location make up the context
of a contribution. The meaning of contributions, in other words, is contextualised:
the context embodies a perspective with which to consider the contribution, and
this context is flexible. Over the course of the activities in our study, new spatial
arrangements were made and new connections were defined. As the context of a
contribution changes, the interpretation of what has been put forward earlier may
change as well. Some technologies for collaboration are more flexible in this respect
than others. Thread-based discussion platforms organise subsequent contributions
linearly in order of appearance, and hierarchically in the form of threads. The
structure of connections is immediately visible, allowing a particular reading of
contributions and responses to contributions. The consequence of this linear and
hierarchical organisation is that contributions are interpreted in light of a temporal
line of reasoning and in light of the threads in which they are placed. Most threadbased platforms comprise essentially static representations, in the sense that they do
not allow a restructuring of the complete thread. In the graphical shared workspace,
in contrast, the organisation of subsequent contributions is not restricted to
hierarchical or linear organisation. Contributions could be interpreted in various
ways depending on the contexts in which they are seen. The opportunity to
redefine elements of the representation facilitates the exploitation of meaning
potential in collaboration (Akkerman, Overdijk, Admiraal, & Simons, 2007). But
this flexibility also has a downside. Contiguity can be multidirectional, which may
well lead to problems with the interpretation of information. In a crowded drawing
space, where multiple principles for organisation coexist, it is difficult to assess the
direction in which the representation should be read. Likewise, it can be difficult to
determine in which direction the representation should be expanded. In several
instances, the groups in our studies tended to organise their contributions
downward in vertical order and horizontally from left to right. During the
argumentative discussions, this type of contiguity was often easily disrupted, and
linear organisation was difficult to maintain. Parallel access to the shared workspace
required learners to actively edit and revise the form of the representation in order
to maintain coherence and comprehensibility.

Reflexivity
Reflexivity was a key-element in the appropriation of the shared workspace.
Learners constructed a shared representation by ‘writing back’ into the technology.
Representational rules and principles for organisation became reified, recursively
implicated, and reproduced. The representation was both outcome and medium of
the ongoing activity. This reflexivity opened up opportunities, and also led to
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additional constraints. When rules or principles were reproduced, they were
strengthened, and it became increasingly difficult to change them. Some rules or
principles were more difficult to deviate from than others. We have seen several
examples of how the application of organising principles influenced subsequent
opportunities for action. The choice to use only the labels of the cards and not the
comment window, for example, resulted in contributions that took up a lot of
room in the drawing space. As a result crowding occurred and further organisation
was required. The choice to propose adjacency between contributions through the
use of links made it more difficult to reorganise the drawing space in a later phase
phase of the activity. In another case, not using a strong principle for spatial
organisation made the structure of the diagram difficult to perceive, and the
ongoing interaction difficult to maintain. Using neither spatial grouping nor the
linking principle made both difficult. Utilisation could facilitate interactions
between learners, and it could also prevent interactions to occur.

Semantic constraints and productive appropriation
Learners typically did not anticipate functions - or a strategy for utilisation - before
the start of the activity or during mastery. Rather, they tacitly transposed
conventions from regular activity to the new task-artefact situation. In doing this
they made important choices, mostly implicit, and often at an early stage of the
activity. They rarely projected possible consequences of their actions. Improvement
of activity occurred only where transposition of conventions caused breakdown.
When the technology was too flexible, the transposition of conventions did not
cause breakdown, and no improvement occurred. Conventions in this case
remained tacit, and utilisation according to these conventions was legitimised by an
implicit consensus. When the technology would have provided too many
constraints, there would have been be no breakdown, and no substantial
improvement of activity either. When the technology provided a right level of
constraints, the transposition of conventions caused breakdown, and an
opportunity for improvement of the activity arose.
Certain task-related semantic constraints can induce breakdown and facilitate a
productive appropriation. We evaluated two instances of predefined meaningful
areas in the drawing space that helped learners to utilise the workspace and meet
task requirements. In the study of plan construction, predefining the project
timeline led to an improvement of the representational form. Moreover, this
improved representational form facilitated discussion about the contents of the
plan. The pairs who worked with the predefined time-categories arrived more easily
at a collective utilisation than the pairs who had not. Likewise, learners who
explored and mapped the discussion space in a drawing space that was divided into
separate personal spaces and a collective space needed less and less complex spatial
organisation to arrive at a collective utilisation. Their utilisation of the drawing
space allowed them to separate personal and collective activity in the workspace,
and to achieve the functional transformation that was required by the task. By
implementing additional semantic constraints the drawing space became a resource
to coordinate utilisation and collaboration.
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Designing constraints and flexibility
In practice, the intentions of educational designers are not only embodied in the
technology itself, they are also contained in form of a script or scenario that
accompanies the introduction of the technology in education. Educational
designers are brought to a challenging task. They need to develop scripts and
technologies that constrain learners’ actions and interactions in order to promote or
evoke ‘desired behaviour’ (Dillenbourg 2002), and at the same time they need to
prevent these actions and interactions from being unnecessarily restricted. Since
technologies are invested with specific intentions, this results in an inherent tension:
too much rigidity will downplay creative agency, whereas too much flexibility may
not result in realisation of the designers’ intentions. Educational designers are left
with a dilemma. How to decide on an optimal relation between constraints and
flexibility?
Some authors have approached this dilemma as a matter of achieving an
optimal ‘task/technology fit’ (Zigurs & Buckland, 1998). The fit between task and
technology is defined as an ideal profile of attributes of task complexity - such as
the multiplicity of possible outcomes - and dimensions of the technology - such as
the extent to which the technology structures the work process - that affect the
performance of the group (Zigurs et al.). Achieving a fit is seen as the main criterion
for an effective use of the technology. The problem with this proposition is that it
presupposes stability and homogeneity in the use of technology. This thesis shows
that this understates the dynamics of technology appropriation. A more dynamic
concept is proposed in the ‘task-artefact cycle’ (Carroll, Kellogg, & Rosson, 1991).
The task-artefact cycle proposes that technological development involves a
‘coevolution’ of tasks and artefacts in which “a task implicitly sets requirements for
the development of artefacts to support it” and “an artefact suggests possibilities
and introduces constraints that often radically redefine the task for which the
artefact was originally developed” (p. 79). This task-artefact dynamic is a linear
model that iterates over a cycle, moving from task requirements to technological
development. Its main premise is closer to ours: the introduction of technology in
education will transform the tasks that the technology intends to support.
The appropriation of new technology in education involves disturbances and
breakdowns that form an opportunity to improve the activity. These breakdowns,
consequently, should be seen as an important resource for the design of educational
technology. Breakdowns help to counter the ‘blindness’ that is inherent to the way
things are ‘normally done’, and they may uncover a space of alternative actions in
taken-for-granted activity. Utilisation of technology does not always induce
breakdown and reflection. Learners often do not readily reflect on the conventions
of their group practice, and regular ways of doing often remain implicit. Moreover,
when it occurs, breakdown is not always successfully resolved. Technology for
collaboration should be designed to cause breakdown, and at the same time provide
a space of possible actions to overcome it. This space of possible actions can
present specific directions for development of the activity, and allow learners to
arrive at new ways of doing. The challenge for educational designers is to achieve
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an equilibrium between constraints and flexibility that induces breakdown while
providing directions for overcoming it.
When technology is too flexible, transposition of conventions will not induce
breakdown, and no improvement will occur. When technology provides too many
constraints, there will be no reflection, and also no substantial improvement. With
the proper mix of constraints and flexibility, transposition of conventions causes
breakdown and an opportunity for improvement arises. Flexibility is of crucial
importance because it allows the coexistence of different personal orientations
toward the task-artefact situation. This heterogeneity is a resource for productive
appropriation and improvement of activity. When technology for collaboration is
too flexible, additional technical features can be implemented to add semantic
constraints that cause resistance and induce type 2 breakdown. Moreover, these
additional semantic features should provide directions for successfully overcoming
breakdown by suggesting a specific utilisation. An optimal ratio of flexibility to
constraints causes a type 3 breakdown, triggering rule negotiation and solution
sharing. Type 3 breakdown is essential in the appropriation of technology for
collaboration because it creates a shared focus between learners.
The design of a technology that facilitates productive appropriation requires
proper grounding in educational practice. The relation between existing activity and
technology should be based on a thorough problem analysis of learning activities
and of problems and opportunities for enhancement that are associated with these
activities. The introduction of technology may lead to new problems and
opportunities for enhancement. Therefore, design should take into account the
transformation of activity once the technology has been introduced. This requires
an iterative design cycle where technology is evaluated in relation to the problems
and opportunities it addresses, and in relation to the local context to which it
applies. In order to decide on the proportion of constraints in relation to flexibility,
one has to assess whether the interaction patterns that result from the technologyas-used violate the intrinsic constraints of the script and embedded technology
(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007). When the actual interaction between learners
violates the intrinsic constraints, the script - including the technical features it
embeds - is too flexible. When the structures of the script constrain creative agency,
it is too rigid. Our research indicates that a successful design strategy is to depart
from flexibility and gradually add semantic constraints, following iterative
evaluations in the local context.

Reflections on methodology
Our aim was to contribute to the study of technology appropriation from a
synchronic, micro-perspective on group interaction. We achieved this by integrating
different levels of analysis. First, we analysed the connection between human
behaviour and technical content in order to transcend the prevailing socio-technical
dualism. Second, we integrated a personal dimension in technology appropriation
with a collective dimension. We argued that to explain technology appropriation in
group interaction, phenomena on both the personal and the group level have to be
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taken into account. And third, we interpreted the technology-as-used by the learners in
relation to the technology-as-intended by the educational designers.

A synchronic perspective
We have studied the transformations in activity that occur during technology
appropriation from a synchronic perspective. We located some of the principles of
activity transformation in the ‘immediacy’ of action, when mediated activity was
instantiated over a relatively short period of time. These principles - breakdown,
objectification, and the formulation and negotiation of rules - were identified and
described from a micro perspective on group interaction. Micro-analysis allowed us
to separate and reveal phenomena and interdependencies between these
phenomena that would have otherwise remained unnoticed.

Transcending the socio-technical dualism
Throughout this thesis we have argued against oversimplification of the influence
of technology on learning activities. We proposed that the influence of technology
cannot be seen as independent from the learners’ behaviour. Instead, we recognised
a bidirectional influence in the relation between the learners and the technology
that involves causal influences of both. We argued that this conceptualisation leads
to a problem of co-constitutive phenomena. The learners’ behaviour and the
technology are mutually constitutive. How does one analyse this dual relation
between human agent and technical artefact without emphasising unnecessarily the
causal influence of one over the over? And how does one account for the
coordination of this relation between multiple agents as a group? We considered
different methodological positions. Non-reductionist, holistic positions like the
theory of affordances (Gibson, 1979; Hutchby, 2001) and structuration theory
(Giddens, 1986; Orlikowski, 1992; DeSanctis & Poole, 1994) propose that the
dualism is irreducible to either one of its constitutive parts. A reductionist position
like in the theory of instrumental genesis (Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel & Bourmaud,
2003) proposes the application of an analytical distinction. We have ‘resolved’ the
dualism by accepting an analytical distinction between the influence of the human
agent and the influence of the technical artefact. We conceptualised a technologyin-use as a heterogeneous entity that consists of a technical-material part (i.e.,
technical features) and a social-behavioural part (i.e., rules for utilisation). This
allowed us to show how technical features make action-opportunities available, and
how the enactment of these opportunities is governed by rules for utilisation. We
illustrated how the enactment of the learners influenced the action opportunities
that were made available by the technology, and how the effect of the technology
was shaped in the interaction between human agency and material agency.

Integrating personal and collective
We introduced a further analytical distinction between interaction with the
technology and interaction via the technology to describe the connection between
learner and technology, and to describe the coordination of this connection on the
group level. Interaction with the technology referred to the asymmetrical, technical
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interaction between human agent and technical artefact, which included
manipulations of the interface of the technical artefact that produce basic acts. The
interaction with the technology was seen a precursor for the interaction via the
technology: technology-mediated communicative interaction between learners.
Following the distinction between technical and communicative interaction, we
separated a personal dimension (i.e., interaction with the technology) from a collective
dimension (i.e., interaction via the technology) in technology appropriation. This
analytical distinction allowed us to explore how technology appropriation emerged
from an interplay between the personal and the collective dimension, as a result of
interdependent interaction with the technology (i.e., personal mastery and personal
utilisation / type 1 and type 2 breakdowns) and interaction via the technology
(collective utilisation / type 3 breakdowns).
The distinction between interaction with and interaction via the technology
enabled us to reveal some of the interdependence between a personal and a
collective dimension in technology appropriation. Sometimes, however, it was
difficult to distinguish between these two dimensions. The stages of personal
utilisation and collective utilisation, for example, were sometimes difficult to
separate. This is partly due to the nested character and relative hierarchy of the
stages. Different stages were clearly observable during early appropriation at the
start of the activity. Innovations are sometimes initiated on a personal dimension,
and sometimes spring from the collective dimension. Moreover, the learners had a
shared history of collective utilisation in different but related task-artefact
situations. It is likely that some utilisations can be traced back to this collective
context. As Perret-Clermont et al. (1991) stated: “Research paradigms built on
supposedly clear distinctions between what is social and what is cognitive will have
an inherent weakness, because the causality of social and cognitive processes is, at
the very least, circular and is perhaps even more complex” (p. 50). It was often
easier to observe the distinction between a personal and a collective dimension
when all actions and interactions where technology-mediated. It was more difficult
when learners also talked about their utilisation.

Technology-as-used and technology-as-intended
Throughout this thesis we have approached technology appropriation as a contrast
between technology-as-used by the learners and technology-as-intended by the educational
designers. Our design research method allowed us to juxtapose the two. The design
research method enabled a systematic evaluation of the utilisation of specific
features of the technology, and of the effect of this utilisation on learning activities.
The iterative character of the method allowed us to compare the effect of certain
technical features over multiple cases. Since the shared workspace technology was
designed to trigger specific transformations in learning activities, actual
transformations were assessed in relation to the intentions that were implemented
during a formal design process. The method allowed us also to describe the
transformations that took place in relation to the learning activities as they were
carried out in the classroom before the introduction of the technology.
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Closure
Arriving at a productive appropriation of a technology for collaboration can be
seen as a process of collective sensemaking (Weick, 1979). Appropriation can only
be productive when there is something to be made sense of. Technology for
collaboration, in other words, should empower learners to uncover a space of
alternative actions and interpretations in activity that is otherwise taken-for-granted.
This implies that the technology should provide learners with flexibility. Whereas
constraints provide a normative frame with regard to ‘desired’ behaviour, flexibility
empowers creative agency. It allows heterogeneity, diversity and responsibility for
the course of events. These are all crucial ingredients for a productive
appropriation.
In the introduction to this thesis we referred to the importance of
interpretative flexibility in the design and use of technology. Describing this
interpretative flexibility is a first step in the analysis of the social shaping of
technology (Pinch & Bijker, 1987). The second step describes mechanisms for
stabilisation and closure. When the relevant social groups that are involved in the
design and use of a technology decide that a problem is solved, they stabilise the
technology, with closure as a result. When technology is in a state of closure, the
space for alternative interpretations is reduced (Pinch & Bijker). Again, this appears
to be true for the design of technology as much as for its use. The stage of
stabilisation and closure characterises what happens when the process of
technology appropriation progresses over time. When a collective utilisation
emerges along with a productive appropriation, the use and effect of the technology
stabilise, and the space for alternative interpretations is reduced.
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Appendix A
Transcription conventions
Notation
[M1]
- [M2]
+
++

Description
Card number 1 contributed by Mark
Contribution M2 splits off from the line
Text in comment window
Edited text in comment window

Transcript chapter 5
Final diagram of group one
Line 1
[N4] we go on a holiday to rest
[A5] then you shouldn’t come to Salou
[N7] hey, the elderly deserve some respect
[A11] I agree but if you choose to spend your holiday in Salou then you know that
many young people will be there to go out and party
Line 2
[M6] we are annoyed by all the flirting because it is a bad example to our young
children
[A8] they’ll do that eventually anyway
[M10] but not at that age
[A16] that’s true but eventually they will
Line 3
[M3] inconvenience
[M9] there are beautiful beaches where our kids can play safely
[N13] the beaches are crowded and all but safe! Not for parents, elderly or
children!!
[M15] there are certain places that are especially meant for young children and it is
more quiet there
Line 4 (fragment)
[A2] fun
[N14] fun?!? There’s not even a card club, or something to entertain us elderly
people
[M17] there is a bingo hall
[N18] one in the whole of salou?
- [M19] there are also many restaurants and bars
[N21] Me as an eighty-year old! Do you really think I will be allowed into a bar?
Or even like it?
[M25] there are plenty of cultural sites
[M24] you can also go on a hiking tour, they organise them often
- [A20] just go somewhere else
(…)
Final diagram of group two
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Line 1 (fragment)
[P2] on my holiday I want some peace and quiet
[E3] as an elderly person you shouldn’t go to Salou if you want peace and quiet
[P4] Salou is simply a beautiful place, as an elderly person I think discos are
allowed, but there should also be areas for the elderly
[L5] they have those
[P9] maybe there are areas especially for the elderly, but in those areas there is also
a lot of inconvenience caused by young people
[E6] in Salou they have beautiful beaches where you can go as parent with small
children and have a great time
(…)
Final diagram of group three
Line 1
[A2] lots of young people go to salou to party and drink. The source also makes
this clear: it says: ‘there is a variety of disco’s, bars and amusement halls’
[A7] sheet handed out by Miss van Ginkel
[A5] because a lot of young people go to salou it is inevitable that there will be a
lot of drinking and partying
[A11] a good argument against is that there’s more to see in salou than just liquor,
beaches and young people. There are many beautiful spots in nature
[C12] the elderly also like fun bars and hanging at the beach for a day
[A13] but young people hang at the beach every day, the elderly will not only do
that, they will visit cultural activities as well
Line 2
[C3] the surroundings of salou are very interesting to hike or make a day trip
+ the country is slightly sloping and there are vineyards, pine trees, hills etc.
[C6] D-travel
[C9] there are a lot of cultural sites you can visit besides the many discos
Line 3
[L4] salou is a fine holiday resort for families, they have recently built new family
hotels and there are several activities for families, so nowadays it is not only meant
for young people.
[L8] Salou: family destination
[L10] there’s much more to do for young people than for families. The Spanish
have really learned that they can earn a lot of many from the young people,
therefore other target groups are forgotten.
[A15] Salou has something for every age category, but most is for the young
people
[L17] Salou, for the Dutch synonymous to young people, booze and sun
[L19] Northern Daily
[A18] indeed, that is the image most Dutch people have
[C16] safety and health care is perfectly arranged
+ there’s a hospital, drug store, police, etc.
Final diagram of group four
Arguments in favour
[V6] the young people
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+ disco’s, beach, partying, and flirting surely is for the young people
[V8] partying, and going out
+ most of the young people come for the disco’s and the parties
[V11] beach and sea
+ there is enough sea and beach to please all visitors young people can drink on a
terrace and swim in the sea all they like
[M4] not just young people, but mostly
[V14] salou is the most attractive to young people because,
+ it offers the most activities to young people, skating, surfing
[A2] a right to healthcare and homecare
Arguments against
[M5] possibilities for families
+ the image that is given in Costa is not entirely true. The source ‘Salou: family
destination’ indicates that the first family holiday resort of Catalonia was build in
Salou
[A3] doesn’t live in Spain but in the extension of Holland
+ personal optician, dentist, physiotherapist, bakery, etc. Other stores you can
order in Dutch!!
[A12] resident get healthcare and homecare
+ they have a right to that. Expenses are paid by Dutch insurance companies
[M10] beaches for children + there are special beaches for children where they are
monitored by lifeguard
[M9] child friendly
+ there are even child friendly possibilities in the resort like menus for children
and long chairs. That’s only the restaurant. There are also playgrounds for children
++ there are also safety measures for children. They can get a sort of bracelet with
their identity on it
[A13] Retired people flee the cold
+ Spain has a lot of retired people
[A15] You can live there on your allowance
+ they mostly cook themselves and sometimes they go to a nice restaurant
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Transcription conventions
Notation
[A1]
- [M2]
+
++

Description
Card number 1 contributed by Ayaan
Contribution M2 splits off from the line
Text in comment window
Edited text in comment window

Transcript chapter 6 case 1
[C1] Salou is also for the elderly! They like the beach as well.
[C2] Some elderly are still young in the mind, and they like partying and flirtation.
Salou is the right place for them.
[L3] I am in favour, because a lot of young people go to Salou to drink and party.
[E4] Families are not into flirting on holliday, as it seems to me. The children play
on the beach. They probably won’t go to a club.
[E5] I don’t think six-year olds are much into flirting.
[L6] When you go to Salou as a 17 or 18-year old you don’t just go to enjoy the
nice weather, am I wrong?
[E7] Ok, we also like a party, but it’s not only that… I am not letting my children
wander around in clubs..
[L8] Question: are you in favour or against?
[E9] When I let my children go there they’ll get drunk and end up with lots of
girls… That doesn’t seem smart.
[C10] When the elderly like beaches, nice weather, and a fine nightlife, it is the
place for them. I am sure there’s nice sightseeing for those who want to as well.
[L11] But if you had to state in one word, in favour or against going to Salou,
surrounded by young people or friends, lying in the sun, drinking and sleeping
late…what would it be…
[E12] I am pro partying, but they should organise them for different age
categories.
[C13] Elderly shouldn’t go to Salou, because its too noisy and crowded with young
people.
[C14] You don’t go to a place with young children that’s known for its excesses
and parties. There are lots of quiet rural places in the area!
[L15] Hey elder, are you in favour or against going to Salou?
[E16] Ok, Salou has an image of clubs and parties, but in reality that’s not all it has
to offer.
[C17] I think the elderly can go to Salou as well!!
[L18] You think you would like to sit in a bar with your elderly husband amongst
noisy youth?
[L19] I am a mother with young children.. I can’t let them stay home alone, can I?
They need their parents..
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Transcript chapter 6 case 2
Quadrant 11
[C24] We as elderly people don’t feel safe with all the violence from the young
people.
[Y25] But the elderly know this before they go to salou, that there will be drunken
youth.
[C26] Sure, and some elderly simply don’t mind.
[C27] Yes but then the community of salou should build a quarter especially for
the elderly, so that they can foresee in their needs.
[A28] If the young people are not allowed to do what they want, should they then
go on holliday with their parents forever?
[Y29] But when the young people are drunk they don’t know where they are and
they will end up in the elderly quarter.
[C30] No, of course not but they can try to behave.
[Y31] Not when they’re drunk.
[A32] There’s stuff to do for the elderly as well, so they shouldn’t worry about it.
[C33] Then they should be responsible and not get drunk.
[A34] When you go to Salou to party you’re not going to hold back for the elderly.
Quadrant 12
[A2] Young people like to party and that’s why they come to Salou.
[A3] Young people don’t party all the time. Sometimes they want to relax as well.
[A7] Young people go to Salou because they want to party. What else should they
be doing there?
[A11] Young people like to party and that’s why they come to Salou. They want to
forget about school and parents.
[A15] People immediately think of young people, but Salou offers activities for the
elderly as well, like bingo.
[A20] There is more to do in Salou than just party. For example, you can cart, jetski, dive, etc.
Quadrant 21
[Y4] I don’t think Salou is suitable for parents with children under fourteen.
[Y6] Is suitable for families with sixteen-year old children.
[Y8] There’s not a lot to do in Salou for the elderly.
[Y9] Salou offers a great nightlife for young people.
[Y13] There’s a lot of partying in Salou, so it’s hard to get some sleep.
Quadrant 22
[C1] I don’t agree because I come here to rest and that’s impossible as it is.
[C5] It’s ok with me if they want to party, as long as they’re quiet during night
time.
[C10] We like to have a quiet walk in the evening without being harassed by
drunken youth.
[C12] They should build a separate quarter for the elderly, so they can have a nice
time as well.
[C14] They have to arrange better security, because drunken youth do stupid
things.
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[C16] Elderly are forced to go elsewhere.
[C17] They don’t feel safe in Salou.
[C18] It’s a mess in the evening, which ruins your mood.
[C19] Sorry, it’s all negative.
[C21] We only go to Spain for the weather and the nice place. If you want to do
more you should go elsewhere.
[C22] This is really an argument in favour, it is nice to experience a party for a
time.
[C23] It’s nice to see all these young girls, of course.
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Summary
Technologies for collaboration in education are designed to alter the interaction of
learners with other learners in order to support or facilitate collaboration. The
effect of these technologies is often explained from their structuring influence on
the learners’ behaviour: the technology provides opportunities for action and at the
same time exercises constraints so that specific ‘desired’ behaviour occurs, in
accordance with the intentions of the educational designers. This rationale of
‘shaping behaviour’ carries a risk of oversimplifying the relation between the
technology and the learners. In this thesis we argue in favour of a more dynamic
view on this relation wherein technology both shapes and is shaped by the learners.
We argue that technology for collaboration finds both its use and its effect during a
process of technology appropriation. In this thesis we study the appropriation of a
shared workspace technology in classroom learning activities.
Chapter 2 explores theory on technology appropriation, and identifies the elements
that are key to describing it from a perspective on group interaction. We discuss
several theoretical perspectives and their implications for our study. We set the
stage by introducing the central issue that reappears throughout the thesis: the
interaction between human agents and technology. Our review starts from a
developmental perspective, whereby we discuss the principle of mediation by
technology, and the role of technology in the organisation and development of
activity. Thereafter we take on an environmental perspective on the functional coupling
between human agents and technical artefacts. The subsequent group dynamic
perspective addresses how technology contributes to the organisation of group
interaction. And finally, we address the utilisation of technology from an ergonomic
perspective. We end chapter 2 with a conceptual framework that describes the
appropriation of technology for collaboration from a synchronic, micro-perspective
on group interaction.
We conceptualise technology appropriation as a progressive development
from personal mastery, via personal utilisation, to a collective utilisation of the
features of the technology, whereby the effect of the technology is shaped in the
interaction between the learners and these features.
The three main research questions addressed in the thesis are:
1. How do learners progress from personal mastery to collective utilisation?
2. How does the interaction between learners and the features of the
technology shape the effect of the technology?
3. What is the relation between personal action and group interaction during
technology appropriation?
Chapter 3 presents the design research method that was deployed in our studies.
The method follows an iterative cycle of problem analysis, grounding, design,
implementation and case-based evaluation of the technology. The cases are
evaluated through a combination of content analysis and discourse analysis. The
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design research method has a number of advantages. First, it allows for a systematic
study of the utilisation of specific features of the technology. Second, the method
helps to explain transformations that take place in the learning activity once the
technology is introduced. These transformations are studied in relation to the initial
learning activities, as they were carried out in the classroom practice before the
introduction of the technology. Third, the method allows for an interpretation of
the technology-as-used in relation to the technology-as-intended.
The first research question, about to the progressive development from personal
mastery, via personal utilisation, to collective utilisation of the shared workspace, is mainly
addressed in chapter 4. This chapter contains a study on the appropriation of the
graphical shared workspace within a planning activity, carried out within
preparatory vocational education. Learners constructed a project plan in pairs. The
learners were co-located, and each had access to the workspace from their own
screen. Appropriation would be successful, or ‘productive’, when their utilisation of
the workspace would allow them to meet the requirements of the task. This
required a departure from some of the implicit conventions that governed their
regular planning activity. We aimed this study at examining how the pairs utilised
the features of the workspace, how they coordinated this utilisation, and whether
specific features would facilitate a productive appropriation. The study describes
two iterations of the research and development cycle. In the first case we evaluated
a default drawing space and a notation scheme that consisted of one blank card
type and a link. In the second case we evaluated a drawing space with predefined
time categories and a more elaborated notation scheme.
The results of this study show that the learners initially focused on
manipulation of the controls of the workspace (i.e., the stage of personal mastery).
When the learners had mastered the basic acts, their attention shifted towards
utilisation, that is, the coupling of these basic acts to functions (i.e., the stage of
personal utilisation). During initial utilisation, all learners transposed implicit
representational conventions from the regular planning activity. This utilisation led
to breakdown with some pairs in the second case. The breakdown resulted in a
departure from conventions, and an improved representational form. The
improved representational form facilitated talk about the content of the plan. When
learners within a pair arrived at divergent utilisations they had to explicate and
negotiate rules in order to coordinate their utilisation (i.e., the stage of collective
utilisation).
The study in chapter 4 illustrates some transitions between personal mastery,
personal utilisation and collective utilisation. The progressive movement from
mastery to utilisation, however, was less linear than we envisioned. Instead,
technology appropriation involved constant breakdowns that could cause
regression, and recovery from these breakdowns. We found three types of
breakdown. Type 1 breakdown results from resistance caused by physical constraints.
To overcome this, learners have to regress to mastery to explore controls and basic
acts, or they have to find an alternative sequence of basic acts to perform the same
function. Type 2 breakdown results from resistance caused by semantic constraints.
This resistance results from the transposition of conventions of the regular task176
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artefact situation that causes tension with predefined structures in the technology.
To overcome type 2 breakdown, alternative utilisation initiated on a personal level
is required. From there it may, but not necessarily will, lead to collective utilisation.
Type 3 breakdown results from resistance caused by divergent utilisations of the
technology. To overcome type 3 breakdown, negotiation and (mutual) adaptation
between learners is required. Rules for utilisation are hereby formulated, and these
rules allow coordination and fine-tuning between learners.
The second research question, on the interaction between the learners and the
features of the technology, is mainly addressed in chapter 5. This chapter contains a
study about the appropriation of the shared workspace within small-group
argumentative discussion, carried out within a 4th year secondary school geography
course. Learners were invited to utilise the features of the workspace to construct
arguments, and organise the most substantial arguments into a diagram. The
workspace was deployed as a synchronous medium for this activity, while there was
no opportunity to talk. We theorised that a technology-in-use is a heterogeneous
entity that consists of technical part (i.e., technical features) and a social-behavioural
part (i.e., utilisation rules or conventions). When there is no opportunity to
formulate rules, utilisation is governed by principles. In order to meet the
requirements of the task, the groups had to arrive at a shared principle for the
organisation of their contributions. The goal of this study was, first, to examine
whether and how the learners would arrive at a shared principle for the organisation
of their contributions, and second, to examine the bidirectional influence between these
organising principles and the opportunities for action that were made available by
the technology. The chapter describes one iteration of the design research method.
The results of the study show that the workspace made multiple action
opportunities available. Learners displayed a personal orientation in their enactment
of these opportunities. When they arrived at divergent principles, they had to
negotiate them in order to arrive at a collective utilisation. This negotiation took
place by means of actions in the workspace. Initial orientations led to strong and
weak principles for organisation. A principle was strong when it was consistently
applied over other principles. A principle was weak when it was hard to maintain.
The learners had to arrive at one shared principle to construct arguments, and they
had to arrive at another principle to construct a diagram with the most substantial
arguments. Except for one group, the groups did not accomplish this functional
shift. It was difficult to deviate from a strong principle, whereas a weak principle
was more easily abandoned.
The opportunities for action that were made available by the workspace were
not fixed, new opportunities for action were made available as a consequence of the
learners’ actions. The shared workspace enabled ‘immediate objectification’: ways
of doing were externalised and reified in the workspace. Through this immediate
objectification, principles for organisation were recursively implicated, and
reproduced. The learners influenced the effect that the workspace had on their
behaviour through their enactment of action opportunities. This reflexivity opened
up opportunities, but it could also lead to additional constraints.
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The third research question, on the relation between personal action and group
interaction during technology appropriation, is mainly addressed in chapter 6. This
chapter contains a third empirical study, carried out in the same research context as
the study in chapter 5. In this chapter we focus on technology appropriation in
relation to a script that specified a simple two-phase task sequence, the
requirements for each phase, and the features of the technology. Small groups were
invited to utilise the features of the shared workspace to construct arguments
during a first phase, and organise the most substantial arguments into a diagram
during a second phase of a discussion. The requirements of the task changed with
the transition from the first to the second phase. The first phase required personal
activity - that is, a personal line of reasoning without direct interaction between the
learners. The second phase required collective activity: direct interaction between
the learners resulting in a group product. The transition from the first to the second
phase required a functional transformation in the workspace. The functional
transformation could be achieved through the application of a new shared principle
for organisation. We theorised that technology appropriation involves a personal
dimension of interaction with the technology and a collective dimension of
interaction via the technology. We also theorised that a separation of personal and
collective activity in the workspace could counter some of the negative effects of
increased parallelism, and facilitate the functional transformation that was required
during the activity. The goal of this study was to examine to what extent utilisation
of the features of the workspace allowed the learners to meet the requirements of
each phase, to what extent it allowed them to make a functional transformation in
the workspace, and whether the implementation of additional constraints in the
workspace would facilitate a productive appropriation. The study describes two
iterations of the research and development cycle in the form of case studies. In the
first case we evaluated a single shared workspace, allowing parallel access without
additional predefined structure. In the second case we evaluated a drawing space
divided in four functional spaces. This comprised a division into quadrants whereby
three quadrants were intended as personal spaces and one quadrant was intended as
collective space. The personal spaces and the collective space were visible and
accessible for all group members at all times.
Results point out that utilisation of the single shared workspace led to
collective activity where personal activity was required. Utilisation of the functional
spaces, in contrast, did allow the learners to meet the task requirements. The
functional transformation in the single shared drawing space required more, and
more complex, organisation than the functional transformation in the functional
spaces. Principles that were reified in the drawing space during the first phase of
the discussion interfered with the invention and application of new principles
during the second phase. It was therefore difficult to arrive at a new principle for
organisation. This was not a problem in the functional spaces. Appropriation of the
workspace was a result of interdependent personal interaction with the technology
and collective interaction via the technology.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a general discussion. Throughout the
thesis we have argued that the effect of the technology is shaped in the interaction
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between the learners and the features of the technology. In the previous chapters
we examined technology appropriation in specific settings and practices. In this
final chapter we provide a global characterisation of the process of technology
appropriation and we formulate some recommendations for design.
Physical and semantic constraints reflect the ontology of the technology, and
play an important part in conveying its general intent or ‘spirit’. They provide a
normative frame with regard to what is appropriate and legitimate behaviour in a
given context. Flexibility is of crucial importance because it allows the coexistence of
different personal orientations toward the task-artefact situation. It allows
heterogeneity, diversity and responsibility for the course of events. Both flexibility
and constraints are crucial ingredients for a productive appropriation and
improvement of activity. Educational designers are brought to a challenging task.
They need to develop technologies that constrain the learners’ actions and
interactions in order to promote or evoke ‘desired behaviour’, and at the same time
they need to prevent these actions and interactions from being unnecessarily
restricted. Since technologies are invested with specific intentions, this results in an
inherent tension: too much rigidity will downplay creative agency, whereas too
much flexibility may not result in realisation of the designers’ intentions.
Educational designers are left with a dilemma. How to decide on an optimal
relation between constraints and flexibility?
Breakdowns are an important resource for the design of educational
technology. They help to counter the ‘blindness’ inherent to the way things are
‘normally done’, and they may uncover a space of alternative actions in taken-forgranted activity. Technology for collaboration should be designed to cause
breakdown, and at the same time provide a space of possible actions to overcome
it. This space of possible actions should present specific directions for development
of the activity, and allow learners to arrive at new ways of doing. Utilisation of
technology, however, does not always induce breakdown and reflection. Learners
often do not readily reflect on the conventions of their group practice, and regular
ways of doing remain mostly implicit. Moreover, when it occurs, breakdown is not
always successfully resolved. When technology is too flexible, the transposition of
conventions does not cause breakdown, and no improvement occurs. Conventions
in this case remain tacit, and utilisation according to these conventions is
legitimised by an implicit consensus. When technology provides too many
constraints, there will be no breakdown, and no substantial improvement of activity
either. When the technology provides a right level of constraints, the transposition
of conventions causes breakdown, and an opportunity for improvement of the
activity arises.
In practice, the intentions of educational designers are not only embodied in
the technology itself, they are also contained in form of a script or scenario that
accompanies the introduction of the technology in education. In order to decide on
the optimal relation between constraints and flexibility one has to assess whether
the interaction patterns that result from the technology-as-used violate the intrinsic
constraints of the script and the embedded technology. When the actual interaction
between learners violates the intrinsic constraints, the script - including the
technical features it embeds - is too flexible. When technology constrains creative
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agency, it is too rigid. Our research indicates that a successful design strategy is to
depart from flexibility and gradually add semantic constraints, following iterative
evaluations in the local educational context.
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Technologie voor samenwerking in onderwijs leersituaties wordt ontworpen om de
interactie tussen leerlingen zodanig te veranderen dat samenwerking wordt
bevorderd. Het effect van dergelijke technologie wordt veelal verklaard vanuit een
structurerende invloed op het gedrag van de leerlingen: de technologie maakt bepaalde
handelingen mogelijk, en oefent tegelijkertijd beperkingen uit, zodanig dat het
‘gewenste’ gedrag optreedt. In dit proefschrift beargumenteren we dat deze
rationale van het ‘vormen van gedrag’ een te simpele weergave is van de relatie
tussen de leerlingen en de technologie. In plaats van dit deterministisch perspectief
schetsen we een meer dynamische kijk op deze relatie, waarbij de technologie zowel
vorm geeft aan, als gevormd wordt door, de handelingen van de leerlingen. We
beargumenteren dat technologie voor samenwerking haar gebruik en effect vindt
tijdens een proces van toe-eigening. In dit proefschrift onderzoeken we het toeeigenen van een digitale gedeelde werkruimte in de context van samenwerkend
leren in het klaslokaal.
Het doel van hoofdstuk 2 is het verkennen van theorie gerelateerd aan het toeeigenen van technologie, en het identificeren van elementen die van belang zijn om
het proces van toe-eigening te beschrijven vanuit een perspectief op
groepsinteractie. We bediscussiëren verschillende theoretische perspectieven en hun
implicaties voor ons onderzoek. Eerst introduceren we het thema dat een centrale
rol speelt in dit proefschrift: de interactie tussen mens en technisch artefact. Onze
theoretische verkenning begint vervolgens vanuit een ontwikkelingsperspectief,
waarbij we het principe van mediatie door technologie behandelen, en de rol van
technologie in de organisatie en ontwikkeling van activiteit. Daarna kijken we vanuit
een omgevingsperspectief naar de functionele koppeling tussen mens en technisch
artefact. Het daarop volgende groepsdynamisch perspectief behandelt de rol van
technologie in de organisatie van groepsinteractie. Ten slotte behandelen we de
ingebruikname van technologie vanuit een ergonomisch perspectief. We eindigen
hoofdstuk 2 met een overzicht van de belangrijkste principes in de vorm van een
conceptueel raamwerk.
We conceptualiseren het toe-eigenen van technologie als een progressieve
ontwikkeling van persoonlijke beheersing, via een persoonlijke ingebruikname, tot
een collectief gebruik van de kenmerken van de technologie, waarbij het effect van
de technologie haar vorm vindt in de interactie tussen de leerlingen en deze
kenmerken.
De drie centrale onderzoeksvragen die in dit proefschrift aan de orde komen zijn:
1. Hoe vindt de ontwikkeling plaats van persoonlijke beheersing tot collectief
gebruik?
2. Hoe wordt het effect van de technologie beïnvloed door de interactie
tussen de leerlingen en de kenmerken van de technologie?
3. Wat is de relatie tussen persoonlijke handelingen en groepsinteractie tijdens
het toe-eigenen van technologie?
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Hoofdstuk 3 introduceert de onderzoeks-ontwerpmethode die we in onze studies
hebben toegepast. Deze methode volgt een iteratieve cyclus van probleem analyse,
theoretische fundering, ontwerp, implementatie en case-gebaseerde evaluatie van de
technologie. De cases worden geëvalueerd middels een combinatie van content
analyse en discours analyse. Deze methode biedt een aantal voordelen. Ten eerste
stelt de methode ons in staat om systematisch het gebruik van specifieke
kenmerken van de technologie te bestuderen. Ten tweede helpt de methode ons
om de transformaties die optreden in de leeractiviteit als gevolg van de introductie
van de technologie te verklaren. Deze transformaties worden bestudeerd in relatie
tot de leeractiviteit zoals deze plaatsvond voordat de technologie werd
geïntroduceerd. Ten derde stelt de methode ons in staat om de technologie-ingebruik te interpreteren in relatie tot de technologie-zoals-bedoeld door de
ontwepers.
De eerste onderzoeksvraag, over de ontwikkeling van persoonlijke beheersing, via
persoonlijk ingebruikname, tot collectief gebruik, wordt voornamelijk behandeld in
hoofdstuk 4. Dit hoofdstuk bevat een studie over het toe-eigenen van de gedeelde
werkruimte binnen een planningsactiviteit. Deze studie is uitgevoerd in het VMBO.
Derdejaars leerlingen werkten in paren aan een projectplan in de gedeelde
werkruimte. De leerlingen zaten naast elkaar in hetzelfde klaslokaal, en ieder had
toegang tot de werkruimte vanaf een eigen scherm. Het toe-eigenen was succesvol,
of ‘productief’, wanneer het gebruik van de werkruimte de leerlingen in staat stelde
om aan de eisen van de taak te voldoen. Hiertoe moesten ze enkele impliciete
conventies van hun ‘normale’ manier van werken loslaten. Het doel van deze studie
was om te onderzoeken hoe de paren de kenmerken van de werkruimte in gebruik
zouden nemen, hoe ze deze ingebruikname zouden coördineren, en of specifieke
kenmerken een productieve toe-eigening zouden faciliteren. De studie beschrijft
twee iteraties van de onderzoeks-ontwerpmethode. Met de eerste case evalueerden
we een standaard werkruimte met een notatie schema dat bestond uit een
bijdragetype en een link. Met de tweede case evalueerden we een werkruimte met
vooraf gedefinieerde tijdscategorieën, en een meer uitgewerkt notatie schema met
een link.
De resultaten van deze studie geven aan dat de leerlingen in eerste instantie
gefocused zijn op manipulatie van de werkruimte (i.e., de fase van persoonlijke
beheersing). Zodra ze de basale handelingen beheersen verplaatst hun aandacht
zich naar het in gebruik nemen van de werkruimte, dat wil zeggen, het koppelen
van basale handelingen aan functies (i.e., de fase van persoonlijke ingebruikname).
Deze ingebruikname wordt gekenmerkt door een transpositie van impliciete
conventies van de normale werkwijze naar de nieuwe situatie. Bij sommige paren in
de tweede case leidde deze ingebruikname tot breakdown. Dit resulteerde in
reflectie, het loslaten van conventies, en uiteindelijk in een verbeterd
planningsformat. Het verbeterde planningsformat had een positieve invloed op de
discussie over de inhoud van het projectplan. Divergentie in gebruik (conflicterend,
complementair, of ongerelateerd gebruik) leidde tot het expliciteren en
onderhandelen van regels met als doel het gebruik te coördineren (i.e., de fase van
collectief gebruik).
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De studie in hoofdstuk 4 laat zien hoe overgangen plaatsvinden tussen
persoonlijke beheersing, persoonlijke ingebruikname, en collectief gebruik. De
progressieve ontwikkeling was echter minder lineair dan we vooraf hadden
verondersteld. Het toe-eigenen van technologie gaat gepaard met het constant
optreden van breakdowns die tot teruggang naar eerdere fasen kunnen leiden, en met
het herstel van deze breakdowns. We hebben drie typen breakdown gevonden. Type
1 breakdown is het resultaat van weerstand veroorzaakt door fysieke beperkingen.
Om type 1 breakdown te overkomen moeten leerlingen ofwel terug naar de
beheersingsfase, ofwel moeten zij een alternatieve sequentie van basale handelingen
formeren om dezelfde functie uit te voeren. Type 2 breakdown wordt veroorzaakt
door semantische beperkingen. Deze vorm van weerstand is het resultaat van de
transpositie van conventies die op gespannen voet staan met structuur in de
technologie. Om type 2 breakdown te overkomen moet de technologie op een
andere manier in gebruik worden genomen. Deze alternatieve ingebruikname wordt
geïnitieerd op een persoonlijk niveau. Van daar uit kan het leiden tot een nieuwe
vorm van collectief gebruik, maar dit is niet noodzakelijk het geval. Type 3 breakdown
is het resultaat van weerstand veroorzaakt door divergente ingebruikname. Om type
3 breakdown te overkomen is onderhandeling en (wederzijdse) aanpassing tussen
leerlingen noodzakelijk. Hierbij worden regels voor gebruik geformuleerd. Deze
regels spelen een belangrijke rol bij het coördineren van de nieuwe werkwijze tussen
leerlingen.
De tweede onderzoeksvraag, over de interactie tussen de leerlingen en de
kenmerken van de technologie, wordt voornamelijk behandeld in hoofdstuk 5. Dit
hoofdstuk bevat een studie over het toe-eigenen van de gedeelde werkruimte
binnen een argumentatieve discussie. De studie is uitgevoerd bij het vak
aardrijkskunde in een 4e klas HAVO. Leerlingen werden uitgenodigd de werkruimte
te gebruiken om argumenten te construeren, en de meest substantiële argumenten
te organiseren in een diagram. Zij werkten hierbij in groepen van 3. De werkruimte
werd ingezet als synchroon medium voor deze activiteit, zonder de mogelijkheid
om met elkaar te praten. We theoretiseerden dat de digitale werkruimte-in-gebruik
kan worden gezien als een heterogene entiteit die bestaat uit een technischmateriele component (technische kenmerken van de werkruimte) en een socialegedrags component (regels of conventies voor gebruik). Wanneer er geen
mogelijkheid is om regels te formuleren vindt ingebruikname plaats aan de hand
van principes. Om aan de taakeisen te voldoen moesten de groepen een gedeeld
principe bereiken aan de hand waarvan zij hun bijdragen in de werkruimte konden
organiseren. Het doel van deze studie was, ten eerste, om te onderzoeken in
hoeverre en hoe de leerlingen een gedeeld organisatieprincipe zouden bereiken, en
ten tweede, om de wederzijdse invloed te onderzoeken tussen de toepassing van dit
principe en de handelingen die mogelijk worden gemaakt door de technologie. Het
hoofdstuk beschrijft een iteratie van de onderzoeks-ontwerpmethode.
De resultaten van de studie laten zien dat de werkruimte meerdere
handelingsmogelijkheden beschikbaar maakt. Leerlingen lieten een persoonlijke
oriëntatie zien in het benutten van deze mogelijkheden, zowel binnen de groepen
als tussen de groepen. Wanneer de leerlingen binnen een groep divergente principes
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bereikten vond er een onderhandeling plaats om tot een gedeeld principe te komen.
Deze onderhandeling vond plaats door middel van handelingen in de werkruimte.
De oorspronkelijke oriëntaties leidden tot zowel sterke als zwakke
organisatieprincipes. Een principe is sterk wanneer het consequent word toegepast
boven andere principes. Een principe is zwak wanneer het niet consequent kan
worden toegepast. De leerlingen moesten een gedeeld principe bereiken voor het
construeren van argumenten, en ander principe voor het construeren van een
diagram met de meest substantiële argumenten. Op een groep na bereikte geen van
de groepen deze functionele verandering. Het bleek moeilijk om van een sterk
principe af te wijken, terwijl een zwak principe makkelijker te vervangen was.
De handelingsmogelijkheden die beschikbaar werden gemaakt door de
werkruimte waren niet vooraf bepaald. Nieuwe handelingsmogelijkheden deden
zich voor als gevolg van de handelingen van de leerlingen. De werkruimte maakte
een ‘onmiddellijke objectificatie’ mogelijk: de werkwijze werd ge-externaliseerd en
gematerialiseerd in de werkruimte. Door deze onmiddellijke objectificatie werden
organisatieprincipes wederkerend geïmpliceerd en gereproduceerd. Op deze manier
beïnvloedden de leerlingen het effect van de werkruimte op hun gedrag en in de
activiteit. Deze reflexiviteit leidde soms tot nieuwe mogelijkheden, en soms tot
beperkingen.
De derde onderzoeksvraag, over de relatie tussen persoonlijke handelingen en
groepsinteractie tijdens het toe-eigenen van technologie, wordt voornamelijk
behandeld in hoofdstuk 6. Dit hoofdstuk bevat een derde studie, uitgevoerd in
dezelfde onderzoekscontext als de studie in hoofdstuk 5. In deze studie behandelen
we toe-eigening in relatie tot een ‘script’ dat een simpele taak sequentie specificeert,
de taakeisen, en de configuratie van de technologie. Leerlingen werden uitgenodigd
de werkruimte te gebruiken om in groepjes argumenten te construeren tijdens een
eerste fase in de discussie, en de meest substantiële argumenten te organiseren in de
vorm van een diagram tijdens de tweede fase van de discussie. De taakeisen, met
andere woorden, veranderden met de overgang van de eerste naar de tweede fase.
De eerste fase vereiste persoonlijke activiteit, dat wil zeggen, het construeren van
argumenten zonder directe interactie met de andere groepsleden. De tweede fase
vereiste collectieve activiteit: directe interactie tussen leerlingen met als doel een
groepsproduct. De overgang van de eerste naar de tweede fase vereiste een
functionele transformatie in de werkruimte. Deze transformatie kon plaatsvinden
door het toepassen van een nieuw organisatieprincipe. We theoretiseerden dat het
toe-eigenen van technologie berust op een persoonlijke dimensie van interactie met
de technologie en een collectieve dimensie van interactie via de technologie. We
theoretiseerden eveneens dat een scheiding van persoonlijke en collectieve activiteit
in de werkruimte enkele negatieve effecten van parallelle activiteit zou tegengaan,
en de functionele transformatie zou faciliteren. Het doel van deze studie was om te
onderzoeken in hoeverre het gebruik van de kenmerken van de werkruimte de
leerlingen in staat zou stellen om aan de taakeisen te voldoen, in hoeverre dit hen in
staat zou stellen om de functionele transformatie te bewerkstelligen, en of de
implementatie van aanvullende beperkingen in de werkruimte een productieve toeeigening zou faciliteren. De studie beschrijft twee iteraties van de onderzoeks184
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ontwerpmethode in de vorm van case studies. Met de eerste case evalueerden we de
standaard werkruimte, waarin parallelle activiteit mogelijk was, zonder aanvullende
beperkingen. Met de tweede case evalueerden we een werkruimte verdeeld in vier
functionele ruimtes, waarbij drie kwadranten bedoeld waren als persoonlijke ruimte,
en een kwadrant als collectieve ruimte. Alle ruimtes waren echter zichtbaar en
toegankelijk voor alle groepsleden gedurende de hele discussie.
De resultaten van de studie laten zien dat ingebruikname van de standaard
werkruimte leidde tot collectieve activiteit waar persoonlijke activiteit vereist werd.
Het gebruik van de functionele ruimtes, daarentegen, stelde de leerlingen wel in
staat om aan de taakeisen te voldoen. De functionele transformatie in de standaard
werkruimte vereiste meer en complexere organisatie dan de functionele
transformatie in de functionele ruimtes. Principes die werden gematerialiseerd in de
werkruimte tijdens de eerste fase hinderden de inventie en toepassing van nieuwe
principes tijdens de tweede fase. Het was daarom moeilijk om een nieuw principe te
bereiken in de standaard werkruimte. In de functionele ruimtes vormde dit geen
probleem. Het toe-eigenen van de werkruimte was het resultaat van een wederzijds
afhankelijke persoonlijke interactie met de technologie en collectieve interactie via
de technologie.
In hoofdstuk 7, ten slotte, concluderen we dit proefschrift met een algemene
discussie. In de verschillende hoofdstukken hebben we beargumenteerd dat het
effect van technologie voor samenwerking vorm krijgt in de interactie tussen de
leerlingen en de kenmerken van de technologie. We hebben dit proces van toeeigening onderzocht in specifieke settings en onderwijspraktijken. In dit laatste
hoofdstuk schetsen we de algemene kenmerken van het toe-eigenen van
technologie, en het effect hiervan op samenwerking in onderwijs leersituaties.
Fysieke en semantische beperkingen reflecteren de ontologie van de
technologie, en spelen een belangrijke rol in het weergeven van de algemene
intentie of ‘spirit’ van de technologie. Beperkingen bieden een normatief raamwerk
in relatie tot wat gepast en legitiem gedrag is binnen een bepaalde context.
Flexibiliteit is van cruciaal belang omdat het verschillende oriëntaties op de situatie
mogelijk maakt. Het maakt heterogeniteit, diversiteit, en eigen verantwoordelijkheid
mogelijk. Zowel beperking als flexibiliteit zijn cruciale ingrediënten voor
productieve toe-eigening. Ontwerpers van onderwijstechnologie staan voor een
uitdagende taak. Zij dienen technologie te ontwerpen die de acties en interacties van
leerlingen zodanig beperken dat het ‘gewenste’ gedrag optreedt, en tegelijkertijd
dienen zij te voorkomen dat deze acties en interacties onnodig worden beperkt.
Aangezien de technologie wordt geïnvesteerd met specifieke intenties leidt dit tot
een inherent spanningsveld: teveel starheid gaat ten koste van creativiteit, terwijl
teveel flexibiliteit misschien niet resulteert in realisatie van de intenties van de
ontwerpers. Onderwijskundig ontwerpers staan voor een dilemma. Hoe te beslissen
over een optimale verhouding tussen beperking en flexibiliteit?
Breakdowns zijn een belangrijke bron voor het ontwerpen van technologie
voor onderwijs leersituaties. Ze kunnen eraan bijdragen dat de ‘blindheid’ die
inherent is aan de manier waarop dingen ‘normaal’ worden gedaan wordt
tegengegaan. Ze kunnen een veld aan alternatieve handelingsmogelijkheden
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blootleggen waar anders vanzelfsprekendheid heerst. Technologie voor
samenwerking moet zodanig worden ontworpen dat het breakdown veroorzaakt, en
tegelijk een veld aan handelingsmogelijkheden biedt om breakdown te overkomen.
Deze handelingsmogelijkheden moeten een specifieke richting aangeven, en
zodoende de leerlingen in staat stellen om hun leeractiviteit te verbeteren. De
ingebruikname van technologie leidt echter niet altijd tot breakdown en reflectie.
Leerlingen zijn niet graag bereid om te reflecteren op de conventies van hun
groepspraktijk, en de ‘normale’ manier van doen blijft vaak impliciet. Bovendien,
wanneer breakdown optreedt wordt het niet altijd goed opgelost. Wanneer
technologie te flexibel is leidt de transpositie van conventies niet tot breakdown, en
treedt er geen verbetering op. In dit geval blijven conventies impliciet, en wordt
ingebruikname gelegitimeerd door een impliciete consensus. Wanneer technologie
teveel beperkingen oplegt vindt er ook geen breakdown plaats, een ook geen
substantiële verbetering van activiteit. Wanneer technologie een juiste verhouding
aan beperkingen en flexibiliteit aanbiedt, leidt ingebruikname tot breakdown en
reflectie, en dient de mogelijkheid tot verbetering zich aan.
In de praktijk worden de intenties van de ontwerpers niet alleen belichaamd
in de technologie, maar vaak ook in de vorm van een script of scenario dat de
introductie van de technologie in het onderwijs begeleidt. Om te beslissen over een
optimale verhouding tussen beperking en flexibiliteit moet men vast stellen in
hoeverre de interacties die het resultaat zij van toe-eigening in strijd zijn met de
intrinsieke restricties van het script en de technologie. Wanneer de feitelijke
interacties tussen leerlingen in strijd zijn met de intrinsieke restricties, dan is het
script - inclusief de technologie - te flexibel. Wanneer het script en de technologie
de creativiteit van de leerlingen beperken, dan is het te star. Ons onderzoek geeft
aan dat een succesvolle ontwerpstrategie begint met flexibele technologie, en
gaandeweg semantische beperkingen toevoegt, ingegeven door een iteratieve
evaluatie in de lokale onderwijs leersituatie.
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